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ABSTRACT
The Role of Personality and Situation Variables
in Responding to and Helping an IndiA^idual
in Psychological Distress
(May, 1979)
Susan Mydlarz Grodman, B.S., Brooklyn College
M.S., Ph.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor Ervin Staub
This study explored various factors involved in helping
an individual experiencing psychological distress. A major
goal was to test a model developed by Staub. The model
deals with personality characteristics that are important
in affecting prosocial behavior, as well as situational
variables, and the nature of personality situation inter-
action.
One objective was to identify and study a broad-based
personality characteristic, germane to helping itself (i.e.,
a prosocial goal). Personality tests were administered to
subjects and then factor analyzed in order to generate a
prosocial personality factor. Factor scores were computed
and subjects were divided into low and high prosocial groups.
It was predicted that high prosocial subjects would be more
helpful than low prosocial ones.
The influence of two situational variables on helping
was also examined; (a) the cost of helping (high versus
V
low) and (b) the expectation of an additional meeting with
the help requester (meeting versus no meeting). The fol-
lowing hypotheses were proposed: (a) subjects would help
less when the costs were high; (b) subjects would help more
if they anticipated future interaction with the help re-
quester; (c) personality by situation interactions would
occur
.
In the first of two experimental sessions, personality
tests were administered to 186 female undergraduates. A
prosocial factor was developed and ^0 high and 40 low pro-
social individuals were randomly assigned to treatment
conditions
.
In session two, a female experimenter instructed the
subject and a female confederate to work on various per-
sonality tests. During one test, the confederate, appear-
ing distressed, related her problem. The situational factors
were varied prior to the help request. In high cost, sub-
jects were offered the chance to receive information about
themselves (via a personality profile). This feedback was
contingent upon the completion of all of the personality
tests. Any interruptions jeopardized this opportunity.
In low cost, feedback was not offered. In the meeting
condition, subjects were led to anticipate future contact
with the confederate during a "third experimental session."
This expectation was not created in the control group.
vi
The dependent variables were (a) verbal behaviors,
(b) nonverbal behaviors, (c) post-experimental items which
assessed the subjects' attitudes toward the confederate, the
experimenter, and their own behavior, and (c) ratings of
the subjects' behavior by the experimenter and the confed-
erate .
As predicted, high prosocial subjects were consistently
more helpful, both verbally and nonverbally, than low pro-
social subjects.
Variation in cost affected nonverbal behaviors; sub-
jects demonstrated more test-oriented behaviors in high
cost. However, verbal behavior was similar in the two con-
ditions .
A prosocial by cost interaction frequently occurred.
High prosocial subjects in low cost were significantly
more helpful than (a) high prosocial subjects in high cost
and (b) low prosocial subjects in either cost condition.
The remaining group comparisons were not significant. A
strong desire for a profile may have prompted high prosocial
subjects to help less in high cost than in low.
The expectation of meeting the confederate affected
relatively few behaviors. Subjects who expected to meet
the confederate looked at her more, but were verbally un-
helpful (mainly low prosocial subjects) toward the end of
the interaction. Perhaps an anticipated meeting made the
vii
subjects cautious and uncertain about how to relate to the
confederate, and eventually made them uneasy over the pros-
pects of a continuing "dependent" relationship.
Overall, the findings confirmed most of the hypotheses.
The results are discussed with respect to the cognitive
processes associated with the helping effort.
viii
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In recent years we have witnessed a tremendous increase
in the investigation of prosocial behavior, particularly
helping behavior. Several flagrant incidents, involving the
failure to help people in need, were publicized and in turn
alarmed the general public. Such events probably gave
impetus to the surge of research which tried to untangle and
explain the intricacies involved in helping versus non-
helping responses. Prosocial behavior is a vital component
of the interaction between people; a society devoid of
helping behavior could not survive. Therefore it is both of
great interest and necessity to understand the factors in-
fluencing its presence or absence.
Much of the initial research on the topic examined
helping in response to emergencies (Latane & Darley, 1970a,
b)
.
Emergency situations involving pressing dangers (fires,
robberies, epileptic fits, just to name a few) were set up
in the laboratory. In these experiments the potential vic-
tim (a confederate) needed assistance in order to avoid or
escape physical danger.
Nonemergency helping situations were also explored
(Allen, 1970 ; Berkowitz & Daniels, 19^3; Lerner & Simmons,
1966; Lerner & Lichtman, I968; Schopler & Bateson, 19^5;
2Staub & Sherk, I97O). The nonemergency help request in these
studies varied; there were requests for charity donations,
for information (directions and time) for assistance in the
completion of experimental tasks, and so on.
Until now, the emphasis (for both emergency and non-
emergency studies) has been on helping behavior in response
to another individual's physical needs. The present study
explored a different area: helping behavior in response to
another individual's psychological distress. The influence
of personality and situational factors on helping a person
in psychological distress was investigated.
This type of need was selected for a variety of rea-
sons. First, everyone has experienced being upset, worried,
distraught. Thus it is a condition that people can, in
varying degrees, personally relate to.
Second, people witness others in psychological dis-
tress quite often in everyday life. This is in contrast to
some of the emergency situations researched in the labora-
tory. We are infrequently confronted with emergency, life
threatening dilemmas. But most everyone has been approached
by a friend, colleague, acquaintance and/or stranger who is
upset and needs help in dealing with a problem. Given the
sheer prevalence of psychological distress it is important
to examine when and how people are helped to deal with it.
A person in psychological distress is experiencing pain.
The failure to express feelings to another person may magnify
3the pain. A sense of alienation and loneliness may arise
and exacerbate an already disturbed psychological condition.
Thus it is particularly important for an individual in dis-
tress to receive attention.
Yet, despite its importance, helping behavior in re-
sponse to someone's psychological distress is a relatively
unexplored subject.
The influence of personality characteristics on helping
behavior was one major focus of attention in this study.
Of special interest was the personality dimension "pro-
social orientation" (a term introduced by Staub, 19?^).
This dimension is measured by a number of personality
characteristics seemingly related to helping behavior. The
measures intend to tap a dimension of personality that is
important in leading an individual to behave prosocially. A
major question was whether people high versus low on a pro-
social orientation dimension would differ in their helping
behavior in a psychological distress situation. Based on
previous studies, it was expected that individuals high in
prosocial orientation would be more helpful than individuals
low on the dimension.
The second major purpose of the study was to investi-
gate the influence of situational factors on helping. Two
situational variables were investigated. One was the cost
of helping. It was suspected that individuals would help
less when the costs were high. Another situational variable
involved the expectation of again meeting with the person who
requested help. It was hypothesized that individuals who ex-
pected to meet again with the person requesting help would
help more than individuals not expecting such a meeting.
The third major purpose of the study was to explore the
interaction between personality and situations in affecting
helping behavior. Based on research findings and a theo-
retical model originated by Staub (1978) it was expected
that prosocial orientation would interact with the situa-
tional variables in influencing helping.
Personality Measures and the Prediction of
Behavior; A Debate
The relationship between the personality dimension
"prosocial orientation" and helping a person in psychological
distress was one focal point of the present study. However,
the efficacy of predicting behavior on the basis of person-
ality characteristics has been debated in the psychological
literature. "Trait theorists," "situational ists, " and
"interactionists" have expressed varied viewpoints (Mischel,
1973; Bem & Allen, 197^; Bowers, 1973).
The utility of personality traits in the prediction of
behavior has been challenged for a number of reasons. Some
theorists have suggested that social behavior is largely a
function of existing circumstances, rather than personality
dispositions (Mischel, I968). In support of this position
5they argue that cross-s ituat ional stability is limited.
Hartshorne and May's (I929) findings which suggest that
"honesty" is situat ionally determined are frequently cited.
Further substantiating this viewpoint is a study by Gergen,
Gergen and Meter (1972) which showed that volunteering for
various purposes was not related to any single trait but to
different personality characteristics depending on the
specific help required. (But even Gergen et al
. concede
that, "The situation is not a constant, but highly dependent
upon who is viewing it and his particular background"
[p. 106].)
Hogan, DeSoto and Solano (1977) disagree with those
criticizing the value of personality traits for prediction.
They point out that individual differences in temperament
can be discovered early in life and are very stable over
time. They also indicate that considerable stability over
time has been demonstrated for various ability and cognitive
measures. Self-descriptions on trait measures also seem to
be highly consistent over very long periods of time (Mischel,
1968). Block (1971), in a longitudinal study of human de-
velopment, used a Q-sort technique (in which descriptions
were provided by different raters) and demonstrated the
stability of a number of personality characteristics over
long periods of time. As for Gergen 's findings, Staub (I978)
points out that no attempt was made by Gergen et al . to
measure a personality characteristic relevant to helping
6itself (i.e., a prosocial personality dimension). He sug-
gests that only such a characteristic could be expected to
relate to different kinds of helping acts.
Some theorists have also emphasized the concept of
multiple causation (Bowers, 1973; Mischel, 1973, 1977).
Mischel (1977) writes, "complex human behaviors tend to be
influenced by many determinants and reflects the almost in-
separable and continuous interaction of a host of variables
both in the person and in the situation" (p. 246). In des-
cribing the antecedents of social behavior he uses the terms
"multiple determinism" and "interactions." Trait critics
argue that trait concepts and the present assessment
methodologies account for only about 9^ of the observed
variance in the dependent variables in any situation
(Mischel, I968). Some researchers have presented the idea
that, in experiments that study both person and situation
variables, person-situation interactions account for greater
proportions of variance in behavior than either personality
or situational factors alone. Bowers (1973) attempted to
evaluate the validity of this idea by comparing the amount
of variance accounted for by persons and situation using an
ANOVA methodology. He concluded that the largest proportion
of the variance was explained by interactions. However,
Hogan et al . (1977) point out that the work by Bowers has
been criticized by another researcher--Golding (1975)--who
claims that unre plicated interactions, not predicted by
7theory, are probably meaningless.
In the area of helping behavior, Staub and Feinberg
(1978) express the belief that situational characteristics
require certain person characteristics in order to activate
prosocial behavior. Hogan et al
. (IQ77) point out that even
when situational variables are extremely powerful there are
always substantial individual differences in behavior
(Milgram, ig?^; Newcomb, 19^3). For instance, in the Milgram
studies, over 30f. of the subjects were disobedient to the
authority figure. Thus, even when situational forces are
strong, personality traits and individual differences remain
important
.
It is important to emphasize that theorists who support
the importance of personality do not deny the relevance of
situational factors and situation-personality interactions.
For instance, Staub (1978) suggests that "the nature of the
situation and the personal goals of an individual will
jointly affect behavior" (p. 92). Different situations acti
vate different and even conflicting personality goals. Thus
theorists supporting the concept of personality characteris-
tics do not ignore situational factors but merely argue for
the importance of also examining personality differences in
understanding behavior.
Several theorists seem to suggest that people are so
complex and multifaceted "as to defy easy classifications"
and subsequent predictions of behavior. According to
Hogan et al. empirical testing will be the ultimate judge of
the usefulness of traits in the prediction of behavior.
Personality Traits and Helping Rehav lor
Actually, relatively few experiments have studied the
relationship between personality and helping behavior. Al-
though many studies that did were not successful in demon-
strating such a relationship (Korte, I969; Latane & Darley,
1970b), some were (Schwartz, 19?8; Schwartz & Clausen, I97O;
Mydlarz, 1973; among others).
Various aspects of personality relevant to moral de-
velopment have been related to helping behavior: conscience
development, ascription of personal responsibility, belief
in a just world, and moral identification with a parent.
Kohlberg (1964, I969) and Hoffman (I963) found a rela-
tionship between conscience development and prosocial be-
havior. MacDonald (1977) demonstrated a high correlation
between religious values and altruism.
Schwartz (1968b) developed a scale which measures the
degree to which people feel personally responsible for the
consequences of their behaviors on others. He found that
individuals who scored high on ascription of personal re-
sponsibility were most likely to be rated as considerate,
reliable, and helpful by their peers. Ascription of per-
sonal responsibility scores also predicted voluntary parti-
cipation in social service work by undergraduates (Schwartz,
91968a), helping in emergencies (Schwartz & Clausen, I97O),
and donations in a blood drive (Schwartz, 1973).
Zuckerman (1975) showed that, under certain conditions,
altruism increases among individuals who strongly believe in
justice. Using a "just world" scale constructed by Rubin
and Peplau (1973), Zuckerman hypothesized that at a time
when they themselves are in need, those who most strongly
believe in a just world behave in a more prosocial manner.
(Zuckerman contends that high- just world believers feel that
when they help others, they will be rewarded; i.e., their
good deeds will be "paid back" by subsequent success.) In
one study he found that when their own needs were high, indi-
viduals who strongly believed in a just world were more
willing to help out a graduate student with his research.
In a follow-up study, believers in a just-world were also
more willing to serve as readers for blind students.
A person's background, particularly his or her family
life and the concomitant effects on personality development
(especially moral development), may influence helping.
London (1970) interviewed a number of Christians who had
rescued Jews from the Nazis. He found that rescuers were
adventurous and were often socially marginal people. In
addition, almost all of the rescuers identified strongly
with at least one parent who had high moral standards and
perhaps served as a model of altruism.
This theme of identification with a moral parent was
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echoed by Rosenhan (I97O) who conducted interviews with
civil rights workers in the early 1960's. Workers who were
fully committed to the cause, but not those who merely dabbled
at it, often indicated that they had a close relationship
with at least one parent, and that the parent had at one time
been committed to an altruistic cause. The London and
Rosenhan studies highlight the likelihood that strong moral
identification with an appropriate model leads to personal
values which in turn foster helping behavior.
Another personality variable
--Internal vs. External
Locus of Control--has also been related to helping behavior.
Rotter (1966) suggests that people vary in their perception
of their power to influence events and bring about important
and desirable outcomes. Gore and Rotter (I963) found that
students who perceived themselves in control of their fates
(internal locus of control) were more likely to help in a
civil rights project than those who felt controlled by ex-
ternal conditions (external locus of control). Staub (I968)
and Midlarsky (I968) have similarly found that individuals
high in internal locus of control are more likely to behave
in a prosocial manner. Staub (I978) suggests that this
trait also involves a very general kind of "competence"
that may in turn influence whether a person will initiate
action and pursue attempts to help another person.
The study by Gergen et al . (1972, briefly mentioned
before) questioned the usefulness of personality traits for
11
the prediction of helping behavior. In that study, the re-
searchers investigated several different personality charac-
teristics and their relationship to helping. They gave a
battery of personality tests to a number of college students
and then noted their responses to five different requests
for help from the psychology department. Although several
relationships between personality scores and volunteering
were significant, a trait often predicted one type of help-
ing but failed to predict, or was even negatively associated
with another. Also, relationships that held for male stu-
dents rarely held for females. The researchers concluded
that different types of students were looking for different
types of payoffs.
They made the point that the characteristics of the
situation and of the request for help interacted in complex
ways with personality characteristics. They concluded that
people who donate to a charity, or return a lost wallet
probably do not have the same personality traits as those
who rush into a burning building to save a life.
In response to the Gergen et al . study, Staub (I978)
pointed out that the subjects did not actually help, they
only volunteered and moreover, they were not directly con-
fronted with anyone's need. Staub also effectively argued
that
:
No attempt was made by Gergen et al . to measure a per-
sonality characteristic relevant to helping itself,
some form of orientation to others' welfare or to help-
12
ing. Only a characteristic that makes helping a de-
expected to relate to dif-ferent kinds of helping acts. Only a high dep-ree of motivation for prosocial behavior [a^rosofiai |oa?] canone reasonably expect to lead to any generality inhelping behavior or generality in expressed intentionto be helpful. (Staub, I978
, p. 108.5
^^^enxio
Staub derived a dimension specifically relevant to helping
,
behavior-prosocial orientat ion-and this dimension was
further explored in the present study.
Personal ity Orientation and Helping Behavior
Most of the research relating personality to prosocial
behavior has utilized "a single trait design." A single
trait or individual measure is correlated with a single
type of prosocial behavior. Although this single trait
correlational approach has a long tradition, one researcher,
Gergen (1972) suggests it has serious shortcomings: low-
order correlations and conflicting findings. He adds one
solution might be to search out "basic dimensions" of per-
sonality through factor analysis (Cattell, 1957; Eysenck,
1970 ; Gergen, 1972).
Staub (197^, 1978) has also proposed the importance of
considering the joint influence of a variety of personality
character is itcs (in interaction with situations) if we are
to improve our understanding of how behavior is determined
and the prediction of behavior. As indicated earlier,
Staub stressed the need to measure a broad and basic dimen-
sion of personality, germane to helping itself. He has ex-
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plored the problem via factor analytic techniques.
In a study on helping a person in physical distress,
Staub (197^), using a factor analytic design, derived a per-
sonality dimension he called "prosocial orientation."
Staub suggests that "prosocial orientation" is a general
personality characteristic that leads people to act in a
prosocial manner. Prosocial orientation is therefore
thought to motivate helping behavior.
In discussing the motivation for helping behavior Staub
uses the construct "personal goal." He defines a personal
goal as a preference for certain outcomes or end states, or
an aversion for certain outcomes. Goals also involve a
striving toward or away from these outcomes. Thus goals
direct our behaviors including prosocial behavior. Staub
suggests that prosocial orientation is an index of a pro-
social goal. It is measured by a number of personality
characteristics
.
With regard to predicting helping behavior, Staub
states the personality characteristics that need to be con-
sidered are those which determine whether or not personal
goals are activated and/or their satisfaction is pvirsued.
Various dimensions of personal ity-- internal ized values, norms
and beliefs--can all increase the value or desirability of
helping people and thus contribute to a prosocial goal.
Several personality characteristics considered rele-
vant to tapping a prosocial goal were used to measure pro-
social orientation. According to Staub. the important as-
pects of personality that together give rise to a prosocial
goal of some generality and breadth include: (a) a positive
orientation toward other people, (b) a concern about the
welfare of others, (c) a feeling of personal responsibility
for others' welfare, and (d) a belief in moral values.
Personality tests reflecting the above personality
dimensions were used to measure "prosocial orientation."
Included were: (a) Schwartz's test of one's tendency to
Ascribe Responsibility to the Self for others' welfare,
(b) Berkowitz and Lutterman's Test of Social Responsibility,
(c) Christie's Test of Machiavell ianism--which measures
one's opinions concerning human nature and the tendency to
manipulate others for one's own advantage, (d) Rokeach's
Test of Values--in which subjects rank order two sets of
eighteen values; many kinds of values are included some of
which are prosocial in nature, and (e) Kohlberg's Moral
Reasoning Test.
A number of the above personality measures, as well as
others, significantly correlated with indices of helping.
Since the above measures and a few others seemed to be
relevant to prosocial values or action, Staub performed a
factor analysis on them. A single factor emerged on which
the above measures had a high loading. Scores on the
Schwartz, Berkowitz and Lutterman and Kohlberg scales as
well as the ranks of the values helpfulness and equality had
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high positive loadings on the factor. Scores on the
Christie Test had negative loadings. These measures were
then used to compute "composite prosocial orientation
scores" by averaging the subject's scores on all of them,
each weighted according to the measure's loading on the
factor.
It is evident that prosocial orientation encompasses a
set of interrelated characteristics. However prosocial
orientation is not conceived as simply a summation of these
personality measures. It is suggested that the measures to-
gether represent or tap a broad personality dimension. In
summary, Staub argues that the various personality character-
istics (i.e., the internalized values, norms, and beliefs)
that are part of the prosocial orientation dimension can all
increase the value or desirability of benefiting other
people and thus contribute to a prosocial goal. Thus Staub
suggests the personality characterist ic--prosoc ial orienta-
tion- -may be considered "the index of a prosocial goal" and
tends to lead people to behave prosocially.
In analyzing the relationship between the various
measures of helping and the prosocial orientation variable,
Staub (197^) found that the composite prosocial orientation
scores were indeed related to most of the indices of help-
fulness (helpfulness in response to a confederate's cries of
[physical^ distress emanating from an adjoining room, as
well as various forms of helping behavior in the course of
16
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subsequent interaction with him). Staub reported that th,
correlations between prosocial orientation and helping
highly significant in the total sample of subjects and gen-
erally higher than the correlations of single personality
measures with helping. These findings attest to the possible
advantages of using the prosocial orientation dimension in
the study of helping behavior.
A major purpose of the present study was to further in-
vestigate the relationship between prosocial orientation and
helping, specifically helping in response to psychological
distress. In the present study a prosocial orientation dimen-
sion was generated using the factor analytic technique des-
cribed by Staub. The author selected the Schwartz test, the
Berkowitz and Lutterman test, the Christie test, and the Ro-
keach test for the identification of a prosocial orientation
dimension. In addition, two trust measures (Rotter's Inter-
personal Trust Scale, and the Mydlarz Trust Scale), the Hogan
Empathy Scale and an interpersonal sensitivity measure were
included in the factor analysis. All of the above measures
were considered conceptually meaningful for the derivation of
a general prosocial dimension. (A detailed rationale for the
inclusion of all of the tests appears in the Method Chapter.
)
On the basis of Staub 's research it was predicted that
a prosocial orientation factor would emerge and that sub-
jects high on prosocial orientation would be more helpful
than subjects low on this dimension.
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The Interaction Between Personality (Prosocial
Orientation) and Situations
In addition to exploring the influence of personality,
another major purpose of this study was to investigate the
interaction between personality (prosocial orientation) and
situational variables in affecting helping behavior.
Gergen et al
. (1972) write that, "Ultimately what is
required is a thorough integration of the two major ap-
proaches to prosocial behavior, the one stressing situational
states and the other individual dispositions." They add,
"There is no room for the self-satisfied separatism often
encountered within the field" (p. 126).
Staub (1978) has recently proposed a conceptual model
that attempts to advance our understanding in this area.
The model was formulated to deal with both personality and
situational factors and their interaction. Staub reports
that, "One purpose of this theoretical model is to go beyond
attempting to demonstrate that situations and persons jointly
determine behavior by specifying the characteristics of per-
sons in conjunction with characteristics of situations that
are important to consider" (p. 108). Staub concedes that
"Most behavior is determined in a complex manner." But he
adds that:
Varied personality characteristics, their combination,
and their activation by characteristics of the situa-
tion will together determine whether a person will
or will not behave prosocially in a specific instance.
With the proper specification of the most important
18
personality characteristics, relevant situational in-fluences and their manner of interaction, reasonably
accurate predictions about behavior in specific settinp-qwill be possible. (Staub. I978. p. 88.)
ings
In reference to personality, Staub formulated the con-
cept of "personal goals." As defined earlier, a personal
goal involves a preference for certain outcomes or end
states, or an aversion for certain outcomes. These goals
are motivational in quality in that they influence and direct
behavior. According to Staub, for any individual a variety
of goals exist, one of which may be a prosocial goal.
Staub describes how personality (personal goals) may
interact with situational factors. He points out that in
any particular situation, a variety of motives or personal
goals may be aroused in a person. On certain occasions when
a person is faced with another person's need for help, that
may be the only force acting upon him. If he possesses some
motivation to be helpful (some degree of a prosocial goal)
he will be helpful. But other times a person might be
faced with a situation which potentially activates a variety
of motives: to be helpful, to achieve well on some other
task, to be obedient, to follow previous instructions, and
so on. According to Staub whether such competing goals are
activated and which personal goal in a particular situation
will exert dominant influence on behavior depend upon (a)
the nature of the situation, i.e., its activating potential
and (b) the characteristics of the person--the degree to
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which the person possesses the personal goals that might be
activated by the situation. These factors must be evaluated
and measured in order to accurately predict behavior. ,
Staub provides an example which illustrates his model.
Someone might be involved in working on a task, or their
time may be essentially unoccupied, as in the situation of
waiting for someone. Suppose another person in the next
room is in distress. According to Staub, if it is important
for the potential helper to do well on tasks and to help
other people he will experience conflict. His two goals con-
flict with each other. This will not happen when the person
is not working on a task, but just waiting, because an
achievement goal will not be activated. Conflict will also
not occur if doing well on tasks is unimportant to the per-
son. Finally helping might not occur if there is a weak or
nonexistent prosocial goal.
Thus Staub 's model elucidates the role of personality,
the situation, and personality-situation interactions. It
sheds some light on just how the nature of the situation and
the personal goals of an individual jointly affect behavior.
Situational Factors and Helping
In addition to personality, two situational factors
were also the foci of attention in the present study. As
indicated earlier, few theorists fail to recognize the im-
portance that situational variables play in determining
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behavior. A number of researchers have suggested that
need to sort out the dimensions of situations that are
relevant to helping behavior (Staub, I978; Frederickson,
1972).
The importance of situational factors has been empiri-
cally demonstrated in a number of studies. Research findings
have revealed that when a person is alone, he is more likely
to help than when other people are present (Latane & Darley,
1970b; and others). This phenomenon seems to be due, in
part, to the degree to which responsibility for helping is
focused upon one person versus diffused among a number of
people. Also being a member of a group may lead to misin-
terpretation of the situation. Witnessing other people
hesitate or fail to take action may cause people to falsely
conclude that help is not needed. Varied circumstances that
bring about ambiguous perceptions of a person's need for help
diminish help. Moreover, clarity of the need for help, as ex-
pressed by the person in need or by others, increases helping
behavior (Clark & Word, 1972; Yakimovitch & Salz, 1971;
Bickman, 1972; Staub, 197^).
Latane and Darley (1970b) studied another situational
var iable--familiarity with the help setting--and its effects
on helping behavior. Two settings were chosen, a subway
station and an airport, to provide different degrees of
familiarity. Most people in a New York City subway station
have been there countless times. But many individuals at
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LaGuardia Airport are likely to be relative strangers to the
setting. Subjects were found to offer a male confederate,
in physical distress, more help in the familiar as opposed
to the unfamiliar setting.
Staub and Feinberg (1978) suggest that another situa-
tional variable--responsive vs. self
- initiated helping--may
be important. In the former, a direct request for help is
made and the actions that need to be taken are relatively
clear. In self - initiated helping various plans for action
have to be evolved and decisions regarding specific courses
of action have to be made.
The severity of the person's needs, the immediacy of
the distress cues, the duration of distress cues are other
situational factors related to helping (Staub & Baer, 19?^).
Conditions that direct attention to the self, specifically
creating self-concern, or concern about others' reaction to
one's behavior, decrease the tendency to help (Berkowitz,
1970; Isen, 1970; Staub, 197^).
In order to explore (a) the role of situations and
(b) the interaction between personality and situations in
influencing helping behavior, the following situational
factors were selected for study: the cost of helping, and an
anticipated meeting with the help requester.
Cost and Helping Behavior
The cost of helping was chosen for investigation in the
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present study because past research on helping showed that
cost is a very important variable (Latane & Darley, 1970a;
Schopler & Bateson. I965; Allen. 1970; Darley & Bateson,
1973; Piliavin, Rodin & Piliavin, I969; among others). The
relationship repeatedly found was that, all other factors
kept constant, the greater the potential cost of helping,
the less the actual helping. Whether cost factors also
influence helping behavior in response to psychological dis-
tress was explored in this dissertation.
Although there are tremendous variations in cost, most
of the time the potential helper is faced with some costs if
he decides to help. Therefore the cost variable is impor-
tant to study. Minimally intervention' requires time and
effort. In emergency situations there are often high poten-
tial costs (life, well being or property are in danger).
There is also fear and embarrassment about doing the "wrong
thing." Latane and Darley (1970a) claim that it is these
high costs (and few potential positive rewards) that put
pressure on individuals to ignore a potential emergency, to
distort their perceptions of it, or to underestimate their
responsibility for coping with it. All of these reactions
lead to an unhelpful response.
It should be noted that there are also costs for non-
intervention. These tend to be psychological: shame, guilt,
and fear of reproach from others. But often, according to
Latane and Darley (1970a), an individual may distort reality,
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convince himself that the emergency doesn't exist and there-
fore not incur the costs for nonintervention.
Review of pas t research on the ef f P_nt^_nfw^ Various
studies involving nonemergency situations, have found that
high costs tend to diminish helping. Schopler and Bateson
(1965) demonstrated that subjects who had a lot to lose
(monetarily) helped less than subjects who had only a little
to lose. Folk-wisdom and the results of many fund-raising
drives indicate that it is easier to obtain small donations
than large ones. One study by Wagner and Wheeler (IQ69)
showed that men made a larger charitable contribution when
it was requested in time -payment form than when it was
solicited in a lump sum.
In addition to charity collections, blood drives repre-
sent another example of public sponsored calls for help. In
a campus drive to obtain blood donors, those students most
likely to refuse were those who most strongly believed that
donating would be painful, anxiety provoking, fatiguing,
time consuming, and that it would lead to feelings of faint-
ness (Pomazal and Jaccard, I976).
Other studies further illuminate the role of the cost
of helping. A field study by Allen (1970) was conducted in
the New York City subways. A confederate asked for direc-
tions and another confederate gave him an incorrect answer.
The situation was arranged so that the question was aimed
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at both the confederate and a naive bystander (the subject).
The misinformer to be first created a character for himself.
In one condition he was a "neutral" character; in a second
condition he showed that he was ready to resort to violence
if provoked; in a third condition he made embarrassing com-
ments at the slightest provocation. To correct the misin-
former in the study meant contradicting him. In the last two
conditions he had demonstrated that he might react badly to
correction (by voicing physical threats or embarrassing com-
ments, or by actually behaving violently). Allen reported
that the subjects were affected by the cost of helping. Sub-
jects were most reluctant to help (by correcting the con-
federate) in the high cost condition where physical harm
might have resulted. They were least reluctant to supply
correct directions in the low cost, neutral character
condition.
In a series of field studies, experimenters made a
variety of requests of passers-by in the streets of New York
City (Latane & Darley, 1970a). The type of request and the
inherent cost made a significant difference in the incidence
of compliance. People were much more likely to relate the
correct time, indicate directions, or give change for a
quarter than they were to give a dime or tell their names.
The first three requests all involved a relatively low cost
to the potential helper. In contrast, telling one's name to
a stranger involves a certain risk. Giving a dime, although
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a minimal amount of money, does involve a financial cost.
It should be pointed out though that the results can be ex-
plained without using a cost analysis. The latter two re-
quests may have been construed as being improper, coming
from a total stranger. If the requests seem inappropriate,
subjects may have reacted by being less responsive.
In another study, Darley and Bateson (1973) varied the
cost of helping a victim slumped over an alleyway. Time
pressures were manipulated by telling subjects that they
had to hurry to make an appointment (high cost) or that
there was plenty of time. The less time the subjects be-
lieved they had, the less likely they were to stop and help.
In an experiment by Piliavin, Rodin and Piliavin (I969)
the frequency of helping a drunk was lower than that of
helping someone who was ill, but not drunk. The researchers
concluded that the subjects may have considered that greater
risks (costs) were involved in helping the drunk. An al-
ternative explanation can be presented. It may have been
that the subjects thought the drunk less deserving of help,
due to the possibility that he knowingly brought on his
condition.
In another study, Piliavin and Piliavin (1972) varied
the unpleasantness or cost of helping in an emergency situa-
tion on a Philadelphia subway car. The victim, walking with
a cane, entered the car, began moving toward the other end
and suddenly collapsed onto the floor. Half the time this
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scene was enacted, in addition to falling, the victim also
released a flow of red-colored liquid that had been con-
cealed in his mouth. It appeared that a trickle of thick
blood was running down his chin. It was found that fewer
people helped in this condition than in a control condition.
Also those who did help responded more slowly and more in-
directly when blood was present than when it was absent.
The researchers suggested that abhorrence at the sight of
blood, the cost of damaging one's clothing, and the fear of
doing the wrong thing may have all caused the reduction of
helping.
Yet another study has demonstrated that, in physical
distress situations, the relative cost of helping influences
the degree of helping. In a study by Suedfeld, Bochner and
Wnek (1972) male participants in an April, I971 peace demon-
stration were approached by a woman experimenter who stated
that her male friend was feeling ill. She then began a
series of requests for help that involved increasingly larger
costs to the potential helper. The percentage of subjects
complying decreased as the costs of helping increased.
Although 100% of those requested followed the woman to her
ill companion, only 66% agreed to help carry him to a nearby
first-aid station, while only 11% agreed to provide busfare
so that the ailing victim could return home.
Although high cost seems to reduce helping, research
indicates that people will sometimes help even when there is
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much discomfort involved. Lerner and Lichtman (I968) showed
that a high percentage of female subjects (72%) elected to
he in a shock experimental condition when they were informed
that the other subject (a confederate) expressed great fear
about the shocks and greatly preferred the control condi-
tion. This study also indicates that it may be difficult to
turn down a rather direct unequivocal help request.
London (1970) studied Christians who risked their
lives in an effort to rescue Jews during WWII. The cost of
helping was very high, but many people did help. There are
also, of course, cases of individuals who (in a sudden emer-
gency) rush in to save a stranger's life, at the same time
risking their own. Situational factors, personality fac-
tors, family background, and training all seem to play a role
in these courageous helping efforts.
In summary it appears that, in general, the greater the
potential cost of helping, the less the actual helping. But
helping sometimes does occur when the cost of helping is
high.
Whether high cost diminishes responsiveness towards an
individual in psychological distress was explored in this
study. It was hypothesized that it would. The interaction
between this situational variable and personality (prosocial
orientation) was also of interest.
Varying the cost of helping in the present study . Two varia-
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tions of the cost variable were designed: a high cost and a
low cost of helping. Variation in cost was brought about
in the following way. Subjects worked on a series of per-
sonality tests. In one condition (high cost) the subjects
were promised valuable personal feedbacks the results of the
personality tests that they were working on, and information
allowing them to compare their performance with others. It
was reasoned that this is information most people are
curious about and would find useful. It was also conveyed
to the subjects that the failure to complete a test would
minimize the usefulness of the feedback they would obtain
(see Method Chapter).
Helping in this study involved shifting attention from
the personality test to a confederate who was expressing
psychological distress. This presented the subject with a
potential conflict in the high cost situation. Another per-
son needed help and yet if the subject genuinely helped
(interrupted her work on the test) she stood to lose some-
thing desirable: information about herself.
In the low cost condition, there were still costs in-
volved in helping (time and effort for example) but no per-
sonality feedback was promised. Since the potential loss of
interesting personality feedback was not present, the total
potential cost was lower in this condition than in the first,
It was predicted that helping would be less in the high cost
than in the low cost condition.
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The particular cost factor, involving the opportunity
to gain personality feedback, was chosen because it was con-
sidered meaningful for the subjects. But the possibility
existed that subjects would perceive the confederate's need
for help as being greater in the high cost than in the low
cost condition. This eventuality was considered because
the confederate interrupted her own task and thus, in the
high cost condition, she also sacrificed her own personality
profile. If need were interpreted as being greater in this
condition, it would have undermined the attempt to study
the effect of the cost of helping. (This has been a problem
in many helping studies that have investigated the cost
variable. Often variations in cost are associated with varia-
tions in need; when the need for help is high so is the
cost.) To counteract this, a special effort was made to
construct the situation and the confederate's speech so that
a high need for help was communicated to all of the subjects
(not just to those in the high cost condition)
.
The confederate was trained to appear very upset. She
also stated this, clearly and openly (see script in the
Method Chapter). In addition, the source of her distress
was a recent event: a long term romantic relationship that
broke up just the night before. Therefore all subjects,
regardless of the cost condition, were expected to conclude
that the confederate's need to talk was great.
The general effectiveness of the cost manipulation and
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the subjects' interpretations of the confederate's need for
help were checked. Ten pilot subjects were tested (five
under high and five under low cost conditions). The results
validated the above assumptions.
The interaction between personality and cost in in-
fluencing helping was also of interest. It was hypothesized
that low prosocial subjects would be more strongly affected
by the variations in the situational variables than high
prosocial subjects. Specifically, low prosocial subjects
were expected to show greater variation in their helping
responses, helping more extensively in the low cost condi-
tion and less so in the high cost condition. In contrast,
it was anticipated that high prosocial subjects would ex-
hibit more consistent responses in both cost conditions.
High prosocial subjects were still expected to show a higher
degree of helping in the low cost condition but not a
massive drop of helping in high cost.
The above interactions were hypothesized because it was
thought that individuals high in prosocial orientation, be-
cause of strong predispositions to help, would be more con-
sistent in their helping responses across various situa-
tions. However it was surmised that individuals low in pro-
social orientation, not having an especially strong in-
clination to be helpful, would be more sensitive to situa-
tional variables that either increased or decreased the re-
wards of helping.
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A hypothesis involving the interaction between prosocial
orientation and cost was derived from Staub's model of help-
ing (Staub, 1978, presented earlier). According to Staub,
in any situation, a variety of personal goals may be acti-
vated. Sometimes goals conflict. In the present study, the
confederate conveyed a high need for help. Thus a prosocial
goal was expected to be aroused in high prosocial individuals.
However, in the high cost condition, the goal to obtain per-
sonality feedback was also aroused. If there were a corre-
lated difference between high and low prosocial people in
the goal of obtaining personality feedback, an interaction
between prosocial orientation and cost would occur. For
instance, if high prosocial people were very interested in
obtaining feedback they would be expected to help more in
low cost than in high cost. (For high prosocial subjects in
high cost, the goals of helping and obtaining feedback would
conflict.) But if low prosocial people were not interested
in feedback (i.e., obtaining information about themselves
was not a viable personal goal) they would not be expected
to show differential helping between the two cost conditions.
The Anticipation of a Future Meeting With the
Person Who Requests Help and Helping Behavior
The second situational variable in this study involved
expectations about once again meeting with the person who
needed help. In most laboratory studies involving several
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people, the subjects are strangers who interact on one
occasion and never expect to see each other again. This ex-
pectation may influence the subjects' behavior towards one
another. The author was interested in studying helping
behavior among people who were more than just "passing
strangers ,
"
Consequently it was decided to investigate conditions
that are likely to be involved in friendship formation and
how these conditions in turn affect helping responses. In
order to do this the experimenter attempted to influence the
subjects' perceptions and expectations concerning a future
meeting with the confederate.
In one condition subjects were led to believe that they
would have to meet and interact with the confederate at
least once more. It was reasoned that, as a result of this
belief, the confederate would no longer be viewed as the
"typical stranger." In fact "the stranger" would then be
similar, in one respect, to "a friend" of the subject. One
expects to see and interact with a friend again in the
future. (This may be one of the many aspects of friendship
that leads to greater helping behavior among friends than
among strangers.) Also the anticipation of meeting the con-
federate again can prompt subjects to consider the pos-
sibility of actually befriending the confederate. If sub-
jects believe that there is a possibility of becoming
friends with the confederate, this can lead to cognitions and
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emotions that enhance helping behavior. In another treat-
ment group, no expectation of again meeting the confederate
was aroused.
Review of past research on the effects of an anticipated
meeting. An experiment by Darley and Berscheid (I967) sheds
some light on the effects of an anticipated meeting with an
individual. College women were asked to participate in two-
person discussion groups to talk about sexual standards for
female college students. Each subject was given ambiguous
personality information about two other people. The sub-
ject was informed which of the two was to be her partner in
the future discussion. It was also communicated that there
would be no contact with the other individual. The subjects
then rated these two people along various dimensions.
The results indicated that the subjects liked the girl
with whom they were to be paired more than they liked the
other individual. The subjects also said that they would
like to know her better socially, and that they would be
more likely to have her as a friend (all in answer to the
experimenter's questions).
Simply the announcement of a future meeting with
another person produced greater liking for the person.
Darley and Berscheid explain the results in terms of Heider'
interpersonal balance theory. This theory suggests that we
strive for a harmonious balance between our "unit" and
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"sentiment" relationships. According to Heider (1946), unit
relationships may be formed between two people through their
perceiving proximity, or a common fate, or a similarity be-
tween themselves. Therefore the pairing of people in a
discussion situation may be enough to cause them to feel
that they are in a unit relationship with one another. A
feeling of "we-ness" exists. Heider suggests that when a
person is in a unit relationship with another there is a
tendency toward making the sentiment (or feeling) relation-
ship harmonious with the unit relationship. This harmony
may be accomplished by liking the person with whom one has
the unit relationship.
Darley and Berscheid suggest that when the subjects be-
lieved that they were going to be paired with another per-
son in the discussion group, they formed a unit relation-
ship with that other person. Consequently the subjects
showed a tendency to balance the relationship by increasing
their liking for the girl they were to meet. This was
prior to any firsthand knowledge about the other person.
Thus the anticipation of a future meeting with another
individual should increase liking for that individual. This
in turn may have repercussions for helping behavior. Every-
day experience tells us that we give more to people we like,
as opposed to people we dislike. Some research also
supports this idea. Naturalistic studies of such disasters
as tornadoes indicate that people tend to help members of
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their families first, then friends and neighbors, and finally
strangers in the area (Form & Nosow, 1958). Interpersonal
attract ion--liking--may be one of the many factors that ac-
counts for this. (It is interesting that the victims seem
to prefer it that way too, perhaps because they know that
they can repay help from family and close friends [Taylor,
Zurcher & Key, I970].)
The relationship between liking and helping behavior
was also investigated in a study by Goodstadt (I97I). The
results showed that ^0% of the subjects agreed to help a
confederate whom they liked, and only 10% agreed to help a
confederate they disliked. Daniels and Berkowitz (1973)
found that workers in their experiment made more boxes for
highly dependent supervisors when they thought they would
like them than when they thought they would not. Staub and
Sherk (I970) found that fourth graders shared a crayon
longer with liked partners than with disliked partners.
In an experiment by Kelley and Byrne (I976) subjects
and confederates first exchanged information, including an
evaluation of each individual by the other person. Some
subjects received positive evaluations and were informed
that the confederate found them to be intelligent, well
adjusted, and likeable. Others received negative evalua-
tions and were told that the other person viewed them as
being stupid, maladjusted, and unlikeable. A control group
received no evaluations. As was expected, a person who
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gave positive evaluations was liked much better than one
who gave negative evaluations. In the next portion of the
experiment, the subject interacted with the confederate who
pretended to feel intense pain as he supposedly received an
electric shock while performing a task. After each trial,
the subject's job was to push a lever to "get the apparatus
ready for the next trial." It was explained that the lever
shut off the electric current between trials, thus giving
the other person a brief respite from his suffering. Over a
number of trials in the experiment, the control group's
speed of pressing the lever increased (perhaps indicating
that helping behavior is generally reinforcing). When the
victim was liked however, the performance was considerably
higher. When the suffering person was disliked, the lever-
pressing speed did not increase at all over the trials of
the experiment. The researchers concluded that interper-
sonal attraction (i.e., liking) is a factor in helping be-
havior. Krebs (1970) also reports that there are suggestive
indications throughout the research literature that inter-
personal attraction mediates altruism.
Varying an anticipated meeting in the present study . In the
present study, the anticipation of meeting the confederate
was varied. In one experimental condition the subjects were
informed that they would interact with the confederate
again, during a future experimental session. In the other
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experimental condition, the subjects were given no reason to
believe that they would again cross paths with the confed
ate. The research just cited suggests that in the first
condition a unit relationship would be formed leading to
creased liking for the confederate. These feelings could
turn increase helping behavior.
During the upcoming session, subjects expected to work
with the confederate on a task and carry on a discussion.
Uncooperative behavior or insensitivity between them could
make this an uncomfortable situation. The prospect of ig-
noring or minimally helping someone you anticipate seeing
again could also be embarrassing. The existence of a third
scheduled meeting also introduced the possibility of start-
ing a friendship with the confederate. For all of these
reasons, it was expected that an anticipated future meeting
with the confederate would ultimately lead subjects to help
her more.
However, there was another possible outcome concerning
this variable. Subjects may be willing to help a stranger
during a chance meeting (the experiment). But they may be
repelled by the idea of having a stranger develop a de-
pendency, requesting help not only once but possibly in the
future too. This predicament was more probable in the anti-
cipation of meeting condition. In that condition the sub-
jects knew that they would see the confederate again and
would possibly be reluctant to permit the start of a con-
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tinuing supportive interaction. If this were the case, sub-
jects in this condition could chose to eliminate this pos-
sibility by minimally responding to the confederate.
An interaction between personality (prosocial orienta-
tion) and the meeting variable, in influencing helping, was
also hypothesized. It was suspected that low prosocial sub-
jects would be more strongly affected by the variations of
the situational variables (including the meeting variable)
than would high prosocial people. It was hypothesized that
high prosocial subjects would help even when dealing with a
stranger they did not expect to see again. Helping by high
prosocial orientation subjects was expected to increase
somewhat in the anticipation of meeting condition. However,
low prosocial subjects were expected to be more strongly
affected by the variable; it was expected that the increase
in helping, in the anticipation of meeting condition, would
be greater for the low prosocial than for the high prosocial
subjects. It was reasoned that people high in prosocial
orientation, because of their predisposition to help, would
be more consistent in helping responses across various
situations. However it was suspected that low prosocial
people, not having especially strong inclinations to help,
would be more sensitive to situational variables that either
increased or decreased the rewards of helping.
CHAPTER II
METHOD
Overview
The purpose of this study was to examine the influence
of a personality dimension and two situational factors on
helping behavior: prosocial orientation level of the sub-
ject, the cost of helping, and the anticipation of a future
meeting with the person requesting help (2X2X2 design).
There were two experimental sessions.
1. During the first session, subjects filled out a
series of personality tests. The results of these tests
were used to generate the personality measure prosocial
orientation. Subjects who were identified as high or low
on the prosocial dimension were contacted and asked to re-
turn for the second experimental session.
2. During the second session the subject and a confed-
erate were brought together, the situational variables were
introduced, and the request for help took place. The rela-
tive cost of helping was manipulated via information de-
livered to the subjects at the very beginning of the session.
In the high cost condition, subjects were offered a person-
ality profile, the procurement of which was contingent upon
the completion of a number of tests; any interruptions
jeopardized this opportunity. In the low cost condition,
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no feedback was offered. The second situational variable-
anticipation of a future meeting with the conf ederate--was
also established at the start of the second session. In one
condition, subjects were led to believe that they would meet
and interact with the confederate again, during a third ses-
sion of the experiment. In the control group, the impression
of a future meeting with the confederate was not established.
The subjects and the confederate were instructed to work on
some personality tests. While working on one of these
tests the confederate was supposedly reminded of a pressing
problem in her life. Appearing very upset, she related
her despair and its circumstances. Thus her need for help
was established.
The subjects' verbal behavior was tape-recorded and
their nonverbal behavior was observed via a one-way mirror.
A variety of verbal and nonverbal indices of helping pro-
vided the dependent variables.
Subjects
A preliminary group of 186 female undergraduates from
Brooklyn College (C.U.N.Y.) were recruited from a variety
of sections of an Introductory Psychology course for the
first experimental session. Eighty subjects (40 identified
as high and 40 identified as low in prosocial orientation)
were subsequently selected from this group for participation
in the second experimental session.
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Three female undergraduates at Brooklyn College acted
as confederates. The experiment was conducted by the author.
Procedure
The first experimental sessU^n- It was essential that sub-
jects from the first experimental group return for the
second experimental session. Thus a "sign-up sheet," used
to recruit subjects, explained that people signing up for
the study would be required to participate in up to three
separate sessions. Potential subjects were informed that
the first session (lasting between 1^ and 2 hours) would
involve filling out a group of questionnaires concerning
attitudes, opinions and beliefs. It was also indicated that
most students would be called back for a second and a third
session (lasting ik hours, and one half hour respectively).
It was explained that, in addition to earning course
credit, students returning for the latter sessions would
also receive monetary compensation for their participation
beyond the 2 hour departmental requirement. To further in-
sure that subjects would return for the second session, it
was stressed that only people who intended to participate
in all the sessions should sign up. Subjects were admon-
ished that credit would not be awarded to students refusing
to return for future sessions.
The initial 186 students came at various times, to a
designated room, and were tested in groups. The following
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tests were administered to the subjects: (l) Schwartz's
Ascription of Responsibility Test, (2) Berkowitz and Lut-
terman's Social Responsibility Test, (3) Christie's Test
(measure of M achiavellianism)
,
(k) Rokeach's Value Test
(thirty-six values), (5) Hogan's Empathy Scale, (6) Rot-
ter's Interpersonal Trust Scale, (7) Mydlarz's Trust Sub-
scale, (8) Staub and Feinberg's Affiliation Test, (9) Staub
and Feinberg's Achievement Test, and (10) Grodman's Impor-
tance of Self
-Knowledge Questionnaire.
The purpose of this first session was to collect data
on the above personality measures in order to identify a
prosocial orientation dimension, via a factor analytic
technique described by Staub (197^). Subjects could then
be assigned to high versus low prosocial orientation groups.
The personality tests administered in the current
study were carefully chosen. The selection of Tests #1
through #5 was based on the results of prior studies con-
ducted by Staub (197^) and Feinberg (1977). Staub (1974)
found that upon the factor analysis of these personality
tests (Tests #1 through #4), there emerged a factor which
in turn related to the subjects' overall helpfulness (in
response to a confederate's physical distress). The per-
sonality dimension represented by factor scores was desig-
nated as "prosocial orientation." Feinberg (1977) selected
the same tests plus a few others (including Hogan's Empathy
Scale [Test #5] and an item from an Affiliation Test
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[Test #8]). She employed a similar statistical procedure
and also generated a prosocial factor that ultimately re-
lated to her subjects' helping behavior. Thus the current
study involved, in part, a replication and an attempt for
further validation of the Staub and Feinberg factor analytic
procedures
.
Two additional personality variables were also included
in the present factor analysis: The Rotter Interpersonal
Trust Scale (Test #6) and the Mydlarz Trust Subscale
(Test #7). These variables seemed conceptually a meaning-
ful aspect of prosocial orientation. A factor analysis was
performed on the subjects' scores on these personality
measures (Tests #1 through #7 and an item on interpersonal
sensitivity from Test #8).
The last three tests filled out by the subjects during
the first session (Tests #8, #9, and #10) were not intended
for inclusion in the factor analysis. But it was thought
that they might help explain behaviors in the present study.
The subjects' general desire to affiliate with others (Staub
and Feinberg 's Affiliation Test: Test #8) was considered
germane to helping behavior. Subjects were also required
to work on a number of tasks during the experiment. Thus
the subjects' general need for achievement seemed pertinent
(Staub and Feinberg' s Achievement Test: Test #9)- Grodman's
Importance of Self -Knowledge Questionnaire (Test #10) was
a test developed for this study. It intended to measure
^4
how important it was to the subjects to learn about them-
selves and to obtain various types of feedback (for instance,
a personality profile).
A detailed rationale for the inclusion of those person-
ality tests in the factor analysis follows, along with the
results of the current factor analysis.
Rationale for the inclusion of tests in the factor
analysis
.
The Schwartz and the Berkowitz-Lutterman Tests
(Tests #1 and #2) were included in the current factor analy-
sis for a number of reasons. Schwartz (1970) suggests that
individual differences in the tendency to ascribe responsi-
bility to the self for others' welfare is an important
determinant of helping behavior. Staub and Feinberg (197^)
propose that ascribing responsibility to the self for others'
welfare might be regarded, on one hand, as "a manifestation
of a personal value." Or, they add, it might be an indi-
cator of the strength or intensity by which a person holds
additional values that refer to others' welfare. Thus it
was reasoned that these measures (gauging a sense of per-
sonal and social responsibility) might help in the identi-
fication of a general helping tendency. Also, both Staub
and Feinberg included these tests in their derivation of
the prosocial orientation dimension.
The Christie Test (Test #3) was designed to measure
whether an individual possesses a positive versus a negative
orientation toward other people. As an aspect of this test,
^5
an individual's evaluation of human nature is assessed. Both
Staub (197^) and Feinberg (197?) included this test in their
factor analyses for prosocial orientation. This test was
included in the current study because, according to Staub
(1978), this dimension (i.e., a low Mach trait) is likely
to provide a basic orientation, that in some sense is a pre-
condition for (a) values placed on others' welfare and (b)
a feeling of personal responsibility for others' welfare.
A number of studies support these notions (Wrightsman,
1966; Mydlarz, 1973). Thus the test appears conceptually
and empirically important for tapping a general prosocial
dimension.
With regard to the Rokeach Test (Test #4), the author
of that test states that although individuals possess many
different values, the order of importance that they assign
to them may vary widely (Rokeach, 1973). Each person has
a rank order of values that he maintains with a certain
degree of stability. The Rokeach values chosen for inclu-
sion in the current factor analysis were limited to those
logically relevant to helping behavior. Staub (1974) and
Feinberg (1977) also included the Rokeach Test in their
factor analyses.
Hogan's Empathy Scale (Test #5) was another test in-
cluded in the present factor analysis. The rationale for
its inclusion stems from the fact that empathy is frequently
referred to, in the psychological literature, as an important
1^6
motive for helping. Empathy seems conceptually relevant to
a general helping dimension (i.e., prosocial orientation).
Studies have found that subjects witnessing another per-
son in pain or failing on a task often respond affectively,
as measured physiologically or by verbal reports (Berger,
1962; Craig & Weinstein, I965; among others). Staub and
Feinberg (1974) report that Murphy (1937) found, in a study
of nursery school children, that those children who became
visibly upset in response to another's distress, and then
helped, experienced emotional upset of shorter duration
than those children who did not act on the other's behalf.
They suggest that children who learn to relieve another's
distress quickly, may increasingly shorten their own em-
pathic emotional response. The reduction of their own
negative state may in turn reinforce their helpful behavior.
Staub and Feinberg also speculate that individuals who do
not learn to actively help may eventually learn to rein-
terpret empathy-evoking situations, thereby reducing their
own negative empathic experience. There is additional
evidence in the psychological literature that empathy may
activate prosocial behavior (Krebs, 1970; Aronfreed, I968;
Aderman & Berkowitz, 1970).
The Rotter and the Mydlarz Trust Scales (Tests #6 and
#7) were included in the current factor analysis because
logically interpersonal trust appears pertinent to a general
prosocial orientation dimension. Wrightsman (I966) found
^7
that high trusters possess a more positive view of human
nature than do low trusters. Empathy and sympathy are im-
portant factors in helping behavior, and individuals with
a positive attitude towards people would be more likely to
feel sympathy for others and offer help than would individ-
uals with a negative attitude.
The Rotter Scale of Interpersonal Trust is based on
the definition that "Interpersonal trust is an expectancy
held by an individual or a group that the word, promise,
verbal or written statement of another individual can be
relied upon." This trust dimension is relevant for the
present study. Subjects were confronted with psychological
distress expressed by a fellow subject (in actuality a
confederate). Intuitively, it follows that the subjects
had to believe, i.e., trust the confederate's communication,
before they could help.
In addition, trust seems important because it might
affect how subjects perceive and react to a confederate
given that she is a complete stranger. One's general
orientation towards strangers, more specifically whether
one trusts and believes their intentions, can affect one's
reactions to them (including one's willingness to offer
help). If a person low in trust wonders, "Why is a total
stranger talking to me, what does she want, should I believe
what she is saying?" then she is in a worse position to
genuinely help the stranger than a person without these
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doubts and reservations. In summary, it seems that a genera]
prosocial dimension would be manifested by a high trusting
orientation towards strangers.
Empirically, trust has been related to helping. The
present author (Mydlarz, 1973) found that high trusters (as
measured by the Rotter Scale and the Mydlarz Scale) were
more responsive and helpful to subjects facing potential
physical distress than were low trusters. The high trusters
were more willing, eager, and quicker to respond to the con-
federate. Also, in the Mydlarz experiment, subjects indeed
differed in their interpretation of the help request; high
trusters (on the Rotter Scale) tended to report that they
had believed the confederate's reasons for wanting to avoid
an unpleasant experimental condition (which involved tasting
a bitter solution). Believing the confederate's communica-
tions was a vital step in helping him.
In the Mydlarz study, a new trust scale was devised.
Five separate scales, dealing with different aspects of
trust, (broader in scope, when considered in its entirety,
than Rotter's definition) were formulated. One of the sub-
scales--" trust as the willingness to confide in another,
to reveal private thoughts and knowledge" --was included
in the factor analysis for prosocial orientation. In the
present study, one way of helping the confederate was to
reveal one's own relevant experiences, thereby giving
suggestions and advice. The predilection to engage in this
^9
sort of behavior with a stranger is related to the type of
trust measured by the Mydlarz trust subscale. "Trust as
a willingness to confide in another, to reveal private
thoughts and knowledge" is an aspect of trust that goes
beyond believing another person's verbal or written communi-
cations (Rotter's definition). When an individual trusts
another with his private thoughts, he is trusting him not
to reveal them to another, and not to use the information
against him. Very often, before an individual discloses
private information, he does not have the written or verbal
agreement that the listener will respect his confidence in
the ways just described. If the individual still discloses
this private information, it is because he trusts the lis-
tener to act in a trustworthy manner.
Finally, a question concerning "interpersonal sensitiv-
ity" was included in the analysis for prosocial orientation
in the current study. Staub (1978) suggests that specific
competencies are probably required for helping in certain
situations. "Interpersonal sensitivity" is one character-
istic that may be necessary for a person to be truly help-
ful to someone in psychological distress. Feinberg (1977)
actually found a significant relationship between this
characteristic and helping behavior involving psychological
distress. In Feinberg 's study the prosocial dimension was
expressed in terms of high interpersonal sensitivity (among
other measures). Thus a question measuring this dimension
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was also included in the current study.
The results of the factor analysis of the present
stud;^. To recapitulate, the following 14 variables (just
described) served as input in the factor analysis: The Rot-
ter Interpersonal Trust Scale, The Hogan Empathy Scale, the
Berkowitz-Lutterman Ascription of Responsibility Scale, the
Schwartz Social Responsibility Scale, the Mydlarz Trust
Subscale, a Question concerning Interpersonal Sensitivity
from the Staub and Feinberg Affiliation Test, the Christie
Test, and the following Rokeach values: a comfortable life,
equality, broadminded, clean, forgiving, helpful, and honest
The factor analysis employed a Varimax rotation. A
total of four factors were generated. One f actor--Factor 1-
emerged on which many of the measures (but not all) had a
high loading. This factor accounted for the largest pro-
portion of the variance: J^-fo. Scores on the Schwartz and
Berkowitz Tests, the Interpersonal Sensitivity Question,
as well as scores on the values "forgiving," "helpful" and
"honest" had high positive loadings on the factor. Scores
on the Hogan Test, the Mydlarz Trust Subscale and the value
"equality," had low positive loadings. Scores on the Chris-
tie Scale had a high negative loading on the factor (see
Tables 1 and 2). Factor one was similar to prior prosocial
orientation factors and was thus designated as the prosocial
orientation factor.
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TABLE 1
FACTOR ANALYSIS FOR PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION
(FACTOR LOADINGS)
Personality Factor Factor Factor Factor
Measures 1 2 3 4
Rotter Trust Scale
.037 -.0^9 .075 .821
Hogan Empathy
.203 -.23^4-
.187 .217
S cale
Schwartz Social
.595 -.O38 .016 .127
Responsibility
Scale
Berkowitz-Lutterman .528 .027 .123 .009
Ascription of Social
Responsibility Scale
Mydlarz Trust .228 -.291 . .358 .162
Subscale
"Question 3O" of .^80 -.OO7 .172 -.088
Affiliation Test:
Interpersonal
Sensitivity
Christie Scale -.666 . 032 -.O33 --373
Rokeach Values
a comfortable life -.066 .467 .065 -.151
equality .244 .258 .416 .023
broadminded -.005 .032 .632 .015
clean .018 .786 .002 .094
forgiving .312 .344 .351 .086
helpful .329 .454 .385 .072
honest .400 .381 .109 -.181
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TABLE 2
FACTOR ANALYSIS FOR PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION
(FACTOR SCORE COEFFICIENTS)
Personality
Measures
Factor
1
Factor
2
Factor
3
Factor
4
Rotter Trust Scale -.148 .015 .020
.731
Hogan Empathy
Scale
.043 -.103 .077 .057
Schwartz Social
Responsibility
Scale
.264
-.037 -.081 -.002
Berkowitz-Lutterman
Ascription of Social
Responsibility Scale
.184 -.028 .002 -.030
Mydlarz Trust
Subscale
.030 -.140 , .206 .043
"Question 30" of
Affiliation Test:
Interpersonal
Sensitivity
.164 -.026 .042 -.071
Christie Scale -.410 .026 .141 -.139
Rokeach Values
a comfortable life -.027 .125 . 021 - . 054
equality .029 .042 .196 -.028
broadminded -.104 -.009 .439 -.026
clean -.081 .572 -.104 -.136
forgiving .069 .074 .144 .004
helpful .090 .165 .201 -.006
honest .112 .151 -.010 -.087
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The measures were then used to compute composite pro-
social orientation scores by averaging the subject's score
on all of the 14 variables, each weighted according to the
measure's loading on the factor. The prosocial orientation
score for each one of the 186 subjects was determined: the
range extended from
-2.797 to +I.l69» The median score,
+.037, was selected to assign subjects to low and high pro-
social orientation groups. Scores above +.O37 were desig-
nated as high in prosocial orientation, while scores below
+.037 were designated as low in prosocial orientation.
Eighty subjects, 40 high and 40 low in prosocial orien-
tation, were chosen to participate in the second session.
The subjects were selected so that the mean prosocial orien-
tation score and the standard deviation were about the same
for each of the four experimental conditions (representing
the four combinations of the two situational variables);
X=+.074, S.D.=.995. An equal number of high and low pro-
social subjects were assigned to each of these four con-
ditions (thus eight experimental cells were formed).
The method chosen (and just described) for this dis-
sertation has some strong points. Most noteworthy is that
it involved an a priori selection of personality measures,
based on theoretical considerations and prior existing
evidence. This in turn led to specification of a unitary
prosocial dimension. It was hypothesized that this pro-
social measure, derived logically, and in an a priori
5^
fashion, would be a good predictor of helping behavior.
The second experimental session
. One to five months elapsed
between the first and second experimental sessions. The
experimenter contacted the subjects by phone to arrange
appointments for the second session.
At the start of the second session, the subject and the
confederate were brought into a room and were instructed to
work on a variety of personality tests. Instructions read
by the experimenter, introduced the second session to the
subject and the confederate, and also included manipulations
for the situational variables.
Treatments; variations in cost . There were two levels
of the cost of helping. In the high cost condition the
experimenter offered the subject a chance to receive per-
sonality feedback (a personality profile). It was empha-
sized that the completion of all the tests was necessary in
order to receive this feedback. The cost of helping was con-
sidered high because in this condition helping the confed-
erate meant spending less time on the tests, which in turn
endangered the chance of receiving the personality profile.
In the low cost condition there was still cost involved in
helping--time and effort, for example--but there was no
promise of a personality profile and therefore no potential
loss of valuable feedback.
In both the high and low cost conditions, the
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experimenter said the following to introduce the second
testing session:
As you know we are conducting a comprehensive in-
vestigation of the young adult personality. The tests
that you took several weeks ago and the tests that you
will take today are designed to measure a variety ofdifferent personality characteristics important in
everyday life.
Our aim in this survey is to discover both the
trends and variations of personality characteristics
that exist among groups of people. In order to do
this, we are giving these tests to a great many students
at Brooklyn College. But in spite of the fact that I
am interested in group scores, it is still extremely
important for you to represent yourself as accurately
as possible.
In the high cost condition, the experimenter added:
We are aware of the fact that many people are curi-
ous about and could benefit from knowing how they scored
on these tests. Some of these tests measure traits such
as creativity, perceptiveness
,
personal adjustment along
with other personality traits. Several are also espec-
ially designed to pinpoint one's strengths and weak-
nesses. We feel that as long as the data is being col-
lected, you might as well personally gain from it too.
One main advantage of participating in this study is
that you have the opportunity to gain some personal in-
sight.
As soon as the results are compiled, those people
who have completed all of the tests will be given an
individual profile consisting of your results on the
various tests. In addition, there will be included the
norm or average score obtained for each test, based on
all the students' test results. This means that you
can if you wish see how you compare with the typical
college student along the various personality dimen-
sions .
One thing I must stress is that, as you go from
one test to the next, please keep in mind that it is
important to give some sort of answer to each question.
Even if you are not sure, give the best answer you csui.
This is very important if you want a complete and
meaningful profile, because a profile cannot be com-
piled if there are any missing answers on any of the
tests
.
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The third test administered during the second experi-
mental session was the Passages Test. It was during this
test that the confederate provided the subject with the
opportunity to give help. The instructions also served to
implement the "cost of helping" manipulation. To introduce
the Passages Test, the experimenter said the following:
Next we have the Passages Test. Following this test
there will be two remaining tests for this session.
Directly afterwards, we'll have to be leaving because
there is a meeting I must attend [experimenter stated
a time one hour from that point].
This test involves reading passages that were
selected from novels or short stories and evaluating
the characteristics of the person described in the
passage. The characteristics that you select to eval-
uate from the many possible represent what is of in-
terest to you or what is meaningful to you.
In the high cost condition the experimenter added:
Therefore this is a particularly meaningful test for
your individual personality profile.
In both the low and high cost conditions the experimenter
continued with:
Please read over the instructions and look at the
adjective checklist that follows each passage to see if
you have any questions. You can write the description
that's asked for on the back of the adjective checklist
page. Do you have any questions? [The experimenter
answered any questions the subject may have posed.]
I should explain that although there are several
passages, it is not important to me, for my purposes,
whether or not you manage to complete the whole Pas-
sages Test. This is because, in the general survey,
we are interested in specific test items and not total
test scores for the Passages Test. So in other words,
for the survey, it doesn't matter whether you finish
the whole test.
In the high cost condition the experimenter added the fol-
lowing:
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However I must add that there's a different story
with respect to your personality profile. The comple-
tion of the test is necessary in order to analyze this
test for your individual personality profile. As I
said before, we are unable to compile an accurate pro-
file for you if there are any missing answers on any
of the tests.
In both the low and high cost conditions the experimenter
concluded with:
All right, I'll be back in about 20 minutes.
The above instructions were designed to make the cost
of helping a personal one. The experimenter pointed out
that the completion of the Passages Test (during which the
confederate asks for help) was not at all important for her
own purposes (i.e., the general survey) but was crucial if
the subject desired a personality profile.
Treatments; variations in the expectation to meet .
With regard to the second situational variable, there were
again two variations. In one condition, the subject was
led to believe that she would meet and directly interact
with the confederate again. In the second condition, this
expectation was not aroused.
As mentioned before, the initial subject sign-up sheets
indicated to potential subjects that there would be a total
of three experimental sessions. During the second session,
before the subject began work on the various tests, she
received information about this third session.
The following instructions were delivered by the ex-
perimenter directly after the introductory comments and
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the instructions about the cost of helping variable:
As you already know, after today's session there
will be one last additional session. This third ses-
sion will be a discussion session.
In one condition (Expectation of Meeting the Confederate)
the experimenter added;
[As she looked at both the subject and the confed-
erate, and signaled with the hand] The two of you [names
were stated] will participate at that time. You'll be
examining and discussing several case histories with
one another. These histories will include a brief
biography of a Brooklyn College student, along with
her current interests, attitudes, aptitudes, and school
history. You will examine this material, discuss the
case, and decide together upon a vocation for which you
think the student is best suited.
In the other condition (No Expectation of Meeting with the
Confederate) the experimenter said:
Each of you will, at that point, meet with a new
individual in order to examine and discuss several case
histories. These histories will include a brief bi-
ography of a Brooklyn College student, along with her
current interests, aptitudes, and school history. You
will discuss the case with this other person, who you
will be meeting, and then you and that other person will
decide upon a vocation for which you think the student
is best suited.
After all of these instructions were delivered, the
subject was given tests to work on that appeared appropriate
for the experimenter's investigation of "the young adult
personality" and the compilation of an individual person-
ality profile.
The following tests were presented in the following
order: (a) several questions from Rotter's Internal versus
External Locus of Control Scale, (b) a questionnaire about
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dreams (asking the subject to relate, into a tape-recorder:
a dream of the previous night, a repetitive dream, and a
very happy dream), (c) a "Passages Test" consisting of pas-
sages selected from short stories and novels; the subject
had to evaluate the characteristics of people based on their
descriptions in the various passages, (d) a self
-disclosure
test. (See Appendix A.)
It was important that the confederate and the subject
refrain from significant interaction before the need for
help was expressed by the confederate. This was necessary
in order to prevent a relationship from developing that may
have affected the subject's behavior. In order to insure
minimal interaction, the experimenter was present in the
testing room while the subject and the confederate took the
first test (the seven questions from Rotter's Internal
versus External Locus of Control Scale), ostensibly because
the test required little time to finish. Next the ques-
tionnaire concerning dreams was presented. The experimenter
explained that the subjects would have to work on the test
in different rooms, in order to maintain privacy and ef-
ficiently tape-record their dreams. So once again, private
interaction between the subject and the confederate, before
the introduction of the help request, was avoided.
The confederate was instructed to work on the dream
test (see Appendix A for instructions to this test) in one
of the other experimental rooms. After about five minutes,
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the experimenter checked to see if the subject was finished
and then the experimenter and confederate returned to the
original testing room.
At this point, the Passages Test was introduced. (In-
structions for this test were already presented J The
experimenter left the room saying that she would be back in
20 minutes; for the first time the subject and the confed-
erate were left alone to work on a test.
The presentation of distress . During the course of the
Passages Test the confederate requested help; the confed-
erate communicated her psychological distress and her need
to talk. While reading one of the passages, the confederate
was supposedly reminded of her present difficulties. The
cause of the confederate's distress was the termination of
a two-year relationship with a young man. He gave no par-
ticular explanation for the break-up but seemed to have been
pressured by his family. The termination of the relation-
ship, besides being painful in and of itself, also involved
a number of disturbing ramifications, for example, the
possible loss of mutual friends.
The confederate delivered a standardized script which
was divided into distinct units. There were pauses of 5 to
10 seconds between units to allow the subject an opportunity
to respond. After working on the Passages Test for about
5 minutes, the confederate began to shift around in her
chair. She appeared upset and restless. Then she began
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to speak:
I'm having a hard time concentrating on all of these
tests today [5-second pause].
I'm very upset. That passage about the husband,
well, it reminds me of what happened last night [5-second
pause]
.
Last night my boyfriend told me he doesn't want to
see me anymore. We've been together for two years; we've
spent a lot of our time together. I really thought we
had the ideal relationship. I guess I was wrong
t5-second pause].
I don't know why I'm talking like this. I'm not
usually this way C5-second pause].
I feel really miserable. Not only have I lost him,
but I spent so much time with him that now I'll have to
change my whole life style. We have so many of the same
friends and now I'll feel uncomfortable even with them
[5-second pause].
I wish he would talk to me about it. I think he
should honestly let me know what the problem is. Or am
I fooling myself and looking for an excuse to see him
C5-second pause].
I know we should be doing this test now. But it's
been good to talk. I'd like to talk some more later.
Clf the subject agreed, the confederate said] When's
a good time? [She tried to establish a definite time
and place to meet.]
Thus a nonemergency psychological distress situation
was created. The subject was given a number of opportuni-
ties to respond to and help the confederate. A supplemen-
tary script was also constructed so that the confederate
could answer any questions that the subject asked her about
the situation; the confederate was well-trained to handle
any interaction that may have developed. She was also
instructed to pursue any line of conversation until the
subject failed to respond (a 5 to 10 second period of
silence). It was only at that point that the confederate
delivered the next unit of the standardized script.
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The above distress story was used in a previous study
by Feinberg (1977). It was chosen for this experiment be-
cause it nicely fit various requirements. First, it in-
volved a realistic and meaningful problem. The break-up
of a relationship is a situation that most people have
themselves experienced. Also many people have probably
helped a friend who has experienced this type of distress.
In fact, many pilot subjects (Feinberg, 1977) reported that
it was relatively easy to respond to the confederate's dis-
tress by giving suggestions, sympathy, and support.
After the Passages Test, the experimenter returned and
administered the last test of the session: The "Self Dis-
closure Test" (also referred to as the Beginnings Test).
The subject and the confederate exchanged written infor-
mation about themselves three separate times. (See Appen-
dix A for the instructions to this test.) The confederate
was instructed to bring up something related to her distress
story during the second disclosure exchange. The Self Dis-
closure Test provided the subject with a further opportunity
to furnish support and sympathy to the confederate.
At the conclusion of this test, the confederate left
the room, on the pretense of visiting the restroom. (She
was told that when she returned, she should wait in another
specified room until the experimenter arrived.) In the
meantime, the subject was given two post-experimental ques-
tionnaires, one written and one oral (see Appendix A).
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The purpose of these questionnaires was to gauge the sub-
ject's reactions to the confederate, the experimental treat-
ments and the helping situation.
After the post-experimental data was collected the
subject was debriefed. It was explained that the experiment
the subject had just participated in was, in actuality, a
study on helping behavior: "We were interested in seeing
how people react to a stranger who is upset and seems to
need help." The experimenter described the various person-
ality measures and independent variables and answered any
questions the subject raised. The experimenter also pointed
out the need and purpose of research on prosocial behavior.
In addition, the experimenter asked the Subject how she felt
about having been in the experiment and then tried to reas-
sure anyone who expressed self-doubt or misgivings about
their behavior. In the high cost condition, the experimen-
ter volunteered information regarding (free) personality
testing by the college counseling service (for anyone that
might have still been interested in personality feedback).
Dependent Measures
Nonverbal measures . During the second experimental session,
the interaction between the confederate and the subject was
observed by the experimenter via a one-way mirror. A num-
ber of the subject's nonverbal behaviors were recorded using
an Esterline Event Recorder; both the frequency and duration
of individual behaviors were registered. Monitoring began
as the confederate started her script and ended when both
the subject and the confederate finished their interaction
and resumed work on the Passages Test.
The following behaviors were measured: eye contact
(Scale ^A), writing in the test booklet (Scale 4b), move-
ment towards the confederate (Scale 4c), movement away from
the confederate (Scale 4d), looking at the test booklet
(Scale ^E), smiling (Scale ^F), and the total length of
time spent interacting with the confederate (Scale ^l-G).
(See Appendix B for definitions of these scales.)
Transcript evaluation
. The entire interaction between the
confederate and the subject was tape-recorded and written
transcripts of these tapes were made. Several rating scales
were created in order to code the information that was col-
lected.
Content analysis of the subject's verbal behavior . The
quality of the verbal interaction between the confederate
and the subject was of major concern. Although virtually
every subject responded to the confederate at some point,
there was great variation in the quantity and the quality
of helpfulness. Some subjects expressed interest in the
confederate's problems by asking many questions and showing
concern. Some helpful subjects gave advice and offered
sympathy and support. Other subjects clearly manifested
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their reluctance to get involved and their desire to return
to the Passages Test
.
In order to represent and code the different types of
verbal behavior that took place different categories
(scales) of verbal responses were created. (See Table 3
and Appendix B for a list and full description of these
scales
.
)
In order to deal with more meaningful units in the
statistical analyses (ANOVAS and correlational) some of the
categories in Table 3 were combined to create "summary
scores"
.
A factor analysis was performed on all of the
categories (2^ in total) to determine which items were
related. Some of the factors that emerged seemed meaning-
ful, and appropriate summary score labels were assigned
to these factors. Several summary scores were conceptually
created, combining items that seemed related in meaning.
A high score on a summary score meant that the subject had
expressed many verbal content items of a certain kind. A
low score meant that the subject had expressed few verbal
content items pertaining to that category. (See Table k
for a list and definitions of the eight summary scores.)
Responsiveness of the subject . A number of scales
dealt with how responsive the subject was toward the con-
federate. One scale (see Scale 2A in Appendix B) dealt
with the sheer quantity of the verbal interaction. The
total number of words said by the subject to the confederate
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TABLE 3
SCALES lA THROUGH IX: CONTENT ANALYSIS OF THE
SUBJECTS' VERBAL BEHAVIOR DURING THE
INTERACTION WITH THE CONFEDERATE
Scales dealing with Negative Verbal Behavior
Scale Description
lA attempts to return to work on the Passages Test
IB disengagement
IC reluctance to become involved
ID rejection of the confederate's outspoken and con-
fiding manner
IE rejection of the confederate's ideas, opinions
(nonsupportive behavior)
IF suspicion
IG changes focus of attention
IH minimal responsiveness
II response to the stimulus passage rather than to
the confederate
Scales dealing with Positive Verbal Behavior
Scale Description
IJ problem oriented questions
IK general questions about the confederate
IL sympathetic or empathetic statements
IM relates personal experience
IN disclosure of very personal experiences or infor-
mation
10 gives advice or suggestions
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TABLE 3-
-Continued
Scale Description
IP supportive of the confederate's behavior during
the experimental situation
IQ supportive statements concerning the final out-
come of the situation
IR SUDDOrtiVP S ta +.pmen + P; rTinr'Pr'ni nxr +'hf:3 Fii+ii-r>o
IS attPTlTntF! to 3l 1 ev T a"hp tViP rrinfprlpr'a + p ' q -pQor'C!
about the repercussions of the break-up
IT support by agreeing with the confederate's opin-
i on S ( wh PTi it is h p 1 "nf iil i"n r\n c-n^ nl^an H pf pm rl t nc
her "rights" in the situation with the boyfriend
lU interpretative remarks
IV demonstrates understanding of the difficulty of
the situation and understanding of the confed-
erate's emotional reaction
IW general encouragement and perspective giving
IX opinions
Note. Consult Appendix B for a detailed description and
scoring instructions for the above scales.
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TABLE 4
SUMMARY SCORES FOR THE SUBJECTS' VERBAL BEHAVIOR
(DERIVED FROM SCALES lA THROUGH IX
)
CATPI (Content Analysis Total Positive Items): This summary
score consists of the total of all the positive verbal items
expressed by the subject.
It is made up of the following scales: lJ+lL+lM+lN+1 0+
IP+IQ+IR+IS+IT+IU+IV+IW+IX
CAPFl (Content Analysis Positive Factor 1): This summary
score is based on the first factor derived from the factor
analysis, and involves helpful verbal content relating to
the discussion of the break-up.
It is made up of the following scales: lJ+lM+1 0+1Q+1U+
IV + IW
CAPF2 (Content Analysis Positive Factor 2): This summary
score is based on the second factor derived from the factor
analysis and involves the expression of optimism.
It is made up of the following scales: IJ+IQ+IR+IS+IV
CAPF3 (Content Analysis Positive Factor ^): This summary
score is based on the third factor derived from the factor
analysis and involves the expression of sympathy and support
of the confederate's open manner.
It is made up of the following scales: IH+IL+IP
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TABLE ^--Continued
CATNI (Content Analysis Total Negative Items): This summary
score consists of the total of all the negative verbal con-
tent items.
It is made up of the following scales: 1A+1B+1C+1D+1E+
IG+II
CANF? (Content Analysis Negative Factor 2): This summary
score is based on the seventh factor derived from the factor
analysis and involves attempts to return to the Passages
Test.
It is made up of the following scales: lA+lB
CANF5 (Content Analysis Negative Factor This summary
score is based on the fifth factor derived from the factor
analysis
.
It involves diversions from the confederate's topic of
conversation.
It is made up of the following scales: lA+lG+lH+lI
CANRPT (Content Analysis Return [to] Passages Test): This
summary score consists of items involving attempts to return
to work on the Passages Test.
It is made up of the following scales: lA+lB+lI
Note. The abbreviation of the summary score is elucidated
inside the parantheses .
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(regardless of content) constituted the score on this scale.
For another scale (see Scale 2B in Appendix B) re-
sponsiveness on the part of the subject was evaluated by
determining the total number of different times the subject
spoke to the confederate. The total number of different
times the confederate spoke (see Scale 2C in Appendix B)
was another gauge of the subject's responsiveness since the
confederate had been instructed to respond to anything the
subject said.
The subject's first sign of concern toward the con-
federate . The confederate's speech was delivered so that
there were several distinct units and the subject could
respond to each. Two scales (Scales 3A, 3B) dealt with how
soon the subject showed involvement and interest in the con-
federate's distress. For the first scale (see Scale JA in
Appendix B), the confederate's main script was divided into
22 units. A low score on this scale meant that the subject
demonstrated her first sign of concern for the confederate
(interest expressed in terms of a significant response)
early in time. In other words, it required relatively few
stimulus lines by the confederate to elicit a concerned
response from the subject. A high score indicated that
the confederate had to deliver many stimulus cues before
the subject showed concern.
The other scale (see Scale 3B in Appendix B) dealt
with the seven original units employed by the confederate.
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Each unit had been followed by an intentional 5-second pause
on the part of the confederate. A high score on this scale
indicated that the subject responded early to the confed-
erate's distress communications. A low score indicated
a reluctance to respond and get involved (i.e., concern was
demonstrated only after many stimulus units were delivered).
Helpfulness in response to each unit of the confed -
erate's speech
. Scales lA through IX and the accompanying
summary scores evaluated small verbal units (i.e., each
thought or idea expressed). The context within which the
thought was embedded was, for the most part, not considered
in arriving at a score. Another series of scales (see
Scales 5A, 5B, 5C, 5D, 5E, 5F» 5G in Appfendix B) were
developed in order to judge larger and interrelated units
of verbal behavior. In these scales the subject's response
to each of the seven units communicated by the confederate
(see Scale 3B in Appendix B) was judged in terms of its
overall helpfulness. Scores on these scales ranged from
-2 to +2. High positive scores for a particular stimulus
unit indicated that the subject responded to that unit in
a very helpful fashion. A high negative score indicated a
very unhelpful response. A summary score was also developed
in which the score on the seven scales was summed.
Subject's overall helpfulness . Another scale (see
Scale 6 in Appendix B) was devised to rate the subject's
overall helpfulness. Raters listened to the tape-recordings
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of the interactions between the confederate and the subject
and judged the subject's overall helpfulness on a ^-point
scale. A high score indicated that the subject was very
helpful in a number of ways: verbal content, voice tone,
and overall attitude. A low rating indicated that the
subject was unhelpful (reluctance to speak, sarcasm, and
interest in the Passages Test).
Reaction to the confederate's request for a future
meeting . A series of rating scales were formulated in order
to appraise the subject's reaction to the confederate's last
stimulus imit. At the end of their conversation, the con-
federate declared that she would like to talk some more but
realized that during the test was perhaps not the best time.
The confederate intimated her desire for further conversa-
tion outside of the laboratory. Three scales and a summary
score dealt with the subject's attitude toward this request.
On one scale (see Scale 7A in Appendix B), the sub-
ject's overall attitude toward further interaction with the
confederate was assessed. A high score on the scale indi-
cated that the subject appeared very willing and even took
the initiative in setting up the arrangements for a future
meeting with the confederate. A low score meant that the
subject either refused to meet, or expressed hesitancy or
reluctance about the meeting.
Two additional scales (see Scales 7B, and Scale 7C
in Appendix B) dealt with how soon in time the subject
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agreed to meet with the confederate. The confederate's
script concerning a future meeting was divided up into
distinct units. On Scale 7B a high score indicated that
very few promptings (stimulus lines) were necessary before
the subject complied with the request. A low score in-
dicated that the subject either never agreed or required
much prompting before agreeing to a future meeting.
Scale 7C was concerned with how soon the subject com-
mitted herself to a definite appointment for a future meet-
ing (and not just a vague agreement to meet). Again a high
score meant that few promptings, whereas a low score meant
that many promptings were necessary before an actual ap-
pointment was arranged.
A summary score SCMAC (Summary Score Meet Again Con-
federate) consisted of the sum total of the subject's scores
on Scales 7A, 7B and 7C.
Suspicion
. Suspicion arose in a few of the subjects. This
was a somewhat difficult variable to accurately assess be-
cause, for one thing, the degree of suspicion sometimes
shifted throughout the course of the subject's interaction
with the confederate. For instance, the subject may have
started out rather suspicious, but may have become thor-
oughly convinced of the confederate's honesty by the end
of the interaction. Or the subject may have been unsus-
picious throughout her talk with the confederate but may
7^
have later become suspicious in response to the confed-
erate's last stimulus line--"I'd like to talk some more
later."
Rating scales created to measure suspicion involved
intensity and timing indices. As for the intensity of sus-
picion, it varied from none or a general suspicion about
psychology experiments, to strong suspicion where the sub-
ject stated that she felt the confederate was a part of a
"set-up" situation. The timing, or the first point at which
suspicion was expressed, also varied. At one extreme, sus-
picion was expressed early in the interaction with the con-
federate. (For example, after the confederate said, "I'm
very upset, last night my boyfriend told' me he doesn't
want to see me anymore," one subject replied, "Did that
really happen?") At the other extreme, suspicion was never
expressed or only in response to one of the last questions
on the post-experimental questionnaire.
The rating scales that were developed used different
sources of information in determining suspicion scores.
Two scales (Scale 8A and Scale 8B) and a summary score
(SCSTC: Summary Score Suspicion Total Combination) were
constructed to code the suspicion level of each subject
during the 20-minute interaction with the confederate.
Only statements expressed during the actual interaction
were considered in the scoring. Scale 8A, took into ac-
count the timing of suspicious statements; the earlier
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any suspicious statements were made, the greater the sus-
picion rating. Scale 8B, took into account the intensity
of the suspicion: how sure the subject was about her sus-
picion and whether the suspicions were correct. A high
score on this scale indicated a high level of suspicion.
SCSTC was a summary score, namely a combination of the rat-
ings on Scales 8A and 8B. The scores on Scales 8A and 8B
were added together and the resulting score constituted
this summary score. For all three scales and the summary
score, high scores indicated a high level of suspicion.
Another group of suspicion rating scales were devel-
oped, this time to measure suspicion expressed both during
the subject's interaction with the confederate and in re-
sponse to "suspicion-geared questions" in the post-experi-
mental questionnaire. These suspicion-related questions
were vague and general at first, so as not to actually
arouse suspicion. Towards the end of the questionnaire,
questions became more specific until the subject was asked
directly: "How suspicious or unsuspicious were you of the
other girl?" Scale 8C involved the timing of the first
suspicious remark; the earlier suspicion was expressed,
the greater the suspicion rating. Scale 8D was a suspicion
intensity scale. This scale was identical to Scale 8B.
However, ratings were based on information provided by the
post-experimental questionnaire as well as statements made
during the actual interaction between the confederate and
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the subject. A summary score SUSPTI ( Suspicion Timing
Intensity) was a combination of the scores on Scales 8C and
8D. The scores on those two scales were added together to
form this score.
Another suspicion intensity scale was Scale 8E . It
was identical to Scale SB, except that the ratings for this
scale were based on the interaction between the confederate
and the subject plus the answers to the post-experimental
questions excluding two items: (a) "Did anything seem
strange?" and (b) "Were you suspicious of the other person?"
The rationale for the deletion was that these last two
questions often evoked suspicions, and led the subjects
to claim suspicions that were probably not present before
they read the questions.
Another suspicion summary score SUSPTN ( Suspicion.
Two Questions Not Included) was created. The scores on
Scale 8C and Scale 8E were added together and the resulting
score constituted this summary score.
Another measure of suspicion intensity was collected
via a question asked of the subject during the oral post-
experimental questionnaire (see Scale 8F in Appendix B).
The subject was asked to rate the intensity of her sus-
picion on a scale ranging from one to four; a low score
indicated no suspicion or only slight suspicion; high scores
indicated great suspicion.
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The pass ages_test. The request for help took place while
the confederate and the subject worked on the Passages Test.
A number of scales were devised to code the amount of work
completed on this test. It was reasoned that the amount
of work accomplished would be negatively related to the
amount of time spent interacting with the confederate, and
negatively related to the quality of the interaction. The
material scored represents work that was done during the
20-minute time allotment for the Passages Test.
Scale 9A consisted of the total number of passages for
which some work was done (adjectives checked or words writ-
ten) .
Scale 9B consisted of the total number of adjectives
the subject checked for all of the passages.
Scale 9C dealt with the total number of words the sub-
ject wrote for all of the passages.
Scale 9D dealt with the number of passages that were
completely finished by the subject.
The experimenter's evaluations of the subject's behavior .
Directly following the subject-confederate interaction, the
experimenter filled out an observation sheet dealing with
various aspects of the subject's behavior. The following
behaviors were scored on a five-point scale: responsiveness
(Scale lOA), changes in the topic of conversation (Scale lOB),
polite sympathy (Scale lOC), gives advice (Scale lOD), tries
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to calm the confederate (Scale lOE), asks questions
(Scale lOF), relates own experiences (lOG), gives sincere
empathy (Scale lOH), talks about working on the Passages
Test (Scale 101 ) , suspicion (Scale lOJ), nervousness
(Scale lOK), friendliness (Scale lOL), suggests further
interaction (Scale lOM), fiddles with pen (Scale ION), and
acts shy or frightened (Scale 10 0.) On each of these
scales, a high score indicated that the subject deomonstra-
ted that particular behavior to a high degree. A low
score meant that the subject rarely or never showed the
behavior.
The confederate's evaluations of the subject's behavior .
Directly following their interaction, the confederate filled
out a questionnaire in which she was given the opportunity
to judge various aspects of the subject's behavior. These
judgments are particularly interesting and important be-
cause they were based upon observations of both the subject's
verbal and nonverbal behaviors. (This is in contrast to
the written transcripts which of course could not take into
account nonverbal behavior.
)
On a five-point scale, the confederate was asked to
rate the subject in terms of: responsiveness (Scale llA),
empathy or sympathy (Scale IIB), suspicion (Scale IIC),
nervousness (Scale IID), friendliness (Scale HE), shyness
(Scale IIF), and honesty or openness (Scale IIG). A high
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score on the scales indicated that the subject displayed
a great deal of the particular behavior. A low score in-
dicated that the subject rarely or never displayed the
behavior.
Three questions (see Scales IIH, 111, and IIJ in
Appendix B) instructed the confederate to directly judge
the quality of the subject's helpfulness. A high score
on these questions indicated a high degree of helpfulness.
A summary score (Scale IIK) was developed that was based
on the confederate's answers to the three aforementioned
questions
.
Self disclosure test (beginnings test) . Several scales were
constructed to code the data collected on the Self Disclosure
or Beginnings Test. On the second part of this test the
confederate expressed additional concern about the problem
she had previously discussed; she wrote about her boyfriend
and concluded by saying "It's going to be hard to stop
thinking about him." Thus on the third part of the Begin-
nings Test the subject had an additional opportunity to
offer help to the confederate. The subject's reactions to
the confederate's communications were evaluated in a number
of ways. Scale 12A involved the number of words the sub-
ject wrote for part 3 of the test. Scale 12B, a 4-point
scale, dealt with the degree of helpfulness of the sub-
ject's response. A high score indicated greater
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helpfulness. Scale 12C involved the number of helpful
statements written by the subject on part 3 of the test.
Three summary scores were also constructed. BEGHS
(Beginnings helpful statements) consisted of the combinatio]
(addition) of the scores on Scales 12B and 12C. Another
summary score BEGP (Beginnings Test Positive Items) con-
sisted of the total number of positive items expressed
during the entire test (i.e., friendliness, compliments,
encouragement). FRDLYC (friendly comments) consisted of
another combination of positive items (i.e., suggestions
that they meet again, friendliness, complimentary remarks).
Two scales were also developed to code material on
part 1 of the Beginnings Test. Scale 12d' involved the
number of words written for part 1 of the test. Scale 12E
took into account the number of bits of information the
confederate revealed about herself in part 1 of the test.
Scale 12F involved the number of questions that the sub-
ject asked the confederate about herself on part 1 of the
test
.
Reliability ratings . The reliability for those scales in-
volving qualitative judgments was determined. The experi-
menter and another individual rated the data. Pearson
product-moment correlational analyses showed that the vari-
ous scales were highly reliable. (See Table 5)*
i
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TABLE 5
RELIABILITY OF THE RATING SCALES
Rating Scales
Scale lA 1.0000
Scale IB
.9290
Scale IC
.9080
Scale ID 1.0000
Scale IE
.8570
Scale IF
.9269
Scale IG
.575^
Scale IH 1.0000
Scale 11
.9026
Scale IJ
.9637
Scale IK 1.0000
Scale IL
.9910
Scale IM .6802
Scale IN 1.0000
Scale 10 .9883
Scale IP .9629
Scale IQ .9713
Scale IR .9751
Scale IS .9106
Scale IT .9^23
Scale lU .9050
Scale IV .7550
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TABLE 5--Continued
Rating Scales
S cale IW Q.Q.hl
Scale IX
• OOD'+
CAT PI
. 9091
CAPFl
• 9/03
CAPF2 QQAQ
CAPF3
• 9d19
CATNI
.9^39
CANF? 0 C R A
CANF5
CANRPT
Scale 3A
Scale 3B
Scale 4a
. 8252
Scale
Scale 4C
.5660
Scale
. 5758
Scale
.9289
Scale .82^9
Scale .98^5
Scale 5A .9810
Scale 5B .9250
Scale 5C .9027
Scale 5D .7390
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TABLE 5-
-Continued
Rating Scales
S cale 5E
.703^1-
Scale 5F
.7^96
Scale 5G
.8201
Scale 5H
.8882
Scale 6
.6550
Scale 7A
.8663
S cale 7B
.7876
Scale 7C
.9176
SCMAC
.8905
Scale 8A 1.0000
Scale 8B 1.0000
SCSTC 1.0000
Scale 8C
.8731
Scale 8D
.86^2
SUSPTI
.8778
Scale 8E .86^2
Scale 12A
.8730
Scale 12B .9890
Scale 12C .7683
Scale 12D .7^32
Scale 12E .6992
Scale 12F .9171
' CHAPTER III
RESULTS
The main dependent variables of this study were various
verbal and nonverbal forms of help. Most subjects looked up
and responded to the confederate at some point, but there
was tremendous diversity in the apparent willingness to
help, in the quality and quantity of reactions. Some sub-
jects' reluctance to become involved was readily apparent;
their interactions would have been abruptly terminated had
the confederate not been required to deliver additional
stimulus cues; these subjects rarely looked up from their
test booklets, wrote while the confederate spoke, and even
admonished the confederate to return to her own work. Other
subjects, though replying, gave only perfunctory responses
to the confederate's expressions of distress. At the other
extreme, some subjects were concerned and helpful from the
start. Soon in the interaction, these subjects made evident
their willingness to talk and listen and to give their un-
divided attention.
Organization of the Results Chapter
The results chapter consists of two main parts: the
analyses of variance and the correlation data.
Analyses of variance . Analyses of variance were used to
8^
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examine the effects of the three independent variables on the
various dependent variables. For all of the analyses of
variance the independent variables were as follows: The per-
sonality variable Prosocial Orientation Level (P) (low or
high), and the two treatment conditions, Cost of Helping (C)
(low or high) and the Anticipation of a Future Meeting with
the Confederate (M) (no meeting and meeting).
With respect to the analyses of variance part of the
Results Chapter, many of the results are presented in tabu-
lar form, with the important findings summarized in the
written text. When the dependent variables are considered
particularly important, the results of the analyses of
variance (i.e., F values and the levels of significance) are
described in the written text.
The dependent variables (and their respective analyses
of variance) are grouped and described under several head-
ings (and in the following order): Nonverbal behaviors. Sub-
ject responsiveness, Response to various segments of the con-
federate's script and the subjects' global (overall) helpful-
ness, Analysis of specific verbal content. The subjects'
reaction to the confederate's request for further conversa-
tion, Analysis of work done on the passages test. The experi-
menter's and the confederate's evaluations of the subjects'
behavior. Analysis of suspicion. The beginnings test, and
Analysis of the post-experimental questionnaire.
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'-^^^^^^^Mls^A,^ Tables of cell
.eans and
tables depicting interaction effects are presented in both
the .am text and Appendix C of the dissertation. When the
dependent variables and/or the results of the analyses are
considered important, the cell
.ean and interaction tables
are located in the .ain text. Tables involving less impor-
tant findings are located in Appendix C. When several de-
pendent variables are similar in meaning (or the results for
these related dependent variables are similar) often a rep-
resentative table is located in the main text and the
others are found in Appendix C.
When interaction effects were found, the differences be-
tween group means were evaluated using the Newman-Keuls
test. A difference was considered significant if it reached
a significance level of at least p<.05.
In the interaction tables, letters (i.e., subscripts)
are assigned to the means in the four conditions. Means
that have no subscript in common are significantly different
from one another.
Correlational Data. The correlational data is presented in a
number of tables. Important findings are also summarized in
the written text. Findings are described for the following
topics: Prosocial orientation and its correlation with
other personality measures and The relationship between
8?
personality characteristics and helping behavior A
-ries Of tables deal with The relationship between pro-
social orientation and (a) the reaction to the cost of
helping treatment, (b) the reaction to the anticipation of
meeting treatment, (o) perceptions of the confederate,
(d) reactions to the helping situation. Another series of
tables deal with The relationship between helping behavior
and (a) reactions to the cost of helping manipulations.
(b) reactions to the ant i o i -03+ i .^-px c pation of meeting manipulations
(c) the subjects' perceptions of the confederate (d) per-
ceptions and reactions to the helping situation. The last
correlational table reports intercorrelat ions between various
behaviors.
Analyses of Variance: Rp^ni+c^
Nonverbal behaviors
. Analyses of variance were used to ex-
amine the effects of the independent variables on a variety
of nonverbal behaviors. Some of these behaviors, speci-
fically, eye contact, movement towards the confederate, and
smiling were potentially helpful in nature. Other behaviors,
namely, looking through the Passages Test, writing in the
booklet and moving away from the confederate appear unhelpful.
One analysis of variance had total length of eye con-
tact as a dependent measure. (See Table 6.) The M main
effect was significant {F=5,859; d.f.=l,72; p<.017). Sub-
jects who anticipated a future meeting looked more at the
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confederate (X=293. 75 seconds) than those who did not(X-220 seconds). The analysis al
ficant PXC interaction effect
(See Table ?.
)
0 showed a highly signi-
(F=?.139; d.f.=i,72; p<.009).
TABLE 6
uniii,iMi/iiioN LEVEL AND TREATMENT CONDITIONS
Prosocial Cost of
Orientation Helping
Anticipation of Meetmg
No Meeting Meeting
^^ow Low Cost
Prosocial High Cost
Jigh Low Cost
Prosocial High Cost
1?7
223
186
235
338
33?
265
TABLE 7
PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION X COST OF HELPING INTERACTtoN FPPFPTFOR LENGTH OF EYE CONTACT (IN SECONDS)
Prosocial Orientation
Cost of
Helping
Low High
Low Cost
High Cost
205
280
a
ab
330
225
High prosocial subjects in the low cost condition engaged in
significantly more eye contact than high prosocial subjects
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in the high cost condition or low prosocial subjects in the
low cost condition. But they did not differ significantly
from low prosocial subjects in the high cost condition. Low
prosocial subjects in high cost numerically were more help-
ful (i.e., engaged in more eye contact) than low prosocial
low cost subjects and high prosocial high cost subjects, but
the differences were not significant. This pattern has been
pointed out because, although not reaching significance, it
was found in quite a few other analyses. All remaining
group mean comparisons were nonsignificant. No other main
effects or interactions were significant.
Frequency of movement towards the confederate was the
dependent variable in another analysis of variance. A
marginally significant C main effect (F=2.727; d.f.=l,72;
p<.09) was found. There was a slight trend for subjects to
move toward the confederate more often in the low cost
(X=.57^ times) than in the high cost condition (X=.325 times)
The PXC effect (F=5,3^6; d.f.=l,72; p<.002) was significant.
The pattern of the PXC interaction effect was identical to
that found for the eye contact variable (See Tables 55 and
56 in Appendix C.) High prosocial subjects in the low cost
condition moved toward the confederate significantly more
often than did high prosocial subjects in the high cost con-
dition or low prosocial subjects in the low cost condition.
But they did not differ significantly from low prosocial
subjects in the high cost condition. The remaining group
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mean comparisons were nonsignificant. No other main or
interaction effects were significant.
The total length of time the subjects smiled at the con-
federate was the dependent variable for yet another analysis
of variance. (See Table 57 in Appendix C.) The P main
effect (F=7.100; d.f.=1.72; p<.009) was highly significant.
High prosocial individuals smiled more at the confederate
(X=20.7 seconds) than did low prosocial individuals
(X=:10.725 seconds). The remaining effects were nonsignificant.
Two of the nonverbal behaviors dealt with the subjects'
involvement with the Passages Test. When the dependent
variable was the length of time the subjects spent writing
in the booklet, the analysis of variance revealed a C main
effect that was marginally significant (F=3.133; d.f.=l,72;
p<.077). (See Table 8.)
TABLE 8
AVERAGE LENGTH OF TIME (IN SECONDS) SPENT WRITING IN
THE PASSAGES TEST BOOKLET AS A FUNCTION OF PROSOCIAL
ORIENTATION LEVEL AND TREATMENT CONDITIONS
Prosocial Cost of
Orientation Helping
Anticipation of Meeting
No Meeting Meeting
Low
Prosoc ial
High
Prosoc ial
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
28.7
23.3
5.9
57.0
20.3
9.8
6.8
22.0
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subjects
.pent more ti.e writing in the passages booklet in
the high cost (X=28.025 seconds) than in the low cost con-
dition {X=15A2 seconds). A marp-in^n • •ub; ginally significant M main
effect a.f.-l,n; p<.052) was also observed. Sub-jects spent less time writing in their booklet when they
anticipated meeting the confederate again (M X=l4.725 eec-
onds versus NM X=28 72^ c^ponr^Ho^ a , •^«./^5 seconds). A highly significant PXC
effect (F=8.308; d.f.=:i 72. r,< nnOp<.U05j also emerged. (See
Table 9.
)
TABLE 9
THE PASSAGES TEST BOOKLET
Cost of
Helping
Low Cost
High Cost
Prosocial Orientation
Low
25.0
16.5
ac
ab
High
6.3
39.6
High prosocial subjects in low cost spent less time writing
than high prosocial subjects in high cost and low prosocial
ones in low cost, while low prosocial subjects in high cost
spent less time writing than high prosocial ones in high
cost.
A more prevalent nonverbal behavior that also reflected
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-terest
.n t.e Pa.sa.e.
.est was Xoo.in, tnrou.H t.e pas-
sages
.oo.Xe.. anaX,sis or variance per.or^e. on
..,3 ,e-Pen.ent variaMe showe. a .i,.x, significant P
.ain e„ect(P=7.37^, c3.f.=1.72, p,.0O8). (See Table 10.)
TABLE 10
TREATMENT CONDITIONS
Prosocial
Orientation
Cost of
Helping
Anticipation of
No Meeting
Meeting
Meeting
Low
Prosoc ial
High
Prosoc ial
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
110
129
'
39
87
88
86
58
97
High prosocial individuals spent much less time gazing at or
looking through the passages booklet (f=70.25 seconds) than
did low prosocial individuals (X=103.25 seconds). A signi-
ficant C main effect {P=4.503, d.f.=l,72, p<.035) was also
Observed. Subjects locked through the Passages Test longer
in the high cost (X=99.75 seconds) than in the low cost
(X=73.75 seconds) condition. The PXM effect {F=3.735,
d.f.=l,72, p<.035) was also significant. (See Table 11.)
Low prosocial subjects who did not anticipate a meeting
spent more time looking through the Passages Test than sub-
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jects in the other thr^^r^o o-v,wun x xnree groups: more than i^® T^^an low prosocial
-.:e=ts „.o anticipate, a meeting or M,, prosocial
.ects Whether the, ai. or ai. not anticipate a
.eetin,.
other three„ si,ni.ieanti,
..o™ one
another.
TABLE 11
THROUGH THE PAisMK ?EST^™
Anticipation of
Meeting
Prosocial Orientation
Low
No Meeting
Meeting
High
120.0
87.0
63.0
77.5
The frequency of movement away from the confederate was
the dependent variable for another analysis of variance.
None of the effects reached significance.
In summary, the analyses showed that personality af-
fected nonverbal helping behaviors. High prosocial people
were more helpful than low prosocial people in that they
spent less time engaged in task related behaviors such as
looking at the passages booklet. They also smiled more at
the confederate than did low prosocial people. Variation
in cost affected the subjects' focus of interest and thus
9^
e pons^veness towards tne confederate.
.,e ,,,, ^oet eon-
^^t.on elicite.
.ore test-oriente.
. nonhelp.ul
.ehaviors-
writin, in t.e
.ooUet, ,a.in, a. an. loo.in, tHrou.H t.e
oo.Xet-tnan
.i, t.e Xow cost eonaition.
..ere was aX.oless
.ove.ent towards the eonrederate in the Hi,, cost t.an
« the low cost condition. The anticipation of a future
-eting variable also affected nonverbal behaviors. When
expecting to .eet again with the confederate, subjects
Showed
.ore interest in her, in that they spent
.ore ti.e
locking at her. Subjects also spent less ti.e writing in
the passages booklet when they anticipated
.eeting the con-
federate. Per so.e behaviors an interaction between per-
sonality and the cost condition emerged. High prosocial
subjects in the low cost condition were
.ore helpful {.ore
eye contact,
.ore
.ove.ent towards the confederate, less
time spent writing in the passage booklet) than high pro-
social subjects in high cost and low prosooial subjects in
low cost. For one analysis
-writing in the test booklet-
in addition to the pattern just described, low prosocial
subjects in high cost were .ore helpful (wrote less) than
high prosocial subjects in high cost.
Subject responsiveness, fir^t " i ni_o^^oncern^^reauenc^
response, nu.ber of words spoken, and length of the
tlon. Another group of analyses explored the influence of
the independent variables on the subjects' responsiveness.
se
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(See Table 12.)
Two analyses we.e pe.rc.e. in whlc. the
.epen.ent
variables were the subjects' first si^ of o
^
concern towardthe confederate (See Scalp -^avo ;:3caie 3A and Scale 3B 1
pf>f-^^+ ^ ^° significantel ects were found.
Pour analyses
.ealt with the
.re.ueney of the suhjeet
responses and the length of the entire interaction,
.hfour aepenaent variables were as follows: the nu.her of
times the subjects talked (Scale 2B) +hko x dH , the number of timeo
the confederate spoke (Scale pp +>, •bo 2C-this also assessed subject
responsiveness, since the confederate had been instructed
to always respond to anything the subject said), the number
Of words spoken by the subjects (Scale 2A), and the total
length Of time that the subjects interacted with the confed-
erate (Scale l+a)
. The rp<5i,lto „f -n,i esults of the analyses of variance
for these dependent variables were somewhat similar. (See
Table 12.) A highly significant PXC interaction effect was
found with all four dependent variables. Two analyses {in-
volving Scales 2B and 2C) revealed a marginally significant
P mam effect. The results for Scale 2C (the number of
times the subjects spoke) are representative of all the
analyses. The analysis of variance performed on this de-
pendent variable showed a slight tendency for high prosocial
subjects to speak more often to the confederate (CF=2.548,
d.f.=l,72! p<.100], CHPX=24.1 times, LPX=19.3 times]).
(See Table 13.) As for the PXC effect (F=7.303, d.f.=l,72,
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P<.007), high prcocial euhjects In the low cost condition
were significantly
„ore responsive than low prosocial sub-jects in the low cost condition and high pnosocial su,
m the high cost condition.
objects
TABLE 13
AVERAGE NUMBER OF TIMES THT? c^Tmxipnmo or.
CONFEDERATE SI As'fFUNC^IoTof" ™"PROSOCIAL ORIENTAilON LEVEL MDTREATMENT CONDITIONS
Prosocial Cost of
Anticipation of Meeting
Orientation Helping No Meeting Meeting
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosocial
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
16.9
21.7'
30.8
16.3
15.8
22.8
28.3
21. 0
But they did not significantly differ from low prosocial sub-
jects in the high cost condition. (See Table 14.) (Also
see Tables 58 through 63 in Appendix C for the results of
the other dependent variables.)
In summary, analyses involving the subjects' respon-
siveness, showed that none of the critical variables af-
fected the subjects' first sign of concern toward the con-
federate. As for the quantity of the interaction, two of
the analyses showed that prosocial orientation played a
marginal role in determining the degree of responsiveness.
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High prosocial people spoke more often and evoked more
dialogue from the confederate than did low prosocial people.
There was also consistent evidence for an interaction be-
tween personality and the cost of helping.
TABLE 14
PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION X COST OF HELPING INTERACTTONEFFECT FOR THE NUMBER OF TINES EJECTSSPOKE TO THE CONFEDERATE (SCALE 26)
Prosoc ial Orientation
Cost of
Helping Low High
Low Cost 16
a
High Cost
' 22 ,
ab 19 a
Responses t o var ious segments of the confeder;:^te ' ^ ^or^
and the sub.je cts' global (overall) helpfulness . Analyses of
variance were also utilized to explore the effects of the in-
dependent variables on the helpfulness of certain portions
of the subjects" conversation. The overall or global help-
fulness of the entire interaction was also examined.
The confederate's script was divided into seven units.
(See Method Chapter.) Each unit or stimulus cue was fol-
lowed by an intentional 5tolO-second pause on the part of
the confederate. The subject's response to each of the
seven stimulus cues was judged in .terms of its helpfulness
99
mg
:o a
(Scales 5A through 5G). Whether the suhject a..ressea her-
self to the specific prohleM or worry that the confederate
expressed in a stimulus cue was a ,ey factor in
.eter.in
the helpfulness score for that cue. (Responses involving
sympathy, support, questions and the like contributed t
high score. Task related comments involving work on the
Passages Test resulted in a low score. The length of the
response to the cue was also considered.) The results of
the analyses of variance, performed on these seven dependent
variables, are presented in Table I5. The most consistent
finding was a significant P main effect. High prosocial
subjects were more helpful than low prosocial subjects.
They were more helpful when the confederate spelled out the
exact nature of her problems (Stimulus 3) (HP X=.725,
LP X=.125), more reassuring and helpful when the confederate
apologized for her unconventional behavior (Stimulus t)
(HP X=1.025, LP X=.55). and more likely to calm the con-
federate and reassure her that her fears concerning her
friends would not materialize (Stimulus 5) (HP X=1.175,
LP X=.25). High prosocial subjects were also more likely
to agree to the confederate's request for further conversa-
tion (Stimulus 7) (HP X=.65, LP X=.125). When the con-
federate first indicated that she was upset (Stimulus 2).
the analysis of variance revealed a marginal C main effect.
There was a slight tendency for subjects to respond in a
more helpful fashion in the high cost (X=.90) than in the
100
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low cost condition (X= 37^) (^^^ m
-^n . (See Tables 64 through 69 in
Appendix C
.
)
For another analysis of variance, scores for responses
to all seven stimulus cues were totaled and used as the
dependent variable (summary score). (See Table 70 in Appen-
dix C.) A highly significant prosocial main effect (F=8.620,
d.f.=l,72, p<.005) was revealed. High prosocial individuals
were more helpful throughout the interaction (X=5.775) than
were low prosocial individuals (X=2.725). No other signi-
f leant effects were observed.
An analysis of variance was also performed with the
global help rating (Scale 6) as the dependent variable.
This was a major measure of helping because the global help
score was arrived at by listening to the tape-recording of
the entire interaction and forming a single overall judgment
of the subject's helping behavior. (See Table 16.)
TABLE 16
AVERAGE GLOBAL HELP RATINGS (SCALE 6) AS A FUNCTION OFPROSOCIAL ORIENTATION LEVEL AND TREATr/ENT CONDITIONS
Anticipation of Meeting
No Meeting
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The analysis of variance inaieated a .i,,ly si^irieant P
.aine„eet(P.Ua39, a....i.,3, p<.ooa).
„i,n prosociaX
subjects (X=2.775) were .ue.
.ore helpf.l
.er.ally than low
prosocial subjects (X=2.15). The PXC effect {F=^.010.
d.f.=1.72, p<.0^6) was also significant. (See Table ^7.
)
High prosocial subiectq inuj s m the low cost condition helped
more than the other three P-nnn-no tle xn groups--Low prosocial subjects in
either low or hish cnc;t nnH >. n o-v,n gn os a d high prosocial subjects in high
cost.
TABLE 1?
'"°'°EFFEC?'FofGMBAT\??l^f INTERACTION^rriiui tOR GLOBAL HELP RATINGS (SCALE 6)
Prosocial Orientation
Cost of
Helping
Low High
Low Cost
^2-°^
a 3.05
^High Cost . „^
^ a
In summary, when the written transcript was divided
into segments (based on the presentation of stimulus cues by
the confederate) and each segment was independently judged,
the most prevalent finding was that high prosocial subjects
were more helpful in responsing to specific distress cues
than were low prosocial subjects. One analysis (Stimulus 2)
showed a slight trend for greater helpfulness in the high
103
cost condition. Two analyses, involving overall
.elpf.l
ness. clearl, demonstrate, that
.i,. p^o^ooial people were
-re
.elp.ul than low prosocial people throughout the inter-
action. Furthermore, personality and the cost of helping
xnteraotea in their inriuence (for the glohal help rating)
Showing that high prosocial suhjects were ™ore helpful
primarily when the cost was low.
^^^^-^^^^^^ii^i^-^^^^^^Ste^^^ Written transcripts
were made of the subjects, conversation with the confederate
and the content was scored along various dimensions. (See
scales lA-lX in the Method Chapter. ) Su„Mary scores repre-
senting combinations of positive or negative behaviors were
constructed (see Method Chapter) and these were used as the
dependent variables in the following analyses.
The first set of analyses represent analysis of the
conversation that occurred up until the confederate delivered
the last stimulus cue.
^^^^^^^^^^^-^^^^^^^^^^^ stimulus cue).
An analysis of variance was performed in which the depen-
dent variable was CATPI (a summary score which consisted of
the total frequency of all the positive verbal statements).
(See Table 18.) The P main effect (F=4.0^3; d.f.=l,72;
P<.045) was significant with high prosocial subjects more
helpful (HP 1^25.250, LP X=17.025). Also observed was a
10^
(SeeTaMel9.) Hl,n p.osoeiaX people in the Xow cost
'
condition
„e.e signincantly
.ore helpful than people inthe other three P-rnnno mugroups. The remaining differenoes were
nonsignificant.
TABLE 18
soczAi
oKiKNT.n^r^i::^r^^/^,4src°o\^?.L«Ss-
Prosocial Cost of
Orientation Helping
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosoc ial
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
Anticipation of Meeting
No Meeting
1^.^
18.2
35.7
15.2
Meeting
13.0
22.5
29.6
20.5
TABLE 19
VERBAL statements) ^^biiiVE
Prosocial Orientation
Cost of
Helping
Low High
Low Cost
13.70^ 32.65.
High Cost
20.35
^ 17.85 a
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e
in another analysis of variance the dependent variabX
was a su:„.ary score derived rro. a factor analysis. This
—
y .core-CAm-enco.passed helpful verhal content re-
atxng to the discussion of the confederate s hrea.-up. TheP main effect {F=3.8;j.7, d.f.=l,72. p< osi 1
'
P^-"51) was significant
HP X=18.875 LPX-19ii,cl/5. X-1ZA25). as well as the PXC interaction(P=5.3^2, d.f.=l.72, p<.002). (See Tables n and 72 in
Appendi. C.) The patterns of these effects were the sa.e as
the ones for the CATPI su,™ary score (described previously,
No other effects reached significance.
Another verbal content summary score that was derived
from a factor analysis-CAPP2-dealt primarily with the
subjects' expressions of optimisM concerning the confed-
erate's future (i.e., either a reconciliation with the boy-
friend would take Place or the future would be promising
even without him). (See Table 73 in Appendix C.) The
analysis of variance for this variable indicated a signi-
ficant P „,ain effect (P-5.II5, d.f.-l,72, p<.025). High
prosocial people expressed assurances that the future would
be bright for the confederate more often (X=W.775) than did
low prosocial people (X=9.35). The PXC effect (F=6.204,
d.f.=l,72r p<.01i+) was also highly significant (See Table
74 in Appendix C.) The iHttern of the effect was the same
as the one for CATPI and CAPF2 (described previously). (See
Tables 75 and 76 in Appendix C for the results of the CAPF3
variable
.
)
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in summary, the analy.es of variance involving posi
tive or helprul verbal behaviors (before the last stimulus
eue) Showed that high prosocial people were
.ore helpful
than low prosocial people. A significant interaction be-
tween personality and the cost of helping treatment also
consistently emerged. High prosocial people in the low cost
condition were significantly
„ore helpful than any other
group (high prosocial high cost, low prosocial low cost, and
low prosocial high cost) in a variety of verbal ways. They
were more helpful in the following ways combined: asking
questions, encouraging the confederate to talk, giving ad-
vice, support and sympathy, analyzing the reasons for the
break-up, and expressing optimism concerning the confederate's
future
.
Several analyses of variance were performed for variables
dealing with negative or unhelpful verbal behaviors. For
the first analysis. CATNI (a summary score which consisted
of the total frequency of all of the negative content items)
was the dependent variable. The results showed a signifi-
cant PXC effect (F=6.319; d.f.=l,72; p<.01/|). (See Tables
20 and 21.) High prosocial subjects in the low cost condi-
tion tended to express more negative statements than high
prosocial subjects in the high cost group. Although low
prosocial subjects, when the cost was high, made numerically
more negative statements than low prosocial low cost and
10?
high prosocial high cost sub.i
significant.
jects, the d if
f
erences were not
TABLE 20
.
LEVEL AND TI^A^St'coND???'^^ ^^^^^^^TION
Prosocial Cost of
Orientation Helping
Anticipation of Meet mg
No Meeting Me e t ing
Low
Prosoc ial
High
Prosoc ial
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
2.5
^.1
5.5
2.2
2.7
3.9
3.2
2.5
TABLE 21
PROSOCIAL X COST OF HELPING INTERACTION FPVPPm tthdSUMMARY SCORE CATNI (TOTAL FREQ^Scy Sf NEGATEVERBAL STATEMENTS) ^^^^^^IVE
Prosocial Orientation
Cost of
Helping
Low High
Low Cost
2. 60 ^ab ^.35 ^
High Cost
^. 00
^ab 2.35
,
Three separate analyses of variance were performed with
CANF? (a summary score derived from a factor analysis in-
volving verbal attempts to return to the Passages Test),
108
ANP5 (a 3u™.ar, score involving diversions rro. the con-
°^ conversation an. a.e^p.s to return
.othe Passages
.est), an. CAKRP.
^u^ary score involving
™.ni.ai responsiveness ana attempts to return to „or. onthe Passages Test) as the respective variaMes. When the
analyses were calculate., with these sugary scores as the
dependent variables, no significant results were
.oun..
In su^nary, none of the independent variables by then,-
.elves affected negative verbal behavior during the inter-
action that led up to the last stimulus cue. An interac-
tion between personality and cost occurred once.
^^'^^^^^^^^^^^i^^^^^nter^^ The last stimulus cue
("Well, I know we should be doing this test now, but it's
been good to talk; I'd like to talk some more later")
seemed an important transitional point in the confederate's
speech. This was the first time that the confederate ack-
nowledged the importance of the Passages Test and suggested
that maybe she and the subject should return to it. Once
this sentiment was openly expressed, the subjects were free
to act in a number of ways: (a) They could have readily
agreed to return to the test. Suggesting to do so before-
hand may have been considered too direct and callous by many
of the subjects, even though it may have been on their minds.
But they may have felt freer to express this desire after
109
the confederate le. the way. the su.^eete eoul.
.ave
Chosen to continue the conversation (obviously the conrea-
erate^s problems were not resolved) and even alleviate the
guilt that the confederate expressed about interrupting the
test.
The following set of analyses dealt with any conversa-
tion that occurred after the confederate delivered the lines
Of the last stimulus cue.
(See Table 22 for a summary table of the results). Analyses
of variance were done with both CATPI (a summary score which
consisted of the total frequency of all the positive verbal
statements) and CAPPl {a summary score involving helpful
verbal content relating to the discussion of the confed-
erate's break-up) as the dependent variables. No signifi-
cant effects were found.
When the dependent variable involved primarily optimistic
statements (summary score CAPF2),the analysis of variance re-
vealed a slight trend toward a cost effect (F=2.643; d.f.=
1,72; p<.10/f). (See Table 77 in Appendix C.) The subjects
were somewhat more likely to reassure the confederate that
everything would work out all right in the high cost
(X=1.575) than in the low cost condition (X=.70). Although
this is a seemingly helpful behavior, expressing optimism and
saying, "Don't worry it will all turn out all right," can
also be viewed as an indirect way of bringing the conversa-
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tion to a close. The rest of the effect,s were nonsignificant.
Analyses were also performed for the negative verhal content
that occurred after the last stimulus cue was aeliverea hy
the confederate. (Por a sugary of the results see Tahle 23 )
Pour sugary scores involving negative verbal content
were created. The sugary scores were as follows, CATNl (a
summary score consistins of the total fv,6 01 xn frequency of all the
negative verbal content items), CANP7 (a summary score
derived from a factor analysis involving verbal attempts to
return to the Passages Test) Pawp^ f r.s t. l bx;, UAlMl<5 (a summary score in-
volving diversions from the confederate's topic of conversa-
tion and attempts to return to the Passages Test), and
CANRPT (a sugary score involving minimal responsiveness
and attempts to return to work on the Passages Test).
In summary, consistent main effects were observed. Each
Of the main effects reached significance for at least two of
the four analyses. (See Tables 78 through 82 in Appendix
C.) The patterns were as follows: Low prosocial people con-
sistently made more negative statements than high prosocial
people (in all four analyses. CATNI [LP X=1.55, HP X=.375],
CANF7 [LP X=.575, HP X=.175], CANF5 [LP X=.40, HP X=.175],
and CANRPT [LP X=.62S HP if- 9ml m. ^ .L^i A .o^y, nt^ A-.20J;. Two analyses indicated
that subjects in the high cost condition tended to make more
negative statements than subjects in the low cost condition
(CATNl [LC X=.55, HC X=1.375] and CANF? [LC X=.275,
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HC X=.^75]). All four analyses showed that
.ore negative
statements were :„ade hy subjects who expected to .eet with
the confederate again (CATNl [NM X=.3S. M X=1.575] CANPy
CNM X=.225. M X=.525]. CANP5 [NM X=..o, M X=.175], and CANRPTm CX=.25, M X=.575]). one analysis (CATNI) revealed an
interaction between personality and the anticipation of
meeting variable. Low prosocial subjects who expected to
meet the confederate made the most negative statements. They
made more negative statements than low prosocial subjects
Who did not expect a meeting and high prosocial subjects in
either the meeting or no meeting condition.
The subjects' reaction to the confederate's req uest fv^v^
ther conversation
. Analysis of variance was also utilized
to analyze the subjects' reactions to the confederate's
plea for further conversation at a later time (see last
stimulus cue, Method Chapter). This was a major measure of
helping because it tapped the subjects' attitude toward be-
coming involved in an extended helping effort outside of
the laboratory.
In one analysis of variance, the subjects' overall
attitude toward the confederate's plea for additonal help
(Scale 7A) was the dependent variable. (See Table 2^.)
The P main effect (F=11.973; d.f.=l,72; p<.001) was highly
significant. High prosocial people reacted more favorably
toward helping the confederate at a future time (X=5.6) than
did low prosocial people (x=t^.25).
significant.
No other effects were
TABLE 2k
FUNCTION OF PROSOCIAl'oRIEN^AtXlIveJ^^^^^ ^
TREATMENT CONDITIONS
Prosoc ial
Orientation
Low
Prosoc ial
High
Prosoc ial
Cost of
Helping
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
Anticipation of Meeting
No Meeting
6.3
5.3
Meetim
^.5
3.9
5.8
5.0
Another analysis (Scale 7B) explored how much prompting
was necessary before the subjects agreed to meet with the
confederate for further conversation (but they did not
necessarily arrange specific details for the meeting). (See
Table 83 in Appendix C.) Again the P main effect (F=8.^83;
d.f.=l.?2; p<.005) turned out to be highly significant. Low
prosocial people required more prompts (X=1.515 help rating)
from the confederate before agreeing to help than did high
prosocial people (1=2.6 help rating). No other effects were
significant.
A third analysis investigated how soon in the interac-
tion the subjects committed themselves to a definite time
115
and place to meet with the confederate for future c... c -lui l x onversa-
tion (Scale 7C). (See Tahl^ • al^ l b e 8^ m Appendix C.) This
analy.is also revealed a significant P
.ain effect 2.5.
^^-1.72, p<.023). High prosocial individuals arranged thldetails for a future meeting sooner than dii 1
^
s u i
-cna d low prosocial
individuals („PX=1.9. LPX=1.25). The PXC interaction
(F=3.103, d.f.=l,72, p<.079) was marginally significant.
(See Table 85 in Appendix C.) High prosocial suhjects in
the low cost condition tended to set up definite arrange-
ments for a future meeting sooner than did low prosocial sub-
jects in the low cost condition. No other comparisons be-
tween group means were significant.
A summary score concerning the subjects' overall re-
action to helping the confederate at a future time (SCMAC:
consisted of a combination of Scales 7A, 7B and 7C) was
also used in an analysis of variance. (See Table 86 in
Appendix C.) Once again the P main effect (F-9A1H,
cl.f.=l,72, p<.003) was highly significant. High prosocial
people were more willing to help the confederate outside of
the laboratory setting (X=10.1) than were low prosocial
people (X=7.15). The remaining effects were nonsignificant.
In summary, the most consistent finding was that high
prosocial people were more willing to further interact with
the confederate, in a situation outside of the laboratory,
than were low prosocial people. High prosocial individuals
demonstrated a more favorable attitude toward the confederate's
116
^sis of
-.ueet ror .elp an. the, ten.e. to ac^uieeee to tHe Mea
an. initiate arrangements Ur a
.ut.re meeting sooner t.an
-a low proeocial individuals. One analysis indicated an
.nteraetion between personality and the oost of
.eXping
variable.
variance was also used to analyze the a.ount of work the
subjects did on the Passages Test as a fnn.^-s o ifcibx u ction of the inde-
pendent variables.
The variables analyzed represent work that was done
during the 20-.inute time allotment for the Passages Test
(during Which the confederate as.ed for help). (See Table
25 for a summary of the results.)
In summary, the analyses showed that neither prosocial
orientation nor the anticipation of future meeting variable
affected, by themselves, the amount of work the subjects
did on the Passages Test.
The analysis for Scale 9D (the number of passages com-
pletely finished) indicated a very slight trend (p<.lo) for
subjects to do more work in the high cost (1=2.525 passages)
than in the low cost condition (1=2.175 passages). (See
Table 8? in Appendix C.
)
The strongest and most consistent finding involved an
interaction between personality and the cost of helping.
Analyses involving two dependent variables-Scale 9A (the
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number of passages for which so.e work was done) and Scale
9C (the total number of words written for all of the
passages)-sho„sd that high prosocial subjects in low cost
wrote less than high prosocial subjects in high cost and
low prosocial subjects in low cost but did not differ signi-
ficantly from low prosocial subjects in high cost. The re-
maining group mean comparisons were nonsignificant. (See
Tables 26 and 27 in the text and Tables 88 and 89 in Appen-
dix C
. )
TABLE 26
^In^T^^r^nT^^^ °^ ^ORDS WRITTEN FOR ALL OF THE PASSArpq(SCALE 9C) AS A FUNCTION OF PROSOCIAL orJen^IO^™AND TREATMENT CONDITIONS
Anticipation of Meeting
Analysis of the experimenter's evaln^tipng of the subjects'
behavior. During the experimental session, the interaction
between the subjects and the confederate was observed by the
experimenter via a one-way mirror and heard via a sound
system. Afterwards, the experimenter rated the subjects
along several behavioral dimensions. Verbal and nonverbal
119
cues contributed to the ratmgs
.
TABLE 2?
(SCALE 9C) ^AbbAGES
Cost of
Helping
Prosocial Orientation
Low
Low Cost
High Cost
138.75
109.25
ab
High
85.65
125.50
The following behaviors were rated: responsiveness, polite
sympathy, gives advice, attempts to calm the confederate,
asks questions, sincere empathy, nervousness, fiddles with a
pen, and friendliness. (See Table 28 for a list of the re-
sults of the ANOVAS performed with these dependent variables.)
The most prevalent finding for variables dealing with
positive or helpful behavior was a significant P main effect
.
High prosocial subjects were judged as more helpful than low
prosocial subjects in a variety of ways (on a 5-point scale).
They were judged as more responsive (HP X=3.236, LP x=2.'^68),
more sympathetic (HP X=2.562, LP X=1.7l4) and empathetic
(HP X=2.7?7, LP X=1.833), more likely to ask the confederate
questions (HPX=3.210, LPX=2.35^), give advice (HPX=3.^78,
LP X=2.384), relate personal experiences (HP X=2.35^,
LP X=1.666), and more likely to try to calm the confederate
120
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(HPX=2.70, LP X=l «;7<1 u; u^1.575). High prosocial subjects were alsojudged as friendlier lj_=? ^r,-?\ +i, -,than low prosocial subjects(X=1.768). (See Tables 29. 30 and 31 for the results of two
dependent variables: responsiveness and friendliness
Tables 90 through 100 in Appendix C deal with the other de-
pendent variables.
)
TABLE 29
AND TREATMENT CONDITIONS
"^^^^^^^^^^0^
Prosocial
Orientation
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosocial
Cost of
Helping
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
Anticipation of Meet in'
No Meeting
2.333 (n=6)
2.^29 (n=?)
3.600 (n=10)
2.600 (n=10)
Meeting
2.333 (n=9)
2.700 (n=10)
^.000 (n=8)
2.900 (n=10)
TABLE 30
PROSOCIAL X COST OF HELPING INTERACTION EFFECT FOR SUBTFOTRESPONSIVENESS (AS JUDGED BY THE EXPERIIVEN?eR)
Prosocial Orientation
Cost of
Helping Low High
Low Cost
High Cost
2.333
2.564
a
3.800
2.750
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TABLE 31
SOCIAL ORIENTA?^o^fL™^,rA^^?A?5:^ST"c°SK^^T^^Ss
Anticipation of Meeting
Prosocial Cost of "
Orientation Helping No Meeting m
.
^ Meeting
Low Cost 1 7 rn-Zi^Prosocial High Cost n=3 p'^S^^'I
^ ^
' 2 . 1 ( n=7)
5^^^ Cost 3.3 fn-31 n ^ /Prosocial High Cost 2.2 (n^7) [jjl^j
Only one analysis revealed a marginal Cost effect. Sub-
jects were judged as slightly more responsive in the low
cost (X=3.121) as opposed to the high cost condition
(X=2.6?5).
As for the anticipation of a future meeting, subjects
were judged as more nervous (NM X=2.640, M X=1.725) and
figety (NM X=2.749. M X=1.7^8) in the no meeting condition.
A personality by cost interaction was revealed for
three of the variables: responsiveness, advice giving, and
question asking. High prosocial subjects in the low cost
condition were more likely to give advice and ask questions
than low prosocial subjects in the low cost condition. High
prosocial subjects in low cost were more responsive than
the other three groups of subjects.
An interaction between personality and the anticipation
123
g per-"^r""^
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- va.iaMe, reXatin,
-na. experiences. Hi,. p.o^oeiaX s^.^eets a. no!
expect a meetine- rpin+c>^ +u •^^ng elated their own TDerqnn=,T ^
.
pe sonal experiences more
-e.uenU, t.an
..e otne. t..ee ,.o.pe o. 3u.,eet3.
-erate nUea o., a questionnaire eoneernin. su^^eeVsbehavior, it is important to note that the confederate was
able to ma.e
,u.g.ente hased on hoth verbal and nonverbal
behaviors. (.his is in contrast to the evaluations hased
on the written transcripts which onl, too. verhal behaviors
into account.
)
The confederate rptoH -p t ta ed the following behaviors displayed
the subjects (on a 5-point scale): responsiveness,
sympathy and empathy, nervousness, friendliness, shyness,
openness and honesty. (See Table f^^ l oi 32 for a list of ANOVAS
results for these dependent variables.)
A prevalent finding for variables dealing with posi-
tive or helpful behaviors, as judged by the confederate, was
that a sigiificant P main effect emerged. High prosocial
subjects were judged more helpful than low prosocial sub-
jects in a variety of ways. They were judged more respon-
sive (HP X=3.810, LP X=2.878), more sympathetic and
empathetic (KF 1=3. 514-2 LP X-? ^^k) ^ -j.D^^, ijr A ^.3/5>'
, friendlier (HPX=3.^32,
LP X=2.969) and less shy (HP X=1.59^. LP X=2.l63). (See
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Tables 33 and 3^ in the text and Tables 101 +hi u± through 110 in
Appendix C
.
)
TABLE 33
LEVEL AND™REA?^S? CONMTKNs""™™^™
Prosocial
Orientation
Anticipation of Meet
Cost of
Helping
mg
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosocial
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
No Meeting
2.875 (n=8)
3.333 (n=9)
4.111 (n=9)
3.200 (n=10)
Meeting
2A^^' (n=9)
2.85? (n=7)
4.750 (n=8)
3.400 (n=10)
TABLE 34
PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION X COST OF HELPING INTERACTION EFFFOTFOR SUBJECT RESPONSIVENESS (AS JUDGED BY
CONFEDERATE)
Prosocial Orientation
Cost of
Helping
Low High
Low Cost 2.64?
a 4.412 .b
High Cost 3.125
a 3.300 ^
Two analyses showed a significant cost effect. Sub-
jects were slightly more empathetic and more nervous in the
low cost (X=3.294 and X=2.105 respectively) as compared with
126
the high cost condition (X=2.88 and X=1.171 respectively)
Pour analyse, revealed significant PXC interaction
effects. High prosocial people in the low cost condition
were .ore responsive,
„ore sympathetic and e.pathetic and
less nervous than the other three groups of subjects. The
PXC interaction for the honesty variable was marginally sig-
nificant. High prosocial people in low cost were judged
somewhat more honest and open than low prosocial people in
low cost.
A PXM interaction occurred for three of the analyses.
Low prosocial subjects in the meeting condition were less
responsive than high prosocial subjects in either the meet-
ing or no meeting condition. And low prosocial subjects in
the no meeting condition were less responsive than high pro-
social subjects in the meeting condition. (See Table 35.)
TABLE 35
CONFEDERATE)
Prosocial Orientation
Anticipation of — —
lee tine t^ Low High
No Meeting 3.104
ab 3.655
^^"^^^S 2.650
^
I,, 075
ac
c
12?
As for the remaining two analyses, low prosocial people in
the meeting condition were less friendly and less sympathetic
than low prosocial people in the no meeting condition and
high prosocial people in the meeting condition.
The confederate was also asked three questions which
directly tapped her estimation of the subjects' helpfulness.
The confederate's answers to the questions: "In general was
she [the subject] helpful?" and "Did she try to comfort
you in terms of how you were feeling emotionally?" served
as the dependent variables for two analyses of variance. No
significant effects emerged for either analysis.
In a third question, the confederate was asked, "If it
were a real life situation do you think she [the subject]
would have done a good job making you feel better?" (on a
3-point scale). When the dependent variable was the con-
federate's answer to this question the analysis of variance
revealed a highly significant P main effect (F=10.^28; d.f.=
1.61; p<.002). (See Table 36.) High prosocial people were
much more likely to help the confederate "feel better
(X=2.02) than were low prosocial people (X=1.5^6). The C
main effect (F=7.027; d.f.=l,6l; p<.01) was also highly
significant. The confederate judged the subjects as much
more helpful in the low cost (X=1.999) than in the high cost
condition (X=1.608). However, the confederate knew, of
course, about the cost conditions and consequently her
judgment may have been affected. The PXC interaction effect
128
(F=^.086; d.f.=i 61. T.< nlK^
.^1. P<.045) was also significant. (See
Table 37.)
TABLE 36
LEVEL AND TREA^H^NT CONWnONs"'^""'^"°"
Prosocial
Orientation
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosocial
Cost of
Helping
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
Anticipation of Meeting
No Meeting
1.750 (n=8)
lAk^- (n=9)
2.125 (n=8)
1.600 (n=:lO)
Meeting
1.^^^ (n=9)
1.571 (n=9)
2.750 (n=8)
1.800 (n=10)
TABLE 37
HELPFULNESS (SCALE llj)
^^^^^^^^
Cost of
Helping
Prosocial Orientation
Low High
Low Cost
1.588
a 2.^38 ^bHigh Cost 1.500
a
1. 700
a
High prosocial subjects in the low condition did the best
job of making the confederate "feel better." They were more
helpful than low prosocial people in either the low or high
129
cost condition and more helpful than high prosocial people
in the high cost condition. No other group Mean comparisons
reached significance.
A summary help rating, based on the confederate's
answers to the three aforementioned questions, was computed.
When an analysis cf variance was performed with this depen-
dent variable, the pattern of the results was the same as
for "question three" (just described). (See Tables 111 and
112 in Appendix C
.
)
Analysis of susp icion. Some of the subjects expressed sus-
picion while interacting with the confederate or in answers
to some of the post-experimental questions. In the correla-
tional analysis (to be described later) suspicion was found
to be negatively correlated with some aspects of helping be-
havior. Analysis of variance was also used to explore what
affected suspicion.
The dependent variables dealt with the timing and the
intensity of suspicion. Several summary scores were created
in which timing and intensity were combined. Suspicion was
measured using different sources of information.
One set of variables focused on suspicion expressed
during the 20-minute interaction between the subject and the
confederate. The dependent variables were as follows:
Suspicion Timing (Scale 8A)
,
Suspicion Intensity (Scale 8B),
and a Summary Score SCSTC (Scales 8A and 8B combined).
130
Anothe. set or variaMes
^eaeu.ea suspicion expressed
confederate and in response to questions on the post-
experi.ental questionnaire. Those dependent variables were
as follows: Suspicion Timing {Scale 8r ) q^ vs i acj, Suspicion Intensity(Scale 8D), Summary Score SUSPTI (Scale 8C and 8D combined)
suspicion Intensity (Scale 8E: two suspicion arousing ques-'
tions on the post-experimental questionnaire were deleted)
and Summary Score SUSPTN (Scales 8C and 8E combined).
The last dependent variable involving suspicion was the
^^ubjecfs own rating of the intensity of her suspicion
(Scale 8F).
The significant main and interaction effects of the
analyses of variance for the above dependent variables are
listed in Table 38. (Also see Tables 113 through I30 in
Appendix C.) A CXM intpractin„ of-p j.^Au e on effect was the strongest and
the most consistent finding for the variables involving
suspicion. The exact pattern of this interaction varied
somewhat depending upon the specific dependent variable.
However, a prevalent pattern was one that occurred for the
summary score SCSTC. (This score was created by adding
together the subject's score on Suspicion Timing (Scale BA)
and Suspicion Intensity [Scale 8B].) The CXM interaction
pattern was as follows: subjects within the high cost no
meeting condition were less suspicious than subjects in the
high cost meeting condition and low cost no meeting condi-
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tion. No other group .ean comparisons were significant.
(See Tables 39 and '^O.)
TABLE 39 ,
AVERAGE SUMMARY SCORES f^n^TP QTrer^xn^ ^
Anticipation of Meeting
TABLE 40
'IPATION C _
EFFECT FOR SUMMARY SCORE SCSTC^( SUSPlClSfo
'
°™^IS^AANTICIPATIO OF MEETING INTERACTION
Cost of Helping
Anticipation of
Meeting^
Low High
No Meeting
^
.
^ ^
Meeting -,
^
The results of two analyses indicated a marginally
nificant trend for greater suspicion when the subjects ;
ticipated a meeting than when they didn't (Scale 8E--Su!
cion Intensity, and Scale 8F--Suspicion Intensity).
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Two Of the analyses (Scale 8B-Susplcion Intensity, andSugary Score SCSTC) indicated a significant PXM interaction
effect. Within the meeting condition, low prosocial suh-
Oects were more suspicious than high prosocial subjects.
only one analysis (Scale 8A-Suspicion Tiding) showed a
significant C .ain effect. Suspicion was expressed earlier
in the low cost (X=.525) than in the high cost condition
(X=.175).
^^^ai^^^i^^^JJl^^e^innil^^ Another group of analyses
explored what affected various behaviors on the Beginnings
Test. See Table ^1 fnr> a i io+ ^-p +uHri lor list of the dependent variables
and the significant main and interaction effects.
In summary, the anticipation of meeting variable
affected a number of behaviors on the Beginnings Test.
Subjects gave longer responses (on part 3 of the test) fol-
lowing the confederate's reference to her boyfriend prob-
lems, when they did not expect to meet with her again
(NM X=67.1? words versus M X=57.05 words). They also
directed more questions to the confederate, in the opening
statement of the test, when they did not expect to see her
again (NM X=.775 versus M X=.225). Also, more positive be-
haviors (compliments, friendliness, etc.) were displayed
when subjects did not expect a meeting (X=.25) than when they
did (X=.05). Finally, prosocial orientation was marginally
related to the number of helpful statements written in re-
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sponse to the confederate's distress cues. High prosocial
people were somewhat more helpful (X=3.525 statements)
than low prosocial individuals (X=2.625 statements). (See
Tables 131 through 137 in Appendix C.)
^^^^^^''^'^^^''^^
^^^^-^^-hel^in^va^^ A number of questions on the
post-experimental questionnaire dealt with the cost of
helping variable. (The mean response and the standard de-
viation for each question are reported in Table 138 in
Appendix C
. )
In the original instructions, the subjects were told
that it was important to complete the Passages Test in order
to receive a personality profile. Upon examining the mean
responses (and standard deviations) to the various questions
on the post-experimental questionnaire, it appears that the
cost manipulation had its desired effect. Subjects seemed
to understand the various aspects of the instructions deal-
ing with the cost manipulations. Subjects also displayed
an interest in receiving the personality profile and they
understood the relationship between the Passages Test and
the receipt of the profile.
Analyses of variance were performed with the answers to
a question serving as the dependent variable. (See Table 42
for a list of the questions and the ANOVAS results.) The
results of these analyses of variance also demonstrated the
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ctiveness of the cost variable. (See Tables ^+3 and ^4
his chapter and Tables 139 through l4l in Appendix C.)
TABLE k3
AVERAGE RESPONSES TO THE FOLLOWING POST-EXPERIMENTALQUESTION: "HOW IMPORTANT OR UNIMPORTANT WAS IT FORYOU TO COMPLETE THE PASSAGES TEST?", AS A FUNCTION
OF PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION LEVEL AND TREATMENT
CONDITIONS
Prosocial Cost of
Orientation Helping
Anticipation of Me e t ing
No Meeting Meeting
Low
Prosoc ial
Low Cost
High Cost
3.2
^.1
3.5
3.6
High
Prosoc ial
Low Cost
High Cost
2.8
5.3 .
2.8
^.1
TABLE
PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION X COST OF HELPING INTERACTION EFFECT
FOR THE SUBJECTS' RESPONSE TO THE FOLLOWING POST-
EXPERIMENTAL QUESTION: "HOW IMPORTANT OR
UNIMPORTANT WAS IT FOR YOU TO COMPLETE
THE PASSAGES TEST?"
Prosoc ial Orientat ion
Cost of
Helping Low High
Low Cost 2.80
^
High Cost 3-85 ac ^.70 ^
Subjects were more interested in completing and doing well
138
on the Passages Test in the high cost condition (X=4.276.
^l""'^'
^^^Pectively) as opposed to the low cost condition
(X=3.09^. X=3.50, respectively). But subjects also felt
that it was more important to the experimenter that the test
be completed in the high cost condition (HC X=l^A, LC X=2.65)
One analysis demonstrated a marginally significant interac-
tion effect between personality and the cost of helping.
High prosocial subjects in the high cost condition felt that
it was more important to finish the Passages Test than did
high prosocial subjects in low cost or low prosocial sub-
jects in low cost. Also, high prosocial subjects in low
cost thought that it was less important to finish the test
than did low prosocial subjects in high cost.
Post-experimental questionnaire: manipulation checks for the
anticipation of meeting variable
. Several questions on the
written post-experimental questionnaire were designed to
assess the effectiveness of the anticipation of meeting
variable. (A list of the questions and the mean response
and standard deviation for each of these questions appear in
Table 1^2 of Appendix C.)
Several analyses of variance dealt with questions con-
cerning the anticipation of meeting variable (See Table >4-5.)
Upon examining the mean responses to the various ques-
tions and upon reviewing the several analyses of variance,
it seems that the anticipation of meeting variable was
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successful in some aspects, but unsuccessful in others.
The vast majority of subjects were able to correctly
identify who they would be working with during the third ex-
perimental session. However, only a small number of sub-
jects (eleven in total) claimed to have actually thought
about the third session while taking any of the tests. The
vast majority of subjects claimed that they didn't "totally
forget about the third session," but just "didn't happen to
think about it.
"
When subjects in the anticipation of meeting condition
were asked, "Did knowing that you would meet with the other
person [the confederate ] affect your behavior towards her?",
most of the subjects responded "no." However, when all of
the subjects were asked, "In responding to the other person
[the confederate] did you have in mind that you would have
to see her again?", the mean response was "maybe." The
analysis of variance for this variable revealed a marginally
significant M main effect. (See Table 1^3 in Appendix C.)
Subjects in the meeting condition were more likely to answer
that, in responding to the confederate, they had in mind
that they would have to see her again (NM X=2.937, M X=3.875).
One analysis indicated a marginally significant trend
for high prosocial subjects to think about the third session
more than low prosocial subjects (HP X=1.2, LP X=1.05).
(See Tables 1^^ and 1^5 in Appendix C.)
It should be noted that a couple of the analyses in-
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volving suspicion (previously presented) indicated that there
was a very slight trend for subjects to be more suspicious
when they anticipated meeting the confederate than when they
did not.
In conclusion, the anticipation of meeting variable was
successful in some aspects, but unsuccessful in others.
The subjects' perc eptions of the confederate
. A number of
post-experimental questions were directed toward assessing
the subject's perceptions of the confederate. In one group
of questions, the subjects were asked to rate the confederate
along a number of contrasting adjectives. In a group of
analyses of variance, the scores on the adjectives served
as the dependent variables. (See Table 46 for a list of the
questions and the ANOVAS results.) (Also see Tables l46
through 150 in Appendix C.)
In summary, the analyses of variance dealing with the
subjects' perceptions of the confederate helped to validate
some aspects of experimental control in this experiment.
The confederate was judged to be uniformly unhappy and
uniformly considerate in all of the treatment conditions.
These findings help to confirm that the confederate's por-
trayal of an unhappy (and considerate) individual was
consistent
.
The perception of the confederate was somewhat related
to the personality of the subjects. There was a marginally
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significant trend for hish Droqooipi c,,-w • 4. .l xgn p s c al subjects to judge the
confederate more intellip-pnt (y-o «auei xge x lA-^.a5jand more worried
(X=6.225) than low prosocial subjects (x^3.30, X=5.77).
(Low scores indicated a higher intelligence rating.)
One analysis revealed a significant M main effect.
Subjects judged the confederate less giving when they ex-
pected a meeting (X=/+.9) than when they did not (X=5.5).
A highly significant interaction between personality
and cost occurred for one adjective-interesting versus
uninteresting. Within the low cost condition, high pro-
social subjects found the confederate more interesting than
did low prosocial people. But within the high cost condi-
tion, the situation was reversed: low prosocial subjects
found the confederate more interesting than did high pro-
social subjects. Also, among low prosocial subjects, the
subjects found the confederate more interesting in the high
cost than in the low cost condition. No other group mean
comparisons were significant. (See Tables 4? and k8.)
Several questions on the post-experimental question-
naire dealt with evaluations of interpersonal attraction
(i.e., liking). Table ^9 lists the various relevant ques-
tions and the results of the analyses of variance.
In summary, the most prevalent finding was that pro-
social orientation level was significantly related to the
subjects' liking of the confederate. High as compared with
low prosocial orientation subjects reported that they liked
the confederate more (HP X=5.550, LP X=^.775)
, and felt that
they were able to interact with her better (HP X=5.325,
LP X=5.150). They also said that they could more easily be-
come friends with someone like her (HP X=5.275, LP x=4.325).
TABLE ^7
AVERAGE RESPONSES TO THE FOLLOWING POST-EXPERIIWNTATQUESTION: "HOW DID THE OTHER PERSON APPEAR ?5^miINTERESTING-UNINTERESTING?". AS A FUNCTION OF PRo'SOCIAL ORIENTATION LEVEL AND TREATMENT CONDITIONS
Prosocial
Orientation
Cost of
Helping
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosoc ial
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
Anticipation of Meeting
No Meeting
r
lee ting
3.3
1.9
2.5
2.9
2.8
2.0
1.8
2.6
TABLE 48
PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION X COST OF HELPING INTERACTION EFFECTFOR RESPONSES TO THE FOLLOWING POST-EXPERIP/ENTAL QUESTION-
"HOW DID THE OTHER PERSON APPEAR TO YOU
INTERESTING-UNINTERESTING?"
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(See Table 50 in this chapter and Tables 151 through 153 in
Appendix C.) A PXC interaction effect emerged when the de-
pendent variable was the subjects' answer to "Did you like
the other person [the confederate]?" (See Table 51.) High
prosccial subjects in the low cost condition said that they
liked the confederate more than did low prosocial subjects
in either the low or high cost condition. No other group
mean comparisons were significant.
TABLE 50
''™?i™'™DiD'ynn post-experimentalyujibiiuiM: ID YOU LIKE THE OTHER PERSON'?" Aq aFUNCTION OF PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION LEVEL 'a^
TREATWENT CONDITIONS
Prosocial Cost of
Orientation Helping
Low
Prosoc ial
High
Prosoc ial
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
Anticipation of Meeting
No Meeting Me e t ing
^.0
5.3
6.0
5.2
5.0
5.7
5.3
14?
TABLE 51
Cost of
Helping
Prosocial Orientation
Low High
Low Cost
High Cost
^.50
5.05
5.85
5.25
ab
^^^^^^rJ^ret^llo^^ the helping sltn.t^.. Ques-
tions on both the written and oral post-experimental ques-
tionnaire gauged the subjects' reactions to the experimental
helping situation. Table 52 lists the relevant questions
and the results of the ANOVAS for these dependent variables.
(Also see Tables 15^ through I7I in Appendix C.)
Several of the analyses, involving the subjects' per-
ception of the experimental situation, confirmed the validity
of the various experimental controls. Subjects in the several
treatment conditions uniformly viewed the confederate's need
to talk as great and her level of distress as high. Thus,
the confederate portrayed the role of a distressed person
equally well in all conditions and the various treatments did
not affect the subjects' perception of the aforementioned
qualities
.
The results of the analyses indicated that prosocial
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orientation affected son,e of the subjects' reactions to the
experimental situation. High prosocial people as compared
to low prosocial people judged the confederate's behavior as
less inappropriate (HPX=1.421, LPx=1.763). found it less
difficult to respond to the confederate (HP X=2.80,
LP X=3.65), thought they could do something to comfort the
confederate (HPX = 2.648, LPX=1.999) thn„»-h+ i +j-.yyy;, XHoug t it was less
difficult dealing with a stranger (HP X=l.^/|7. SP 1=1. 79k),
and reported that it was important for them to respond to
the confederate (HP X=4.15, LP X=3.6o).
There was also a marginally significant C main effect
for one variable. Subjects in high cost felt it was some-
what more important to satisfy the experimenter (1=3 A5)
than did subjects in low cost (X=2.975). Finally a CXM and
a PXC interaction occurred for some of the variables.
Correlational Analvses
Correlational analyses were done in order to explore
the relationships between the various measures described in
the Method Chapter. The measures were intercorrelated
.
Five different sets of correlations were computed. One was
done on the total sample of 80 subjects (overall-groups
analysis). Separate correlations were also computed en-
compassing subjects within each of the four treatment con-
ditions (Low Cost No Meetings: LCNM, Low Cost Meeting: LCM,
High Cost No Meeting: HCNM, and High Cost Meeting: HCM)
.
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personality measures. The nature of a high versus a low pro-
social orientation person was investigated via correlational
analysis. An analysis involving the total sample of sub-
jects (overall-groups analysis) explored the relationship
between prosocial orientation and other personality measures.
(See Table 172 in Appendix C.)
The analyses showed that, in addition to correlating
with some of the variables in the prosocial orientation
factor analysis, prosocial orientation significantly correla-
ted with the Affiliation Scale (r=.^81 p<.001) and the
Affiliation towards Strangers Scale (r=.358 p<.001). Thus
high prosocial orientation was associated with high affilia-
tion traits.
Prosocial orientation was also associated with the
rating of certain values (on the Rokeach Value Scale) as
high or low in importance. In the overall-groups analysis,
prosocial orientation level was significantly related to
the following values: world at peace (r=.^15 p<.01), world
of beauty (r=.365 p<.Ol), equality (r=.365 p<.Ol), freedom
(r=.242 p<.05), happiness (r=.260 p<.05), inner harmony
(r=.2^2 p<.05), salvation (r=.232 p<.05), true friendship
(r=.483 p<.Ol), cheerful (r=.308 p<.01), courageous (r=.235
p<.05), loving (r=.239 P<.05), obedient (r=.213 P<.10),
polite (r=.248 p<.05), and responsible (r=.229 p<.05).
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Individuals high in prosocial orientation tended to assign
more importance to these values.
The relationship between persona] itv charaotpristics and
helping behavior
.
The relationship between personality and
helping behavior was an area of primary interest in this
study. Several key measures of helping, including global
measures, nonverbal and verbal indices, were chosen for an
in depth correlational analysis.
Global helping (Scale 6) was one such helping measure
studied via correlational analysis. (See Table 53.) In the
overall
-groups analysis, global helping was highly and signi-
ficantly correlated with prosocial orientation {r=A33 p<.01)
People who helped tended to be high in prosocial orienta-
tion. Helping behavior was also highly and significantly
correlated with the Schwartz Scale (r=.293 p<.01), the
Berkowitz and Lutterman Responsibility Scale (r=.288 p<.Ol),
the question on interpersonal sensitivity (r=.36^]' p<.01),
and the Christie Scale (r=-.372 p<.01). Thus people who
helped tended to be high on prosocial orientation, social
responsibility, and interpersonal sensitivity, and low on
Machiavellian traits.
Helping behavior was also associated with the rating
of certain values (on the Rokeach Scale) as high or low in
importance. In the overall-groups analysis, helping be-
havior was significantly related to the values of equality
153
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(r-.183 P<.10), freedom (r=.23'5 d< 0-^^ ^\ ^cjj p-^.u^;, and courageous
(r=.29^ P<.01). Thus subjects who were helpful tended to
rate the values of equal ity. freedom. and courageous as im-
portant to them.
The correlational analyses within treatment groups
showed that different personality measures were correlated
with helping behavior depending upon the subjects' treat-
ment experience. (See Table 53.) Some of the more impor-
tant findings will be presented here. Prosocial orientation
was correlated with global helping within each of the treat-
ment groups: LCNM (r=.^96 p<.05). LCM (r=:.426 p<.10), HCM
(r=.386 p<.10) and HCM (r=.423 P<.10). People high in pro-
social orientation tended to help more than people low in
prosocial orientation. It is very important to note that
prosocial orientation was the only personality measure that
was significantly (or marginally) correlated with helping
behavior in both the overall and all the within-groups
analyses
.
The Berkowitz Social Responsibility Scale was posi-
tively correlated with helping behavior within two different
treatment groups: LCM (r=.403 p<.10) and HCM (r=.'^97 p<.05).
In these groups helping behavior was associated with a high
degree of social responsibility. It is interesting that
social responsibility was related to helping only when the
subjects expected to meet with the confederate again. Per-
haps this expectation made high social responsibility indi-
157
viduals particularly aware of their responsiMl ities to hel,
and the costs of not helping. Individuals high in social
responsibility perhaps anticipated that if they didn't
help in the current situation (the meeting condition), they
would be reminded of their failure to help during the up-
coming session. Thus, high social responsibility people
were subject to more potential guilt or remorse over not
helping in the meeting condition. Perhaps to avoid these
psychological costs, they responded more to the confederate
in that condition.
The question concerning interpersonal sensitivity
(question 30 of the Affiliation Test) was also signifi-
cantly correlated with helping behavior
, within two treat-
ment groups: LCM (r=.406 p<.10). and HCNM (r=.6l5 P<.01).
People who felt that interpersonal sensitivity was an im-
portant trait for them tended to help more under some condi-
tions. The Christie Scale was negatively correlated with
helping behavior within two treatment groups: LCNM (r=-.590
P<.01) and HCM (r=-.502 p<.05). People who helped tended to
be low in Machiavellian traits.
Different values were related to global helping de-
pending upon the particular treatment group. However the
value that was most consistently related to helping be-
havior was that of "courageous." People who helped tended
to rate "courageous" as important to them. In addition to
the overall-groups analysis (r=.29^ p<. 01), this relationship
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also occurred in the HCNM condition (r=A51 p<.05) and the
HCM condition (r=.507 p<.05). It is interesting that
"courageous" was related to helping in the high as opposed
to the low cost conditions. In high cost helping meant fore-
going work on the Passages Test, and in a sense disobeying
the experimenter's instructions. Perhaps it required
courage-"a commitment to standing up to one's beliefs"
-to
engage in this type of behavior. Helping behavior was also
positively and significantly correlated to the value "help-
ful" in the LCM condition ( r= . ^09 p<.05).
The next measure of helping that was examined via cor-
relational analyses was the confederate's evaluation of the
subjects' helpfulness. Some of the more important findings
will be presented. (For greater detail refer to Table 1?3
in Appendix C.) Again, prosoc ial orientation was the
variable most consistently, significantly correlated with
helping behavior. Significant correlations were observed in
three analyses: Overall groups-analysis (r=.369 p<.01),
LCM condition (r=.579 P<.05), and the HCM condition (r=.383
p<.10). People high in prosocial orientation tended to
help more than people low in prosocial orientation.
The Hogan Scale, the Schwartz Scale, the question on
interpersonal sensitivity, the Berkowitz Scale, and the
Christie Scale were also significantly related to helping
behavior (as judged by the confederate) in at least one of
the five sets of correlational analyses. (See Table 173 in
159
Appendix C
.
)
Upon examining the relationship between the confeder-
ate's evaluation of the subjects' helpfulness and the Rokeach
values, several findings merit reporting. The value of
"family security" was s ignif ic ian tly and negatively cor-
related with helping in the overall-groups analysis (r=-.267
P<.03). in the LCNM condition (r=-.54l p<.05), and in the
LCM condition (r=-Al8 p<.lo). m those analyses, people
who rated "family security" as important to them tended not
to help. The confederate's problem involved personal re-
lationships and a disappointment involving a potential
marriage. Perhaps people who rated family security as im-
portant to them found it particularly painful to talk about
a disrupted, unstable relationship and so helped less.
The value of "courageous" was also significantly re-
lated to helping behavior in the overall-groups analysis
(r=.295 P<.01) and in the HCNM condition (r=.398 p<.10).
People who rated the value of "courageous" as important to
them tended to help.
The relationship between personality and helping be-
havior was also explored for a nonverbal behavior, namely
looking through the test booklet (which seems incompatible
with helpful behavior). Some of the more important findings
will be reported here. (For greater detail, consult Table
1?^ in Appendix C
.
)
The relationship between prosocial orientation level
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and looking through the booklet was significant in the
overall-groups analysis (r=-.209 p<.01) and in the LCNM
condition (r=-.te3 p<.10). People high in prosocial orien-
tation tended to spend less time looking through the test
booklet.
People high in social responsibility also tended to
spend less time looking through the test booklet (overall-
groups analysis; r=.257 P<.05). Another analysis showed
that people high in Affiliation tended to spend less time
looking through the test booklet in one group (LCNM;
r=A02 p<.10). The Christie Scale was significantly cor-
related with looking through the test booklet in the overall-
groups analysis (r-.262 p<.05) and within the HCNM condition
(r=A53 P<.05). Subjects high in Machiavellian traits were
more likely to look through the Passages Test.
Several Rokeach values were significantly correlated
with looking through the Passages booklet. Some of the more
interesting relationships will be mentioned here. The two
values "sense of accomplishment" (overall-groups analysis,
r=.203 p<.10; HCNM, r= A50 p<.05) and "ambitious" (overall-
groups analysis, r=.186 p<.10; HCM, r=
. 537 p<.05) were sig-
nificantly and positively correlated with the amount of
time subjects spent looking through the Passages booklet.
The more important, people rated the values "sense of
accomplishment" and "ambitious," the more time they spent
looking through the Passages booklet. In the high cost
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conditions the subjects were given the opportunity to work
towards a goal (i.e., a profile). if they met certain re-
quirements-finishing tha tests-they would be rewarded.
Perhaps people who rated "ambition" and "sense of accom-
plishment" as important to them, looked through their test
booklets more in the high cost conditions, because the needs
to achieve and accomplish were activated in these conditions.
These needs motivated test-oriented behaviors.
The values "helpful" (LCNM) and "loving" (HCNM) were
negatively and significantly related to the amount of time
subjects spent looking through the passages booklet. Sub-
jects who rated "helpful" and "loving" as important to them
spent less time looking through the test booklet. (See
Tables 175 and I76 in Appendix C for additional results
concerning the relationship between personality and helping
behavior.
)
The relationship between prosocial orient^tinn and react
i
ons
to the cost of helping variable
. Several questions on the
post-experimental questionnaire dealt with the subjects'
reactions to the cost of helping variable. Many questions
dealt with how important it was to the subjects to do well
and complete the Passages Test and how interested they were
in the personality profile. (Some of the questions were
directed to all of the subjects while others were asked only
of the subjects in the high cost condition.) The relation-
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Ship between the responses to these questions and prosocial
orientation level was investigated via correlational
analysis. (See Table 5^ for a li^t nfJ X x s o the questions and the
correlational results.)
In summary, the correlations in Table 5^ indicate that
people high in prosocial orientation tended to be more
interested in receiving the personality profile than people
low in prosocial orientation (overall-groups and HCM condi-
tion). High prosocial individuals also felt that it was
more important to do well on (HCM) and complete the Passages
Test (HCNM), and were more likely to feel that leaving out
questions, or not completeing the test, would adversely
affect receiving a meaningful personality profile (HCNM).
It is also interesting to note that prosocial orientation
was not significantly related to the subjects' judgment of
how important it was to the experimenter that one complete
the Passages Test.
The relationsh ip between prosoc ial_orle_ntation and reactions
to the anticipation of ^n^^^
^^^.._^>:i_qji1_2 Several questions
on the post-experimental questionnaire dealt with the sub-
jects' reactions to the anticipation of meeting variable.
The relationship between the responses to these questions
and prosocial orientation was investigated via correlational
analysis. (See Table 1?? in Appendix C.)
In summary, almost none of the answers to the questions
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concerning the anticipation of meeting variable correlated
significantly with prosocial orientation level. But there
was one positive and significant relationship between pro-
social orientation and the response to question 13 ("Did
you think about the third session at any time while taking
any of the tests?") within the LCM treatment group (r=.497
P<.05). In this group, people high in prosocial orienta-
tion were more likely to have thought about the third ses-
sion, at some time, while taking the tests.
The_relationsh i^
_between prosocial orientation and percep -
tions of the confederate. The relationship between pro-
social orientation and the perception of the confederate was
already described in depth in the analyses of variance part
of the Results Chapter. Thus only a couple of the more
interesting relationships that occurred, within the treat-
ment groups analyses, will be presented here. (For greater
detail refer to Table I78 in Appendix C.)
Within the LCNM condition, there was a positive and
marginally significant relationship between prosocial
orientation and (a) the perception of the confederate as
"giving" (r=.370 p<.10), (b) the perception of the con-
federate as "helpless" (r=.405 p<.10), and (c) liking the
confederate (r=.462 p<.05).
Within the HCNM condit ion, prosoc ial orientation was re-
lated to the perception of the confederate as "uninteresting"
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(r=A78 p<.05) and "inconsiderate" {r.389 p<.10). m this
condition, high prosocial subjects tended to rate the con-
federate as less interesting and less considerate than did
low prosocial subjects.
10ns
llie_rel_aj_ipnship between progoclal_orientat ion and react
to the help ing situation
. Questions dealing with the sub-
jects' reactions to the helping situation appeared on the
oral and written post-experimental questionnaires. The
role that prosocial orientation played in affecting these
reactions has already been extensively described in the
analyses of variance part of the Results Chapter.
Correlational analysis was used to investigate the re-
lationship between prosocial orientation and reactions to
the helping situation, within specific treatment groups, as
well as in the total sample of subjects. (See Table I79 in
Appendix C
.
)
One interesting finding was that significant relation-
ships were observed between prosocial orientation and
answers to the question: "While talking to her [the con-
federate] did it occur to you that it was in fact inter-
rupting the test?" in the LCM condition (r=-.375 P<.10) and
within the HCNM condition (r=.^86 p<.05). In the LCM condi-
tion, people who felt that talking to the confederate in-
volved an interruption of the Passages Test tended to be
low rather than high in prosocial orientation. In the HCNM
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condition the pattern of this relationship was reversed;
high prosocial rather than low prosocial people were more
likely to feel that talking to the confederate involved an
interruption of the test.
Some of the results (presented in Table 179 in Appendix
C) indicate that although prosocial orientation level was
related to the reactions subjects had to the helping situa-
tion, the exact pattern (positive or negative sign of the
correlation) of this relationship sometimes changed depend-
ing upon the specific treatment group in question. It
should be noted that quite a few analyses of variance re-
vealed an interaction between prosocial orientation and the
treatment variables in the determination of helping behavior,
These interactions may have been caused, in part, by the
differential "reactions" the subjects had to the helping
situation, as a function of the treatment groups they were
m.
The relationship between helping behavior and reactions to
the cost of helping variable . Correlational analysis was
used to explore the relationship between the reactions to
the cost of helping variable and helping behavior. The
findings to some extent indicate that reactions to the cost
variable were in fact related to helping behavior. Only a
few of the significant relationships will be reported here.
For greater detail consult Tables 180 through 183 in Appen-
:s
le
16?
dix C
.
In the overall-groups analysis, the correlational re-
sults indicated that subjects who thought that talking with
the confederate might interfere with the receipt of the
profile tended to spend more time looking through the test
booklet. Also, in the overall-groups analysis, subject,
who said that it was important for them to complete th(
Passages Test tended to maintain less eye contact with the
confederate, spent more time writing in the test booklet,
completed more passages in the booklet, and tended to get
lower help ratings from the confederate. (See Table 180 in
Appendix C for exact correlational figares.)
Within the HC?yi treatment group, people who reported
that it was important to them to complete the Passages Test
tended to actually complete more work on the test, and also
wrote more on part 1 of the Beginnings Test. Also, within
the HCM treatment condition, subjects who felt that talking
with the confederate might interfere with getting a profile
tended to spend more time looking through the test booklet.
Within the LCNM group, people who felt that it was im-
portant to complete the test tended to spend less time in-
volved in eye contact with the confederate and more time
looking through the Passages Test. They also tended to sug-
gest that they resume work on the test.
Within the LGM treatment condition, subjects who felt
that it was important to complete the test tended to
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actually complete more passages of
' the test. (See Tables
181 through 183 in Appendix C for exact correlational
figures
.
)
In summary, people who reported on the post-experimental
questionnaire that it was important for them to complete the
Passages Test showed more test-related behaviors.
Sh^^elationshiE between helpin>> b^h.vior^nd^eaction^
the anticipati on of meeting VRri.hlns. Upon examining the
various correlations, one can conclude that there was only
some evidence that reactior^to the anticipation variable were
related to various behaviors.
Within the LCM condition, subjects who correctly re-
membered that they would be working with the confederate,
during a third experimental session, tended to be more help-
ful (received higher help ratings) than subjects who did
not remember who they would be working with. Subjects who
reported feeling positive about meeting with the confederate
during a third session demonstrated a more positive reac-
tion to the confederate's request for further conversation
and they also tended to help more. Subjects who claimed
that they actually thought about the third session tended
to help more. (See Table 184 in Appendix C for the actual
correlations.
)
Within the HCM condition, subjects who reported feeling
positive about meeting with the confederate, during a third
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session, tended to have written more in the test booklet and
helped more during the interaction. m addition, they also
tended to agree to the confederate's request for further
conversation. They also tended to ask the confederate more
questions about herself in the Beginnings Test and helped
more in part 3 of that test. (See Table 185 in Appendix C.)
The relationship hetween^el^ing_be^^
th e confederate. The perceptions of the confederate were
significantly related to various behaviors. In the overall-
groups analysis, subjects who reported that they liked the
confederate tended to have spent less time looking through
the passages booklet, responded earlier to the confederate's
distress cues, were more positive toward the confederate's
request for further conversation, and in general helped more.
Also, subjects who judged the confederate as being "giving"
tended to have looked through the test booklet less, were
more positive toward the confederate's request for further
conversation, and were more helpful. Also, subjects who
reported that they could become friends with the confederate
tended to have had more eye contact with her, looked less
at the test booklet, and responded earlier to the confed-
erate's distress cues. They also tended to have helped
more in general and reacted positively to the confederate's
request for further conversation. (See Table 186 in Appen-
dix C for the actual correlations and additional findings.)
1?0
Analyses within the treatment groups showed that posi
tive perceptions of the confederate were related to a
variety of helpful hehaviors depending upon the treatments
experienced by the subjects. (See Tables 187 through I90
m Appendix C
.
)
^h^J^l^lJ^lr^^ negations to the helping situation
were related to helping behavior. m general, positive re-
actions to the helping situation were positively correlated
with hoth verbal and nonverbal indices of help (in both the
overall- and within-groups analyses). (For specific correla-
tions see Tables I9I through I95 in Appendix C.)
Interconielations between behaviors. Upon examining the
various correlations (See Table I96 in Appendix C), one im-
portant pattern that emerged was that many positive be-
haviors were intercorrelated with many other positive be-
haviors. For instance, subjects who maintained longer
periods of eye contact with the confederate also tended to
smile more, move towards the confederate more, and tended to
help more, in general. Subjects who smiled more, helped
more. Subjects who responded to distress cues earlier in
the interaction tended to have longer periods of eye contact
and also helped more.
The results also showed that there were no significant
relationships between helping and suspicion, as judged by
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global help scores (Scale 6) or the confederate's evalua-
tions. However, suspicion was negatively correlated with
Scale 7, people high in suspicion tended to display a nega-
tive attitude toward the confederate's request for further
conversation.
-On
CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION
The analyses showed that the personality dimensi.
"prosocial orientation" was a very good predictor of help,
ing behavior. Subjects high in prosocial orientation helped
significantly more than those low in prosocial orientation.
The influence of this personality dimension was particularly
impressive in that many diverse forms of helping were af-
fected by the prosocial level of the subjects. High pro-
social individuals were more responsive nonverbally; they
smiled more at the confederate and spent less time looking
through the Passages Test booklet. They were also more
responsive verbally; they spoke more often to the confed-
erate. Furthermore, the quality of their verbal behavior
appeared more beneficial to a person in psychological dis-
tress. High prosocial subjects more often tried to calm
the confederate, asked questions, gave advice, provided
support sympathy and empathy, and related personal experi-
ences (among other positive behaviors). It is noteworthy
that the high prosocial subjects were also more willing to
help the confederate outside of the laboratory situation.
The cost variable primarily affected nonverbal be-
haviors. Subjects engaged in more test
-oriented behaviors
(looking through the test booklet, answering test questions)
in the high cost condition. However, most of the analyses
172
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of verbal behavior showed similar levels of helping in the
low and high cost conditions.
Another finding was an interaction between personality
and cost in influencing behavior. Many analyses indicated
that high prosocial subjects in the low cost condition were
the most helpful: more helpful than either high prosocial
high cost subjects or low prosocial subjects in either cost
condition.
The anticipation of a future meeting variable affected
only a few behaviors. Subjects engaged in more eye contact
and wrote less when they expected another meeting with the
confederate. However, subjects subsequently displayed less
helpful behavior in the meeting condition when the confed-
erate suggested that they return to work on the Passages
Test.
Prosocial Orientation and Helping Behavior
In order to explain the relationship between prosocial
orientation and helping, it is important to examine the con-
cept of prosocial orientation. To begin with, it is recog-
nized that motivation for prosocial or helping behavior
can vary. Such behavior may be guided by "external motiva-
tors," such as a desire to win the approval of other people
(or avoid disapproval), or by the desire to gain material
rewards or other self interests. It is widely recognized
that prosocial behavior may also be guided by "internalized"
1?^
factors, i.e., values, norms and beliefs relevant to help-
ing. "Prosocial orientation," as studied in this disserta-
tion, is conceived of as an index of an internalized moti-
vator of helping behavior. Staub has depicted prosocial
orientation as the basis of a "personal goal" that guides,
and motivates behavior (see Introduction Chapter).
In order to identify a prosocial goal, various measures,
related to helping, were included in a factor analysis.
Many measures loaded highly on a single factor. These
measures were interrelated; the commonality among scores
suggested that these measures tapped a general characteris-
tic. The various defining measures (i.e., measures that
loaded highly on the prosocial factor: the Hogan Empathy
Scale, the Mydlarz Trust Scale, the Schwartz Ascription of
Responsibility Scale, the Berkowitz-Lutterman Social Respon-
sibility Scale, The Rokeach Values, an Interpersonal Sensi-
tivity Item, and the Christie Scale) are viewed as tapping
aspects of this personality characteristic. Prosocial
orientation can be also manifested or expressed in ways
in addition to these defining characteristics.
Central characteristics of prosocial orientation . It is
proposed that there are four central characteristics of
prosocial orientation: (a) a concern about the welfare of
others, (b) a feeling of personal responsibility for others'
welfare, (c) a belief in moral and prosocial values, and
175
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se are
e
(d) a positive orientation toward other people, a positi
evaluation of human nature. It is reasoned that the
four internalized aspects of personality that increase th
value or desirability of helping other people. Thus, these
characteristics contribute to a prosocial goal. Also im-
portant to note is that these characteristics are inter-
related, at least in some people. In order to identify
high and low prosocial subjects, personality measures that
were thought to reflect some of these "central characteris-
tics" were chosen for inclusion in the prosocial factor
analysis
.
As just indicated, a concern about the welfare of
others is thought to be one of the central characteristics
of prosocial orientation. In the factor analysis for the
prosocial dimension, a number of measures that are somewhat
related to "a concern for others," (i.e., the Hogan Empathy
Test, the Christie [Mach] Test, the Rokeach values "help-
ing" and "forgiving") loaded highly on the prosocial factor
It is significant that on the post-experimental question-
naire, high prosocial subjects reported that it was more
important for them to help the confederate than did low
prosocial subjects. This finding supports the notion that
high prosocial people are indeed more concerned with
people's problems and their general welfare. It is logical
to suggest that an interest and genuine concern for others
is an important prerequisite for helping. Thus, one reason
;er-
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high prosocial people may have helped more is because they
are more concerned about the welfare of others.
A feeling of personal responsibility is considered
another central characteristic of prosocial orientation.
The prosocial dimension derived in the present study included
two measures of personal responsibility (The Schwartz A:
eription of Responsibility Scale and the Berkowitz-Lutt,
man Social Responsibility Scale). High prosocial orienta-
tion was reflected by high responsibility scores. This
characteristic, in turn, helps to explain the relationship
between prosocial orientation and helping. Latane and
Darley (1970b) found that a person is more apt to help when
he is alone than when other people are present. They sug-
gest that this phenomenon is due, in part, to the degree
to which "responsibility" is focused upon one person ver-
sus diffused among a number of people. When a person is
alone responsibility is focused solely upon that individual.
He is more likely to feel personally responsible for the
other person's welfare and this leads to greater helping.
Schwartz (1973) found a positive relationship between
people ascribing responsibility for others' welfare to
themselves and helping. The correlational data in the
present study also showed that individuals high in such
responsibility tended to help more (global measure of help-
ing, overall-groups analysis).
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In addition to the fact that responsibility scores
loaded highly on the prosocial factor, there were also
other suggestive indications that high prosocial individ-
uals feel personal responsibility for the welfare of
others. In the post-experimental questionnaire, high pro-
social subjects reported that they found the confederate's
behavior "less inappropriate" than did low prosocial sub-
jects. It is possible that high prosocial subjects acknow-
ledged the direct request for aid as reasonable ("appro-
priate") because they feel responsible for other people's
welfare. People low in social responsibility might ration-
alize their unwillingness to accept responsibility and to
help by deeming a help request misguided or "inappropriate."
The written transcripts (of the interactions between
the confederate and the subjects) indicate that while some
subjects readily accepted personal responsibility for
helping, others did not. For example, several subjects
expediently suggested that the confederate speak to the
experimenter about her problems. Several other subjects,
very early in the interaction, advocated speaking with a
counselor. Others instructed the confederate to talk
directly with the boyfriend and not to a stranger. On the
surface, these suggestions do not necessarily represent an
abdication of responsibility for helping. However, some
subjects continued to press for these "solutions" even
after the confederate gave valid reasons for rejecting the
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Ler
suggestions. The confederate clearly communicated h.
desire to talk with the subjects, it became apparent that
some subjects were reluctant or clearly unwilling to accept
personal responsibility for helping. These subjects tried
to free themselves from the job of helping as tactfully as
possible. Subjects who tried to "shift responsibility-
were low in a personal feeling of responsibility. In
summary, high prosocial people may have helped more because
they possess strong feelings of personal responsibility for
other people's welfare.
A third proposed characteristic of prosocial orienta-
tion (mentioned before) is a belief in moral or prosocial
values. Three Rokeach values— "forgiving, " "helpful," and
"honest"—were among the defining measures of the prosocial
orientation dimension. (They all loaded highly on the pro-
social factor.) In response to a question on the post-
experimental questionnaire, high prosocial orientation
people were more likely to report that it was "very impor-
tant" for them "to help" the confederate. This evaluation
supports the idea that high prosocial people consider the
prosocial value "helpful" important to them.
The value "helpful" as well as the values "forgiving"
and "honest" are prosocial in nature. It is logical to
conclude that helpful behavior may be guided by internalized
values such as these. There was some but not consistent
evidence that people who rated the value "helpful" as
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important to them actually helped more; subjects who were
willing to help the confederate outside the laboratory
tended to rate the value "helpful" as important to them.
As indicated before, a positive orientation toward'
other people, a positive evaluation of human beings, is
considered another central characteristic of prosocial
orientation. Staub (1978) suggests that a positive orien-
tation toward others is likely to be a precondition for
concern about others' welfare and the feeling of respon-
sibility for others.
In the current study, the Mydlarz Trust Scale, the
Rotter Trust Scale, and the Christie Scale all measured
positive versus negative orientations toward people. These
tests were part of the prosocial factor.
The Mydlarz Trust Scale loaded positively on the pro-
social factor; high prosocial individuals were high in
trust. It has been shown that high trusters have a more
positive view of human nature than low trusters (Wrightsman,
1966). Thus high trust contributes to a positive orien-
tation toward people, especially towards strangers. High
trust, in turn, affects one's predisposition to help. In
a previous study (Mydlarz [Grodman], 1973), high trusters
were more helpful than low trusters. Thus, this aspect
of prosocial orientation may also explain the effectiveness
of prosocial orientation in predicting helping behavior.
(However, the trust scale, by itself, was not correlated
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with any of the major indices of helping behavior in the
present study.
)
The Christie Scale measures whether a person possesses
a positive or a negative orientation towards others. As
an aspect of this test, a person's evaluation of human
nature is assessed. The Christie Scale loaded negatively
on the prosocial factor. Thus high prosocial people pos-
sess more positive attitudes toward people than do low pro-
social people. Individuals with such attitudes would be
expected to help more. Helping behavior in the present
study was. in fact, negatively correlated with high Mach
scores.
In addition to the negative loadings of the Christie
Scale on the prosocial factor, there was additional evidence
that high prosocial people view others more positively than
do low prosocial people. In the post-experimental question-
naire, high prosocial people reported that they liked the
confederate more and found it less difficult to deal with
her, given that she was a stranger. These perceptions may
be reflections of a general positive orientation toward
people. Ease versus difficulty in relating to a stranger
may have translated into corresponding degrees of helping.
High prosocial subjects' more positive orientation may have
led them to be more helpful.
Prosocial orientation was also measured in terms of
"interpersonal sensitivity." This characteristic loaded
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highly on the prosocial factor; high prosocial individuals
tended to rate this quality as very important to them. It
is logical to propose that interpersonal sensitivity is
necessary if a person is to be of genuine help to someone
in psychological distress. Feinberg (1977) found a rela-
tionship between this variable and helping behavior. Cor-
relational data in the present study also indicated a posi-
tive relationship between helping and interpersonal sensi-
tivity. This aspect of the prosocial orientation dimen-
sion may have contributed to the prosocial orientation-
helping relationship.
Other manifestations of prosocial orientation . Prosocial
orientation was also correlated with several personality
measures not included in the factor analysis: affiliation
needs and the Rokeach values "courageous," "equality,"
"true friendship," "obedient," and "polite."
High prosocial orientation was correlated with high
affiliation needs. Supporting this relationship was the
finding that high prosocial orientation subjects were
judged as friendlier than low prosocial subjects, by both
the confederate and the experimenter. High prosocial peo-
ple also rated the value "friendship" as important to them.
One would logically expect than individuals who are inter-
ested in associating and being with others would also be
more predisposed to immersing themselves in a specific
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affillative interaotion-a helping interaction. Thus, the
values important to high prosocial people contribute to
greater helpfulness.
It is interesting that high prosocial orientation in-
dividuals also rated the value "courageous" as more impor-
tant to them than did low prosocial people. This value
may have motivated helping behavior. The correlational
analyses indicated that subjects who rated the value "coura-
geous" as important to them were generally more helpful
during their interaction with the confederate (global
helping: overall-groups analysis, HCNM and HCM analyses).
"Courage" was significantly correlated with helping in
the high but not in the low cost conditions. Perhaps a
high degree of courage is particularly needed when the
costs of helping are great. Also, individuals who demon-
strated a positive attitude toward the confederate's request
for further conversation (outside of the laboratory) tended
to rate the values "courageous" and "helpful" as important
to them.
Helping the confederate outside of the laboratory in-
volved certain risks. Meeting with a stranger you know
very little about, exchanging phone numbers and getting
together outside of the school environment, presented a
potential threat to some of the subjects. Several subjects
expressed disbelief and even fear at the possibility of
such a meeting. When helping involves certain risks.
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perhaps in addition to valuing helping behavior, one Must
also be willing to "stand up for ones's beliefs" (Rokeaoh's
definition of xhe value " courageous" ) before action is
taken. High prosooial individuals possessed these values
and apparently overcame hesitations to help.
High prosooial orientation people also rated the values
equality," "true friendship."
"obedient." and "polite" as
important to them. We would expect those values to moti-
vate concerned listening and helping behavior.
In summary, the measures that defined and those that
correlated with prosooial orientation help elucidate why
high prosooial people were more helpful than low prosooial
people.
Prosocial orientation and reaction, to t.^ e confeder.t.. ..h
the help request (post-experimental d.t.K Various reactions
to the confederate and the help request also aid in explain-
ing the positive relationship between prosocial orientation
and helping. As indicated earlier, subjects differed in
their perceptions of the confederate, particularly their
like or dislike for her. For example, some subjects spoke
to the confederate as if she were a friend; several offered
their phone numbers (even before the confederate requested
further conversation) and vehemently urged her to call.
Other subjects suggested that the confederate speak to her
own friends and emphasized the fact that they were only
"strangers," presumably expressing the desire to remain
strangers
.
In response to questions on the post-experimental ques-
tionnaire, high prosocial subjects reported that they liked
the confederate more than did low prosocial subjects. High
prosocial people also indicated that they could become
friends with someone like the confederate. As indicated
earlier, high prosocial people also rated the value "friend-
ship" as important to them. The psychological literature
(Krebs, 1970) indicates that we are more likely to help
people if we like them. Also, correlational data in the
present study showed that subjects who liked the confederate
helped more. They spent less time looking at the Passages
Test, responded earlier to the confederate's distress cues,
and helped more in general (global help). They were also
more positive toward the confederate's request for further
conversation (overall-groups analysis).
Thus, perhaps high prosocial individuals also helped
more because they are more prone to like a stranger they
have just met and are more likely to consider befriending
her. (These cognitions are also related to a central
characteristic of prosocial orientation--a positive orien-
tation toward other people--discussed earlier.) It is also
possible that high prosocial subjects wound up liking the
confederate as a result of having helped her. A positive
interaction may have precipitated positive feelings towards
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er But arguing against this regulation is the Tact that
prosooial people (.efore interaoting with the oo^-eder
ate) ratea the value
.rUna^r' as important to the..
,,,,
also Scored hieh on n-F-PnTn^+-all Illative needc- u.-as. High prosocial peo-
pie see. predisposed to like and befriend an Individual
they have ,ust
.et. m addition, li.ing someone and acting
helpfully may reinforce each othern and progressively develop
together.
The written transcripts revealed a variety of reactions
to the help request. They too help explain the relation-
ship between prosocial orientation and helping behavior.
Some subjects became involved in lengthy interactions
that would have continued beyond the 20-minute time limit
imposed on them. These subjects were eager to help, were
both good listeners and talkers and appeared comfortable
with the entire situation. Other subjects responded mini-
mally, the interaction would have been terminated had the
confederate not delivered additional stimulus cues. Some
of these subjects looked visibly uncomfortable and, in
fact, maintained little eye contact. Several subjects
literally tried to "escape" by getting out of their chairs
in order to search for the experimenter. One such subject
exclaimed, "if you are upset maybe you shouldn't be in the
experiment, I'll find the experimenter." (They were unmind-
ful of the confederate's protests that she really did not
want to leave the experiment.)
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Several questions on the post-experimental questionnaire
dealt with the subjects' perceptions of and reactions to
the helping situation and ultimately shed light on the rela-
tionship between prosocial orientation and helping behavior.
High prosocial subject reported that they found it
easy, while low prosocial subjects found it difficult to
respond to the confederate (in response to post-experimental
questions). One may speculate that high prosocial individ-
uals could be more helpful because they possessed certain
competencies (verbal abilities, capacity for empathy, etc.)
that enabled them and made it easier for them to help.
High prosocial subjects tended to give a positive response
to the post-experimental question, "Did you think that you
could do anything to comfort her [the confederate]?" Some
individuals felt that nothing could be done to help the
confederate feel better. In essence they defined the situa-
tion as one in which help could not be rendered. Others
felt much could be done: talk, advice, and sympathy would
all be beneficial. With this latter interpretation, a
subject was in a much better position to help. High pro-
social orientation subjects were more likely to feel that
something could be done and thus this also explains their
tendency to help.
High prosocial subjects also reported, in answer to a
post-experimental question, that it was "important" for them
"to respond to the other person [the confederate]." This
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finding helps validate the prosocial dimension of the cur-
rent study. One would predict that high prosocial individ-
uals would find it more important to help a person in need
than would low prosocial individuals.
In summary, prosocial orientation may have contributed
to a network of cognitive and emotional reactions to the
confederate, and to the helping situation, that in turn
serve to explain the relationship between that personality
dimension and helping.
The Effects of the Cost of Helping
As originally hypothesized, the results revealed that
helping behavior significantly differed between the high
and low cost conditions. But the effects of the cost treat-
ments were more pronounced in the area of nonverbal behav-
ior. Subjects both wrote and looked through the Passages
Test more often in the high cost condition. These findings
indicate that the treatment manipulations for cost were
effective. Corroborating the effectiveness of the cost
treatments, post-experimental data showed that subjects
were interested in receiving their personality profile and
understood the relationship between completing the Passages
Test and receiving the profile. Thus, in high cost, subjects
engaged in more test-oriented behavior because they wanted
to receive a profile. These behaviors were unconducive to
helping. Consequently, subjects helped less in the high cost
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condition.
However, most of the analyses of verbal behavior showed
no more helping in low cost than in high cost. It wasn't
until the confederate delivered her last stimulus cue (in
which she herself raises the possibility of returning to
the Passages Test) that subjects in high cost talked more
about returning to work on the test.
The absence of a cost main effect for analyses involv-
ing verbal communications can be attributed to a number of
factors. Subjects may have considered it inappropriate,
even rude, to overtly ignore the confederate or to ver-
balize their desire to continue their work. But once the
confederate herself suggested the possibility of returning
to the test, they may have felt more comfortable agreeing.
However, subjects demonstrated their interest in the pro-
file nonverbally, i.e., via test-oriented behaviors such as
writing in and looking through the test booklet.
Many subjects in the high cost condition both wrote
in their test booklets and spoke to the confederate at the
same time. Seemingly they tried to fulfill two goals simul-
taneously: to help the confederate and to complete their
task. Several subjects even said to the confederate,
"Keep talking, I can write [work on the test] and listen
to you at the same time." In reality, this tactic diminished
the subjects' effectiveness. The confederate revealed very
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personal information about herself. A genuine helping ef-
fort required the subjects' undivided attention. Subjects
who were highly involved with the Passages Test probably
communicated questionable concern for the confederate.
'
This interpretation is supported by the confederate's
evaluation of the subjects' helping behavior. The confed-
erate was able to take nonverbal as well as verbal behav-
iors into account in formulating judgments of helping. As
just reported, there were more nonverbal test-oriented
behaviors in the high cost condition. The confederate, in
fact, judged the subjects in the high cost condition less
sympathetic, less empathetic, and less helpful in general,
even though verbal communications in high and low cost did
not differ.
One may reasonably conclude that the perceived help-
fulness of identical verbal statements would appreciably
differ depending upon concomitant nonverbal behavior. For
instance, the statement, "I really feel bad for you," was
probably not construed very helpful if one was furiously
writing in the test booklet while uttering those words.
An alternative explanation is that the confederate was
aware of the cost treatment and this biased her judgments of
the subjects' behavior in the high cost condition.
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The Joint Effeot, of Pro-nnj a_l_^^^ie^^^
Uost on Helping Beh^^U^ ^^-^
A major finding of the analyses was an interaction
between personality and cost in influencing helping behavior,
Many analyses indicated that high prosocial subjects in the
low cost condition were the most helpful (verbally and non-
verbally). They were more helpful than either high pro-
social high cost subjects or low prosocial subjects in
either cost condition.
In the low cost condition, high prosocial people were
consistently more helpful than low prosocial people. How-
ever, on varied dimensions in the high cost condition, help-
ing by high prosocial subjects dropped and was similar to
that of low prosocial people (in either high or low cost).
Thus one must conclude that although prosocial orientation
had a significant influence on the subjects' helping be-
havior, frequently high cost reduced its influence.
In some analyses, high prosocial low cost subjects were
more helpful than high prosocial high cost and low prosocial
low cost individuals, but did not differ significantly from
low prosocial high cost subjects. This was due to the fact
that among low prosocial subjects the numerical help ratings
sometimes increased (although not significantly) in the high
cost as compared to the low cost condition. The result was
that high prosocial low cost subjects still had numerically
higher help scores than low prosocial high cost subjects,
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but the difference was no longer significant.
One explanation of this prosocial by cost interaction
might be that the opportunities presented by the high cost
treatment differentially affected the low and high prosocial
people. These differential reactions in turn produced the
PXC interaction.
In the high cost condition, subjects were given the
chance to obtain information about themselves through an
individualized personality profile. (Completion of the test
was an important prerequisite for obtaining the profile.)
One explanation for the PXC interaction is that high pro-
social subjects were more interested in this information.
Consequently, they were more test-oriented and less helpful
in the high cost than in the low cost condition. Analyses
involving responses to several post-experimental questions
support this explanation. High prosocial subjects in high
cost reported that it was more important to them to complete
the Passages Test than did high prosocial subjects in low
cost. But low prosocial subjects in high cost did not
differ significantly from low prosocial people in low cost
in their desire to complete the test. High prosocial sub-
jects actually completed more work on the Passages Test
in the high cost as compared to the low cost condition. Low
prosocial subjects numerically completed less work in high
cost as compared with low cost (although the difference did
not reach significance).
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Thus high and low prosocial people responded different-
ly to the Passages Test. Seemingly they reacted differently
to the opportunity of receiving information about themselves.
The correlational data confirms the differential in-
terest subjects had in the profile. The analyses showed
that high prosocial orientation subjects reported more in-
terest in receiving the personality profile than low pro-
social orientation subjects (in response to a post-experi-
mental question: overall-HC and HCM analyses).
The correlational data also showed that high, in
comparison to low prosocial subjects (in the meeting con-
dition), felt that it was more important to "do well on the
Passages Test" and thought it was more important to "com-
plete the test" (HCNM analyses). High prosocial subjects
were also more likely to feel that "leaving out questions
or not completing the test" would adversely affect receiv-
ing a meaningful profile (HCNM analysis). Furthermore,
correlational data showed that these cognitions were related
to test-oriented behaviors. For example, individuals who
felt that it was important to complete the test, actually
completed more work on the test, maintained less eye contact
with the confederate, wrote more and received lower help
ratings (overall-groups analysis). Thus, one may conclude
that high prosocial people helped less in high cost than
in low because they were interested in receiving a profile.
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Low prosocial people were not significantly more inter-
ested in completing the Passages Test in the high cost as
compared to the low cost condition. Apparently they were
not very interested in information about themselves. Cor-
roborating this idea is the finding that low prosocial sub-
jects' expressed interest in the confederate rose sharply
in the high cost condition (in answer to post-experimental
questions). Low prosocial high cost subjects were signifi-
cantly "more interested" in the confederate than low pro-
social low cost and high prosocial high cost subjects. Per-
haps this increased interest in the confederate was due to
their relative disinterest and even apprehension of a per-
sonality profile. Rather than directing their attention to
a test (Passages Test) that would reveal information about
themselves, they found a convenient alternative target--the
confederate. Possibly the confederate's demands for atten-
tion provided low prosocial subjects with an escape from
receiving a profile.
This would explain the slight numerical, but repeated
rise in the helping scores of low prosocial subjects in the
high cost as compared to the low cost condition (described
earlier). Greater attention to the confederate translated
into higher helping scores. But it is important to again
emphasize that this increase was not statistically signifi-
cant. Even though low prosocial subjects expressed signifi-
cantly more interest in the confederate in the high cost
ar
condition, they did ^ hel, signmeantl,
„ore . This also
suggests that their "interest" in the confederate
.ay have
been self
-centered (an evasion of infor,nation ahout the.-
selves).
As for the high prosocial subjects, the evidence pre-
sented earlier suggests that their diminished level of help-
ing in high cost was due to their greater interest in receiv-
ing the personality profile.
A theoretical model formulated by Staub (1978) (pre-
sented in the Introduction Chapter) is useful in understand-
ing the high prosocial subjects' behavior. In any particul
situation, including the present helping situation, varied
motives or "personal goals" may be aroused in a person. In
the low cost condition, the confederate's need for help was
the only strong force acting upon the high prosocial sub-
jects. High prosocial individuals were motivated to be help-
ful and reacted by helping. In the low cost condition, no
conflicting motivations were present; subjects were not
provided with any strong external motivations to work on and
complete the Passages Test because the experimenter had in-
dicated (in prior instructions) that it was not essential
to complete the test.
In the high cost condition, a different set of situa-
tional forces confronted the subjects and especially affect-
ed the high prosocial subjects. High prosocial subjects
still possessed the motivation to help. However, there was
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also motivation to gain more information about themselves via
a personality profile, a seemingly important goal for high
prosocial individuals. Two conflicting goals were activated:
one to help, one to work on a test in order to receive the
profile. It was not possible to do both well. The high
prosocial subjects' interest in the profile tended to dim-
inish their helpfulness in high cost.
Many subjects tried to fulfill both goals by writing
in their booklets and talking at the same time, presumably
attempting to resolve the conflict they were faced with.
But perhaps due to nonverbal, test-oriented behaviors, the
confederate judged high prosocial subjects less helpful in
high cost than in low.
It is noteworthy that when the receipt of information
about themselves was no longer in jeopardy, high prosocial
subjects in high cost were more helpful than low prosocial
subjects and the PXC interaction did not occur. This was
the case when the confederate requested that they continue
their conversation sometime in the future. High prosocial
subjects were much more willing to help the confederate by
resuming their conversation outside of the laboratory. In
this regard, high prosocial subjects in high cost were just
as helpful as high prosocial subjects in low cost.
The absence of a PXC interaction can be explained in
terms of a change in the actual cost of helping. There was
no longer the threat of losing information about oneself if
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one responded favorably to the help request. Agreeing to
meet and talk with the confederate outside of the laboratory
would not endanger obtaining personality feedback. One
would predict that a PXC interaction would not occur under
these conditions, and in fact it did not.
It was stated earlier that low prosocial subjects ex-
pressed more interest in the confederate in high cost (in
response to post-experimental questions) and numerically
helped more in high cost than in low. It was speculated
that the subjects' increased interest in high cost was mo-
tivated by a desire to avoid receiving a profile. Low pro-
social subjects were equally helpful (or unhelpful) in high
cost as in low when it came to helping the confederate out-
side of the laboratory situation. On the average, low pro-
social people declined the confederate's request for further
conversation. This also suggests that the low prosocial
subjects' greater interest in the confederate (in high
cost) probably stemmed from selfish motivation. When it
was not self-serving to attend to the confederate (aiding
her outside of the laboratory would not help the subjects
avoid a personality profile) low prosocial subjects were
unhelpful.
An entirely different explanation from the one presented
can be formulated to explain the PXC interaction. In
answer to a post-experimental question, subjects in high
cost as compared to low, reported that it was more important
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for the experimenter that they complete the Passages Test
(However, the mean response in high cost was that it was
"neutral" in importance for the experimenter that the test
be completed.) it should he kept in mind that this was con-
trary to the impression that the experimenter wanted to
convey. it was clearly indicated, in the treatment in-
structions, that it did not matter to the experimenter
whether or not the Passages Test was completed.
In response to another post-experimental question,
there was a slight trend for subjects to report that it
was more important for them "to satisfy the experimenter
in this situation" in the high cost than in the low cost
condition (p<.086).
Given these findings, one may speculate that high
prosocial people helped less in high cost than in low, not
because they chose to be unhelpful to the confederate or
were eager to gain information about themselves, but be-
cause they elected to help the experimenter (by working on
the test). High prosocial subjects actually accomplished
more work on the Passages Test in the high cost condition.
This behavior reduced helpfulness toward the confederate.
However, it is important to note that prosocial orien-
tation was not significantly related to the subjects'
judgment of how important it was to the experimenter that
they complete the Passages Test, or how important it was to
the subjects to satisfy the experimenter (in response to
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post-experimental questions). Also a PXC effect did not
emerge for these two questions. m other words, all sub-
jects (both high and low prosocial) reported it was more
important to satisfy the experimenter in high cost. But
these perceptions may have motivated only high prosocial
people to actually help the experimenter. For although
high prosocial people seemed to help the experimenter more
in high cost than in low (by working on the Passages Test)
this was not the case for low prosocial people, if any-
thing, there was a numerical trend, albeit a nonsignifi-
cant one, for low prosocial subjects to show greater at-
tention to the confederate in high cost as compared to low.
The explanation for the prosocial by cost interaction,
involving the subjects' interest in the profile, explains
a greater variety of experimental findings than the explana-
tion just discussed. It seems reasonable to conclude that
the pattern of the PXC effect was primarily due to the sub-
jects' differential interest in the personality profile.
The Effects of a Future Meeting with the
Confederate on Helping Behavior
Behavior varied significantly between the meeting and
no meeting condition for relatively few measures of helping.
Subjects engaged in more eye contact and wrote less in their
test booklets when they expected to meet the confederate
again. Both of these nonverbal behaviors were potentially
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helpful. These findings support the initial predictions
that subjects would help more in the meeting condition.
Variation in the anticipation of meeting elicited dif-
ferential helping for only a few other variables, m re-
sponse to the confederate's last stimulus cue (the confed-
erate suggests returning to work on the Passages Test, but
states that she would appreciate further conversation with
the subject at a later time), subjects were less helpful
when they anticipated an additional meeting with the con-
federate; subjects made more verbal attempts to return to
the Passages Test at that point. Minimal responsiveness
and verbal diversions from the confederate's problems were
also greater (after the last stimulus cue) when subjects
expected a future meeting with the confederate.
These findings are contrary to the initial prediction
that helping behavior would be greater when subjects antici-
pated a future meeting with the confederate. They are also
at variance with the previously described results involving
nonverbal behaviors.
One possible explanation for these results is that
anticipating a meeting with the confederate made the sub-
jects cautious and uncertain about how to relate to the
confederate. In fact, both the experimenter and the con-
federate judged the subjects more nervous in the meeting
condition. Perhaps this uncertainty led to greater atten-
tion to the confederate; they looked at her more and spent
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less time writing in the test booklet. But as time went
on. maybe subjects were concerned about becoming overly
involved with a person they had to meet again at another
time. Possibly they were disturbed over the prospects of
a continuing "dependent" relationship. Or perhaps they
were afraid of failing at the current helping effort.
These reactions may have precipitated some of the unhelp-
ful behaviors (minimal responsiveness, interest in the
Passages Test) toward the end of the interaction.
The suspicion levels of the subjects may also explain
why unhelpful behavior was more prevalent in the meeting
condition. Two analyses involving suspicion intensity
(Scales 8E and 8F) found that subjects were somewhat more
suspicious when they expected to meet the confederate than
when they did not. This higher level of suspicion may have
prompted subjects in the meeting condition to be less help-
ful, and to eagerly terminate the interaction with the con-
federate when given the chance.
The findings involving the nonverbal behaviors--eye
contact and writing in the Passages Test--may be re-evaluated
in light of the relationship between suspicion and the
meeting variable. It was previously suggested that subjects
looked at the confederate more often in the meeting condition
because they were concerned and involved in a helping in-
teraction with a person they expected to meet again. But
perhaps, due to their higher level of suspicion, subjects
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in the meeting condition were curious about the confed-
erate's true motivation. Maybe they were literally "look-
ing her over" in order to determine whether she was gen-
uinely a person in distress, or part of an experimental
Situation. Many people believe that one may judge whether
or not someone is telling the truth by watching their facial
expressions as they speak, and by noting whether they can
maintain eye contact.
In support of this idea, correlational analyses (over-
all-groups) showed that subjects high in suspicion were
somewhat more likely to maintain longer periods of eye
contact with the confederate. Suspicious subjects were
also less likely to respond favorably to the confederate's
request for further conversation. (This was part of the
last stimulus cue.) However, while several scales measured
suspicion, only one analysis suggested that subjects high
in suspicion engaged in more negative verbal behaviors
(i.e., CATNI summary score: a combination of minimal re-
sponsiveness, and references to the Passages Test). Also,
suspicion was not related to any of the global measures of
helping.
The subjects' performance on the Beginnings Test was
also influenced by the variation of the anticipation of
meeting variable. Subjects asked the confederate more
questions about herself when they didn't expect to see her
again. They were also more helpful in their written
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answers (on part 3 of the test) when they didn't expect
another meeting. Again, perhaps subjects were reluctant
to become overly involved with the confederate, in the meet-
ing condition, because they did not want to encourage a
continuing dependency. It is also possible that subjects
who anticipated a meeting asked the confederate less ques-
tions because they were more suspicious. One might expect
suspicious people to persistently question the confederate
in order to test her authenticity. However, conversely it
can be argued that suspicious subjects might not ask the
confederate questions about herself because they realize
that, as part of the experiment, she may not answer truth-
fully.
In general, there were few significant findings for the
anticipation of meeting variable. It is noteworthy that
when the major indices of helping were examined, no signi-
ficant differences emerged for the meeting variable.
Why weren't subjects more helpful (as predicted) when
they anticipated a meeting with the confederate? Several
possible explanations (to be presented) are based on self-
reports by the subjects (i.e., answers to post-experimental
questions). It should be kept in mind that there are dif-
ficulties in utilizing such information. In responding
to questions, some subjects may have been influenced by
how they behaved during the experimental situation. Ration-
alization for helping or the failure to help may have
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distorted the validity of the responses. Failure in .e.ory
may also have affected the responses. Therefore, the fol-
lowing explanations are speculative in nature.
Two factors seem important in relation to an anticipa-
tion of meeting effect. Firstly, did the two treatments
succeed in affecting the subjects' anticipation of a third
session? Secondly, if they did. did these perceptions in
turn affect the subjects' reactions to the confederate?
To begin with, the vast majority of subjects correctly
remembered who they would be working with in the third ses-
sion. Only five subjects in the meeting condition and six
subjects in the no meeting condition were unable to correctly
identify the individual (in answers to post-experimental
questions). The treatment manipulation was successful, at
least to this extent.
However, very few subjects reported that they actually
thought about the third session at any time (in answer to
a question on the post-experimental questionnaire). Only
six subjects in the no meeting condition and five subjects
in the meeting condition claimed that they actively thought
about the third session while working on the tests. Most
subjects reported (in response to post-experimental ques-
tions) that while they "didn't totally forget about the
third session" they "just didn't happen to think of it"
while talking to the confederate. (Two subjects in the no
meeting condition and six subjects in the meeting condition
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Claimed that they totally forgot that there would he a
third session.
)
These self-reports help to explain the limited findings
One „ay speculate that if .ost suhjeots did not thin, ahout
the third session (while talking to the confederate), it
did not influence their perceptions of the cortfederate, and
it consequently did not affect helping behavior towards her.
It is possible to explain why many subjects did not
contemplate the third session and the anticipated meeting
while talking with the confederate. There was a lapse of
about 25 to 30 minutes between the time the directions con-
cerning the third session were given and the initiation of
the help request. During that time interval, the subjects
worked on three personality tests and instructions for
those tests were also delivered. It is possible that some
subjects did not think about the third session because sub-
sequent activities-listening to new test instructions and
actively working on these tests-diverted their attention.
It is conceivable that perceptions of an anticipated meet-
ing with the confederate would have affected helping be-
havior (a) had the subjects' attention not been diverted,
(b) or if subjects had been reminded of the third session,
(c) or if subjects had been allowed more time to reflect
upon the information given to them concerning the third
session.
There is some evidence that if more people had reflected
I
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upon the anticipated meeting (while interacting with the
confederate) helping would have been greater. Correlational
data Showed that subjects who reported that they thought
about the third session, while talking to the confederate,
helped significantly more than subjects who did not think
about it. But this data may simply indicate that subjects
who helped more were subsequently more prone to think about
the upcoming session.
The written answers to questions on the post-experimen-
tal questionnaire also suggest that people who remembered
the third session helped more. One subject (in the high
cost meeting condition), who reported that she thought about
the third session while talking to the confederate, received
a high global help score: 3 (out of a possible rating of 4).
In answer to another post-experimental question, she indi-
cated that she felt "very positively" about meeting with
the confederate during the third session. Especially note-
worthy is that when asked how the upcoming meeting affected
her, she wrote, "Since I knew we'd be working together, and
sharing experiences together, I was interested in knowing
her [the confederate]." When further asked, "Did it affect
your reaction to her [the confederate]?" the subject said,
"I thought maybe we could become friends; also maybe she
couldn't have told her story to me [her problems] if we
weren't meeting next week."
This subject apparently thought about the ramifications
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of her future meeting with the confederate and her percep-
tions Of the confederate were affected. Especially telling
were her statements about "becoming friends" with the con-
federate. It was originally predicted that subjects in
the meeting condition would be more interested in the con-
federate and even consider befriending her. It was rea-
soned that these cognitions in turn would lead to helping
behavior. Thus, this subject's behavioral responses con-
firmed the potential value of the original hypotheses.
Another subject who reported thinking about the third
session while talking to the confederate wrote (in answer
to post-experimental questions), "I remembered that I would
see her at the third session. I thought I would ask her
how her personal problem turned out then." These comments
suggest that the subject reflected upon what her future
interaction with the confederate would be like. The subject
seemed concerned with acknowledging and continuing the dis-
cussion of the confederate's problems. Perhaps concern
about the future interaction affected this subject's be-
havior during the experimental situation; this subject
received a high global help rating: 3.
The material just presented substantiates the possi-
bility that an anticipated meeting with an individual, who
also asks for help, may ultimately increase helping behavior
towards that individual. An important prerequisite may be
that the potential helper think about, and have this future
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meeting in mind, while actually interacting with the person
in need.
However, it should be noted that the self-reports by
the above subjects may have been a direct by-product of
'
their helpful behavior. As a result of having helped, sub-
jects may have thought about the third session and reacted
positively to the meeting. (This general possibility was
previously discussed.)
Post-experimental data also suggests that some subjects
who did not actively think about the third session while
talking to the confederate were nevertheless affected by the
anticipated meeting.
One written post-experimental question specifically
asked the subjects whether the knowledge of having to see
the confederate again affected their reactions to her. An
oral post-experimental question asked the subjects what their
reactions were when the experimenter first presented the
information concerning the third session. Quite a few sub-
jects who claimed that they did not think about the third
session while talking to the confederate, nonetheless an-
swered that the knowledge of the third session affected
their perceptions and behavior toward the confederate.
In answer to the written post-experimental question,
some subjects reported positive reactions toward the con-
federate as a result of the anticipated meeting. One sub-
ject (LCM, global help rating: 2) explained, "It made me
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listen more intently to what she was saying." Another
subject (LCM, global help rating: 3) wrote, "Maybe I be-
came a little more friendlier." In a related vein, another
subject (HCM, global help rating: 2) said that the third'
session affected her, "Because I told her that I would talk
to her and get acquainted with her." Yet another subject
(global rating: 3) proclaimed, "I tried to understand her
better. It positively affected my reaction to her."
As for the oral post-experimental question (concerning
the subjects' reactions after first hearing about the third
session) one subject (global rating: 2) answered, "I guess
I was a little nicer [to the confederate] instead of ig-
noring her, I knew I'd see her again, so I'd talk to her."
Another subject (HCM, global rating: 3) said, "It must have
affected my reaction to her, if you have to work with her and
talk to her." Yet another subject said that upon hearing
the instructions for the third session, "I wondered if I'd
get along with her and what it would be like."
Thus, some subjects reacted to the anticipated meeting
with the confederate by "listening more intently to her,"
"being friendlier," "being nicer," and "trying to understand
her better." These attitudes are conducive to helping and
many (but not all) of these subjects received high hej.p
ratings
.
A couple of subjects who also did not think about the
third session while talking to the confederate, but claimed
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to have been affected by the upcoming meeting, reported
negative reactions toward the confederate. These negative
reactions precipitated low helping. One such subject (LCM)
wrote that she felt "a little negatively about meeting
with the confederate because "She [the confederate] talked
about personal things. I disagreed with her attitudes. I
felt she was dependent and I reacted against it in specific
reference to what she spoke about." This subject apparently
disliked the "dependent" quality of the confederate's person-
ality. Consequently she was not eager to meet with her
again during the upcoming session. The subject received
a relatively low global help score: 2. However, the above
subject may have answered in the above fashion in order to
rationalize her poor helping effort. Another subject who
received a low global help score (l) reported that she
reacted negatively when she first heard about the third
session. She thought, "Oh no, not again, I hate talking to
people. I thought it would be a pain because I'd have to
speak to the girl. I think if there wasn't a third session,
I would have spoken to her more now, I would have tried,
but I knew I would see her later." (It is also possible
that this subject responded so as to rationalize her failure
to help.
)
In summary, data from the post-experimental question-
naire indicated that some subjects were affected by the
anticipated meeting despite their failure to think about
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the third session while talking with the confederate. Many
subjects were influenced in a way that ultimately enhanced
their helping effort. But some were influenced so that
their helping was diminished. These opposing reactions
'
may have cancelled one another out and may also explain
the absence of a meeting main effect, it should also be
noted that a substantial number of subjects (in response to
the post-experimental questions) claimed that their reaction,
upon hearing the instructions for the third session, was
"neutral." They reported that they were not affected by
the anticipated meeting and that they did not think it
affected their behavior towards the confederate. Virtually
all of these subjects claimed that they did not remember
or think about the third session while conversing with the
confederate. As discussed before, these findings may also
explain the absence of a meeting main effect.
The Joint Effect of Prosocial Orientation ^nH
Anticipation of Meeting on Helping" Behavior
Another finding was an interaction between prosocial
orientation and the anticipation of meeting variable in
influencing helping behavior. This interaction effect was
not very prevalent but a number of analyses showed that low
prosocial subjects who expected to meet with the confederate
were the least helpful. They were less helpful than low
prosocial subjects who did not anticipate a meeting and
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less helpful than high prosocial subjects whether or not
they anticipated a meeting.
Specifically, low prosocial meeting subjects directed
the greatest frequency of negative verbal content (minimal
responsiveness, references to the Passages Test) to the con-
federate. Analyses of the confederate's evaluations showed
that low prosocial subjects who anticipated a meeting were
the least responsive, the least friendly, and the least
sympathetic.
A plausible explanation for these findings involve the
subjects' suspicion levels. Two analyses revealed a PXM
interaction effect for suspicion intensity levels. In the
meeting condition, low prosocial subjects were more sus-
picious than high prosocial subjects. Perhaps low pro-
social subjects' higher level of suspicion evoked some
negative behaviors, particularly negative comments. If
this was the case, it is understandable that low prosocial
subjects in the meeting condition were judged less friendly
and less sympathetic. However, it should be noted that
suspicion itself was a function of a combination of person-
ality and the anticipation of meeting variable.
There is an alternative explanation for the PXM inter-
action. Low prosocial people may have been particularly
wary (more so than high prosocial people) of becoming in-
volved in a continuing dependent relationship with another
person. Correlational analyses showed that they have low
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affiliative needs and do not value ••friendship- very highly.
Thus, perhaps low prosocial people who anticipated meeting
the confederate again helped less because they were reluc-
tant to become overly involved. In addition, low prosocial
meeting subjects may have been more prone to become suspi-
cious because this would have helped justify their unwill-
ingless to help.
Suspicion
It has already been mentioned that a number of subjects
were suspicious of the confederate (i.e., suspicious of
the validity of her role as a distressed individual).
Suspicion was a difficult variable to assess because often
the level of suspicion shifted during the course of the
interaction. Some subjects reported high suspicion of the
confederate at the beginning of her dialogue, but were
thoroughly convinced of her authenticity shortly there-
after. Other subjects were completely unsuspecting up
until the very end of the dialogue when the confederate re-
quested further conversation outside of the laboratory.
Some subjects reported suspicion only at that point.
Analyses involving suspicion revealed a prevalent CXM
interaction effect. Subjects in the high cost no meeting
condition were less suspicious than subjects in high cost
meeting and low cost no meeting. The pattern of this
interaction is not readily explainable. It simply seems
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that subjects who received either the least or the most
amount of
..special" treatment instructions wound up the
most suspicious. That is, low cost no meeting subjects
did not receive instructions concerning a profile or a
special" meeting with the confederate. High cost meeting
subjects were given instructions dealing with both of these
matters. Perhaps the combined stress on the profile and
the future meeting with the confederate triggered suspicion
(whereas stress on only one treatment lent authenticity to
the experimental situation). At the other
..extreme,., the
absence of "special., treatment manipulations also triggered
suspicion.
As previously mentioned, the correlational data indi-
cated that suspicion was negatively related to some forms
of helping behavior, but not all. People high in suspicion
tended to make more negative verbal statements (especially
suspicion-related ones), tended to maintain more eye con-
tact, were less sympathetic, and were less helpful in re-
sponse to the confederate's request for further conversa-
tion. People high in suspicion probably spent more time
looking at the confederate in an attempt to evaluate their
suspicions. It is understandable that they made more
negative suspicion-related statements. The transcripts
revealed that for several subjects suspicion was aroused
for the first time when the confederate requested further
conversation outside of the laboratory. After the
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confederate said, "I-d like to talk so.e more later," so.e
of the subjects, in disbelief, asked. "You want to talk
with me later?" And after a pause they added, "Are you
part of the experiment?" (There had been no previ.
indications that they were suspicious.) Probably as
result of this suspicion, these subjects reacted unfavor-
ably to the confederate's request for further conversation.
It is also noteworthy that suspicion was not related
to global helping scores. m other words, suspicious sub-
jects were not less helpful in general, as one might have
anticipated. This was probably due to the fact that many
subjects, although suspicious, realized the price of an
incorrect judgment on their part. Several subjects ver-
balized the idea (during the post-experimental interview)
that although suspicious, they weren't absolutely sure
about their doubts and so they reasoned they had better
respond as they normally would, "in case she was on the
level." They added that if they had been wrong and hadn't
helped, they would have felt terrible.
One may have also hypothesized that suspicious sub-
jects, instead of being unhelpful (due to resentment or
just realizing that the confederate did not need help)
might have been especially helpful. Upon surmising the
true purpose of the experiment, subjects might have de-
cided to present a positive picture of themselves. They
might have helped in order to "appear" as a helpful person.
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)r
a
was
However the aata aia not support this possihiuty
The present study investigate, a heXpin, situation
wh.ch involvea ai.in, an individual in ps.ohoXo.ioal di,tress. It was found that an individual's personality-
prosoeial orientation level-„as a very important facto,
determining her helping behavior,
.he formulation of
prosocial dimension was described and the nature of high
versus low prosocial individuals was also examined, it
also found that the on=!t of v,„i •on cos helping influenced the sub-
jects' helping behavior. The attempt to vary helping be-
havior Via an anticipated meeting with the individual re-
questing help was largely unsuccessful. A number of explan-
ations as to why the attempt didn't succeed were given.
Future studies may eliminate some of the difficulties which
interfered with the influence of this variable. Interactions
between personality and the two situational variables were
also found and interpreted. The perceptions of the con-
federate, the attitudes toward the help request, and the
cognitive processes associated with the helping effort were
also explored, in the course of explanations offered for
the findings.
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Personality and Experimental Tests
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The_^otterScal<
Instructions: This is a nnoo+^
^
attitudes and beliefs of different S^n^t""^ determine the
statements. Please anTw^r- 11 ^ J^""^^^ ^ variety of
a picture of your ^wH^lLf s as ^o.'S'h^' ^^/^^i-g as trueeach item carefully and sive vou/°n ^^^^ ^eadsheet, next to the appropriate a ue^^fn"^^ ^^^^^^ ^^MIf vou str>nr.^n.r . ^^®stion number.
on thi l^M sheet Sit^irihr''' -Pace "a"
a Strongly agree
b Mildly agree
c Agree and disagree equally
d Mildly disagree
e Strongly disagree
a-Li year around than in one m which winters are cold.
Hypocrisy is on the increase in our society.
3. In dealing with strangers one is better off to be can
^rSstwo^;^?;^.'"^^
^^^^
-i<^-- that'?he; ITi
b^ite^T^p^L'f^t^ ^^''^ ""^^^^
5. Fear of social disgrace or punishment rather than con-science prevents most people from breaking the Sw?
6. Parents usually can be relied upon to keep their promises
7. The advice of elders is often poor because the olderperson doesn't recognize how times have changed.
8. Using the Honor System of not having a teacher presentduring exams would probably increase cheating.
9. The United Nations will never be an effective force inkeeping world peace.
Parents and teachers are likeTv +n oo
themselves and not juS what thev thf "^^^^ Relievechild to hear. ^^^^^ is good for the
Most people can he counted on to do what they say they
on ^h^e^s^^L7r?^l^°?^:nt^^^°^^- ^^-^^^^ --S
The judiciary is a place where we can al] P-Pt , k-treatment. Set unbiased
The future seems very promising.
Most people would be horrified if thev kn^,*,
news the public hears and sees fs dL^oSed.
°"
Seeking advice from several people is more likelv toconfuse than it is to help. -likely
Most elected public officials are really sincere intheir campaign promises. ^ ^ ^ x m
tru?h.^^ ^^""^^^
""^^ deciding who is telling the
This country has progressed to the point where we canreduce the amount of competitiveness encouraged by
'
schools and parents. ^ ^
Even though we have reports in newspapers, radio, andtelevision, it is hard to get objective accounts ofpublic events.
II i^^J^o^e important that people achieve happiness thanthat they achieve greatness.
Most experts can be relied upon to tell the truth aboutthe limits of their knowledge.
Most parents can be relied upon to carry out their
threats of punishment.
One should not attack the political beliefs of other
people.
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ome-
In these competitive times one has to hP =i +one IS likely to take advantage ol you ^
T.rl'n?s\Z^^^^^^ teachers and
Most rumors usually have a strong element of truth.
Many major national sport contests arp fWoH •or another. ou x x e ixed m one way
A good leader molds the ODininnQ r.-F +v,^
th^^ pretch!*' ^"-^ "^-lly P--ti=e what
Most salesmen are honest in describing their products.
The hordes of students now going to college are goingto find It more difficult to find good jobs when ?hefgraduate than did the college graduates of the past?^
Most repairmen will not overcharge even if they thinkyou are ignorant of their specialty.
A large share of accident claims filed against insurancecompanies are phony. ^^i^ xttxio
One should not attack the religious beliefs of otherpeople.
Most people answer public opinions polls honestly.
If we really knew what was going on in internationalpolitics, the public would have more reason to befrightened than they now seem to be.
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The Hogan Empathy So^io
Indica?rwhe1L°?';ou'f1ll lllTsZl ^ statements,filling in space ^^^^ orthrilM^he t^if you^/?.^ment is True or by filling in spaop I state-
statement is False. ^P^^® ^ if you feel the
a True
"b False
1. As a rule I have little difficulty in "putting mvselfm other people's shoes." ux y
^'
crying. '° ^^^^ ^ ^1"^°^^ f^lt like
3. Disobedience to the government is never justified.
5. I am usually rather short-tempered with people who comearound and bother me with foolish questions.
6. I have a pretty clear idea of what I would try to impartto my students if I were a teacher.
x x
7. I enjoy the company of strong-willed people.
8. I frequently undertake more than I can accomplish.
9. A person needs to "show off" a litijle now and then.
10. I liked "Alice in Wonderland" by Lewis Carroll.
11. Clever, sarcastic people make me feel very uncomfortable.
12. I usually take an active part in the entertainment atparties
.
13. I am afraid of deep water.
1^. I must admit I often try to get my own way regardless
of what others may want.
15. I have at one time or another in my life tried my hand
at writing poetry.
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llllerl Tf%rl^i;iT. °' "^""""^^^ ' are over
nelspaper!"' °^ ^ ^^-S" correspondent for a
I prefer a shower to a bathtub.
'
be?^^:^^^ do^s^Lthi^^?^^ ^^^^-'^ ^-linss
I can remember "plavine- ok" rr^+ ^ + ^xd^xng sicic to get out of something.
I like to keep people guessing what I'm going to do next
wnrreac?°to°it!''"^ ' ^--ds
I like to talk before groups of people.
When a man is with a woman he is usually thinking aboutthings related to her sex.
^ xu^± o
Only a fool would try to change our American way of life
My parents were always very strict and stern with me.
doin^'tMnL''?^^''' T^""^ ^g^i^^^ ^he rules andg hings I'm not supposed to.
I think I would like to belong to a singing club.
I think I am usually a leader in my group.
I don't like to work on a problem unless there is thepossibility of coming out with a clear-cut and unam-biguous answer.
It bothers me when something unexpected interrupts mvdaily routine. ^
I have a natural talent for influencing people.
I don't really care whether people like me or dislike
me
.
The trouble with many people is that they don't take
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.ax.
things seriously enough.
It is hard for me just to sit still and rel;
I feel there is only one true religion.
ol'SLse^JvL""'' to feel properly ashamed
I like to talk before groups of people.
Once in a while I think of things too bad to talk about.
wheri.fin t^oubl^?"'"'"'^ ^^^P --th Shut
I am a good mixer.
I am an important person.
I like poetry.
My feelings are not easily hurt.
I have met problems so full of possibilities that Ihave been unable to make up my mind about them.
Often I can't understand why I have been cross andgrouchy.
What others think of me does not bother me.
I would like to be a journalist.
I like to talk about sex.
My way of doing things is apt to be misunderstood bv
others.
Sometimes without any reason or even when things are
going wrong, I feel excitedly happy, "on top of the
world.
"
I like to be with a crowd who play jokes on one another.
My mother or father often made me obey even when I
thought that it was unreasonable.
I easily become impatient with people.
Sometimes I enjoy hurting persons I love.
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57. I tend to be interested in sevprai h^-p-f^v, ^ ,
rather than to stick to oSe^'F^S/for'r?ong°tlj,:!
58. I am not easily angered.
People have often misunderstood my intention. >. .was trying to put them right and L helpf^^?' ^^'^ '
I am usually calm and not easily upset.
I^would certainly enjoy beating a crook at his own
of^l°fn^'' f°
aJinoyed when someone tries to get aheadme m a line of people that I speak to him about it.
63. I used to like hopscotch.
I have never been made especially nervous over troublethat any members of my family have gotten into.
59.
60.
61.
62.
6k.
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item. The HH^of answ^rs^s tfflllf„ft^^ ""'^ ^"^^
a Strongly Agree
b Agree
c Disagree
d Strongly Disagree
auestfoi^
in space a b c or d on your IBM sheet for each
^" return the money when you are given toomuch change is the same as stealing from a store?
3. I wouldn't feel that I had to do my part in a grouDproject if everyone was lazy. ^ m p
^'
li ^ unintentionally, I would feel almostas guilty as I would if I had done the same thing inten-XI onaily
•
5. Gossiping is so common in our society that a Derson
who gossips once in a while can't really be blamed so
mu. Gil •
6. When a person is nasty to me, I feel very little re-
sponsibility to treat him well.
7. I would feel less bothered about leaving litter in adirty park than in clean one.
8. No matter what a person has done to us, there is no
excuse for taking advantage of him.
9. When a man is completely involved in valuable work, you
can't blame him if he is insensitive to those around
him.
10. If I damaged someone's car in an accident that was
legally his fault, I would still feel somewhat guilty.
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When you consider how hard it is for an hnnpc+ >. •
When a person is pushed hard enough, there comes apoint beyond which anything he dots is justiciable.
Even if something you borrow is defective you shouldstill replace it if it gets broken.
n i
You can't blame basically good people who are forced bvtheir environment to be inconsiderate of others? ^
No matter how much a person is provoked, he is alwavsresponsible for whatever he does.
y
Being upset or preoccupied does not excuse a person fordoing anything he would ordinarily avoid.
As long as a business doesn't break laws, he shouldleel ±ree to do his business as he sees fit.
Occasionally in life a person finds himself in a situa-tion m which he has absolutely no control over whathe does to others.
I would feel obligated to do a favor for a person who
needed it, even though he had not shown gratitude forpast favors.
With^the pressure for grades and the widespread cheat-ing m schools nowadays, the individual who cheats
occasionally is not really much at fault.
I wouldn't feel badly about giving offense to someone
if my intentions had been good.
Extenuating circumstances never completely remove a
person's responsibility for his actions.
You can't expect a person to act much differently from
everyone else.
It doesn't make much sense to be very concerned about
how we act when we are sick and feeling miserable.
You just can't hold a store clerk responsible for being
rude and impolite at the end of a long work day.
Professional obligations can never justify neglecting
the welfare of others.
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Instructions: Eanh o-f +>.^ -4-
an attitude or opinfon'soL'p opL^'Lve^'^i? " ^^^^^-^ ofor wrong responses to these statements Pn^ ' ^^g^^cide the extent to which you a^rPP ^^^^ ^e-or whether you are undecided disagree with the item
1
2
3.
k.
5.
7
8,
a Strongly agree
t» Agree
c Undecided
d Disagree
e Strongly Disagree
fairs rcan't''^o''^'''f.^^°^^ "^^^^^"^ ^^^^^^ or public afI 1 can t do anything about them anyway.
Every person should give somp nf +•
of his town or country! ^'-"'^ goo^
Our country would be a lot bettpr^ n-Pf ^ p
so .any elections and peo^le'1^1^
.fLv^ 'Te l^Aen
iTlioi lir.i?r.V°.Tr ^^er^Li;.^- -n-t
"e'ca^"'
'"'^ °' P^'^^^"" ^° ^° his jot the very best
At school I usually volunteer for special projects.
I feel very bad when I have failed to finish a iob Ipromised I would do. -Laibn j d i
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The Mydlarz (Grodm^n') ^r^u^+_^_.^j^^^
^
d
e
a
b
c
Strongly agree
Mildly agree
Agree and disagree equally
Mildly disagree
Strongly disagree
1. I _ would not reveal intimate information about my sexlife even in a strictly anonymous study.
2. You can rely on a doctor to prescribe the correct medi-
cation for a poison ivy attack.
3. Confiding personal thoughts to friends or even strangers
is good since just through the process of expressing
oneself, one gains a better understanding of oneself.
4. Before voting, most people thorougxhly investigate the
qualifications of all the candidates.
5. Smart people keep most of their personal feelings to
themselves. Private thoughts told to others invariably
wind up being used against you.
6. It is sometimes hard for me to go on with my work if
I'm not encouraged.
?. Letting others in on your inner thoughts can be the best
thing for only then can you really get close to someone.
8. The majority of men and women will not give to a charity
if asked to.
9- It is best not to answer a personal questionnaire sent
in the mail by researchers.
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UMem.'°"'''' ^ concerning a personal
There have been times when I felt like smashing things.
I^never make a long trip without checking the safety of
13. In signing petitions, it's a good idea not to sign one'sreal name, it can be easily used against you.
^
10.
11.
12 .
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:er-
Note: Question 12 of this tp«+ i c +v,personal sensitivity" uRcrt +1, ^^'^ ^tem on "intefactor analysis. ^ prosooial orientation
ferent1L'n|s!"\jM^:fex'LnfL'^^"* ^° to aif-lowing is characterStic Of you: ^^'"^ ^he fol-
Li^JLtif- --e-r-
teristic 5 ^ acteristic
charac-
teristic
Answer a,b,c,d or e on the second IBM sheet
the desire to excel at anything you have decided to do
the^desire to avoid failing at anything you have decided
ITu h^v^de^ided tf^r - --thing
g:n^--:ng^ih-r--o=^
yo^r^siritrtrdrso^.^?h\"°f ^^^^^^^-^
ce^tio^i^Iy'eel'l" necessarily to do ex-
Among the following kinds of activities th^t omnn
activrties'L".' weii:'consi5eJ n^whichi , and to what degree, you like to do well:
1
2
3
6.
e
no desire a slight a fair de- moderate a strongto do well desire to sire to do desire to desirrfodo well well do well do well
^'
vo,fwonff^-i^^f' ^^^"^P^" S^^^g wi^h people
Jou ^hoose'to^i'ke"^ '^^^^ ^^^^^
'^-^
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8. academic activities, schoolwork in general
9. your major area of concentration
10. sports activities
11. artistic or creative activities'
^^^^^P^^^^jaljensitivity, to be aware of and understanding of others' feelings and circumstances
tn^S^''^°''^^ effectiveness, to be able to lead otherso make suggestions which others accept
wn ,
1^. to keep the place you live clean
15. to dress attractively
16. to help someone with a project
17. some test of verbal or mathematical ability
18. accurately judging the character of others
19. Do you tend to do your best regardless of the interestyou have in the work? ^ u i bx
not char- slightly fairly char- moder- very char-acteristic charac- acteristic ately acteristic
teristic charac-
teristic
20. Do
^
you do your best when you are given no reason fordoing something other than that it is part of your job?
a b c d e
not char- slightly fairly char- moder- very char-
acteristic charac- acteristic ately acteristic
teristic charac-
teristic
Affiliation
Affiliation is used by different people to refer to
several things. To what extent do you think each of the
following things is characteristic of you.
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not char- slightly fairly char- moderacter.st.c charao: acterLtic a^ely" I^tL^st'ic
. teristic
Answer a.b,c,d or e on your second IBM answer sheet
A. the desire to be with others
1. with a friend or friends of the same sex
2. with a friend or friends of the opposite sex
3. with someone you've just met of the same sex
^. with someone you've just met of the opposite sex
^'
o?hp5if^^o-^° ^^"^"^ companionship and fellowship oft ers, g ing places and doing things
5. with a friend or friends of the same sex
6. with a friend or friends of the- opposite sex
?. with someone you've just met of the same sex
8. with someone you just met of the opposite sex
C. the desire to share feelings with others; to talk to
others about what's important to you
9. with a friend of the same sex
10. with a friend of the opposite sex
11. with someone you just met of the same sex
12. with someone you just met of the opposite sex
D. the desire to be understood by others, to know that others
can know and accept how you feel about things
13. with friends of the same sex
1^. with friends of the opposite sex
15
•
with someone you just met of the same sex
16. with someone you just met of the opposite sex
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E. the desire to understand others, to know how others feeland what's important to them
u^n l
17. with friends of the same sex
18. with friends of the opposite sex
19- with someone you just met of the same sex
20. with someone you just met of the opposite sex
F. the desire to establish and maintain positive personal
relationships, to want to make new friends and to kee^
old friends ^
21. with friends of the same sex
22. with friends of the opposite sex
23. with someone you just met of the same sex
2^. with someone you just met of the opposite sex
Instructions: The following questions will be asked in
several ways. Each question will ask something related to
your orientation to other's needs. Each question will be
asked for a good friend as the other, for an acquaintance
as the other, a family member as the other, or a stranger
as the other. The answer you give may be different in
regard to each of the others, or perhaps the same.
Give your answers on the second IBM sheet. (Choice
a, b, c, d, or e )
I
.
Do you think that you are generally aware of how
another person is feeling even without being
directly told by the person?
a b c d e
usually not usually usually fair- usually usually
slightly ly aware moderately very
aware aware aware
1.
2.
when
when
the
the
other
other
is
is
a good friend
an acquaintance
( answer
on IBM
II
a, b, c, d, or e
sheet
)
II
3. when the other is a family member II II
when the other is a stranger II II
2^0
II. Can you usually understand how another r)ersonfeeling even though you may not have had Snv.-^-lar experience yourself? Qimi-
a
carundeL Inltlll^T 0.^^'.'' usually can
understand stand a fa^^^fw^^i tr^TToZr- M^^wS?
ately well
5. when the other is a good friend (answer a.b,c,d. or e
6. when the other is an acquaintance
^^^.^^-t)
7. when the other is a family member
8. when the other is a stranger
III. When you understand how another person is feelinsdoes that enable you to respond to him or her ina supportive or sympathetic manner?
a
no slightly fairly moderately very
supportive supportive supportive supportive
9. when the other is a good friend (answer a,b,c,d, or e
Tn V. +u . IBM sheet)10. when the other is an acquaintance
11. when the other is a family member
12. when the other is a stranger
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The ChristieTpgt.
right or wrong answers. You wlU^^roS^Mv^- ^"'^ """^ "°Items and agree with others" We are InteLsied^iftr*^tent,to_wh.oh you agree or disagree wi?rsucS1a«eS%f"
tent ^fwhir^^^^fo^L^^-a^^:^; o^tL^^^^T^ ^'^^nurnhpT-c; ar,^ • ^j odfex fcifci OR xfie IBM form. Thpmoers and their meaning are indicated below.
If you agree strongly, circle +3 on the answer sheetIf you agree somewhat
, circle +2 on the answer IhttlIf you agree .slightly, circle .1 on th^ ans^^r sh^^^
If you disagree slightly, circle -1 on the answer sheetIf you disagree somewhat, circle -2 on the answer shee^If you disagree strongly, circle
-3 on the answer shee^
First impressions are usually best in such matters
thfs?re'n.?^'r:f ' ^'^'^^ -S^- - dJsagree'andxne t ength of your opinion, and then circle the a-nr^ro
.o.ncfa^:ju^a^e?/L1i:^L"^ou^r^w^°op\^n^:-
which IS closest to the way you feel.
Statements
:
1. Never tell anyone the real reason you did something,
unless It IS useful to do so. ^
2. The best way to handle people is to tell them what thev
want to hear.
3. One should take action only when sure it is morallv
right
.
4. Most people are basically good and kind.
5- It is safest to assume that all people have a vicious
streak and it will come out when they are given a
chance
.
6. Honesty is the best policy in all cases.
7. There is no excuse for lying to someone else.
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fTrllfll afS!"^' --"^ '^-^ unless theyre
When you ask someone to do something for vou it -obest to give the real reasons for wlnting^it
' r'^hi.than giving reasons which carry more weight!
Most^people who get ahead in the world lead clean, moral
Anyone^who completely trusts anyone else is asking for
people^fr^hafthp'"'' ^'T'^ criminals and other
caught.
criminals are stupid enough to get
Most men are brave.
It is wise to flatter important people.
It is possible to be good in all respects.
Barnum was wrong when he said that there's a sucker bornevery minute. c>uui^ei o
It is hard to get ahead without cutting corners here andxnere
.
People suffering from incurable diseases should havethe choice of being put painlessly to death.
Most men forget more easily the death of their fatherthan the loss of their property.
2k3
' ^llg—Rokeach Values T gRt
Instructions: Followinp- nr-o i « nbetical order. Your task if ?o arranS"?h '""'"'^ ^^P^a-their importance to YOU as e-n?rif^^ ^" o^^ier ofStudy the list carrfullv «nrt^-Pr"°iP^^^ ^0™ life.Which is the most important for vou ,.,°"^ ™^
'''°^Tf;:fpL\*Sui ih¥^ (^>^'^pa=e-on"sritf;r:
^-^^
tant for y?i?'
^ "f-"- "^j^*^ seconTlISst impor-Then do the same for lach of tl^e're''^"-""^* *° that^alue.value which is least
he remaining values. The
the space beside it:
"'"^""^"^ should have "IS" written in
Work slowly and think carefullv Tf ..^
:k^s;
.
'^^L^^nd ^:sStTs\r?rr • -u^^^-:/-^
feel.
results should truly show how you really
After you finish doing this NPir+ ^ v. +kRIGHT consider each value femmtJv 'p ^he s^ace on the
a number anywhere from 1 to 100 ^nd^A.J ^^^h^ value assignthat valuiiFl^you. (l is tL^n ^""^ important
50. is a medium levei of importance ]'oo ^^^"?."^ importancedegree of importance. Remember ?hf greatestbe anywhere from 1 to iqo?
^"'"'^^'^
A COMFORTABLE LIFE (a prosperous life) column)
__
AN EXCITING LIFE (a stimulating, active life)
~
_
A SENSE OF ACCOMPLISHMENT (lasting contribution)
_
A WORLD AT PEACE (free of war and conflict)
_
A WORLD OF BEAUTY (beauty of nature and the arts)
_
EQUALITY (brotherhood, equal opportunity for all)
FAMILY SECURITY (taking care of loved ones)
FREEDOM (independence, free choices)
HAPPINESS (contentedness)
INNER HARMONY (freedom from inner conflict)
__
MATURE LOVE (sexual and spiritual intimacy)
_
NATIONAL SECURITY (protection from attack)
PLEASURE (an enjoyable, leisurely life)
SALVATION (saved, eternal life)
SELF-RESPECT (self-esteem)
SOCIAL RECOGNITION (respect, admiration)
TRUE FRIENDSHIP (close companionship)
WISDOM (a mature understanding of life)
order'ol7m^L?ancf (l^'^^ouL'lsrtr^- ^in the.spac^ on the' rig^f^^gg^'i
^^^.^-l t'hro^gn^Oaccording to the instructions liven above.
^^"^^^ ^
AMBITIOUS (hard-working, aspiring)
BROADMINDED (open-minded)
CAPABLE (competent, effective)
CHEERFUL ( lighthearted, joyful)
CLEAN (neat, tidy)
COURAGEOUS (standing up for your beliefs)
FORGIVING (willing to pardon others)
HELPFUL (working for the welfare of others)
HONEST (sincere, truthful)
IMAGINATIVE (daring, creative)
INDEPENDENT (self-reliant, self-sufficient)
INTELLECTUAL (intelligent, reflective)
LOGICAL (consistent, rational)
LOVING (affectionate, tender)
OBEDIENT (dutiful, respectful)
POLITE (courteous, well-mannered)
RESPONSIBLE (dependable, reliable)
2^5
_
SELF
-CONTROLLED (restrained, self
-disciplined)
tica/an:iyses'.''"'' — -ed in all statis-
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Grodman's Importance of S^if t^>^^w|_^^^^
most appropriate answer. (circle one number) ^""^
1. How Interested are you, in learning more about the "ressons" for your behavior, in knowinl what "makes y^u Uck"
1 2 3
.^^JiShtly fairly inter- moder- very in-ested interested ested ately le^esSd
interested
2. Do you spend time during the day thinking about the mo-tivations behind your behaviors?
1 2 3
^
never rarely sometimes frequently much of
the day
3- Do you discuss "human nature" with your friends?
1 2 3 /J, 3
never rarely sometimes frequently most of our
time to-
gether
4. While reading a book are you particularly interested in
the
_ action and unfolding of the plot and/or the psycho-
logical details, descriptions and development of the
characters?
Interest in the plot
1 2 3 ij, 3
not inter- slightly fairly inter- moder- very in-
ested interested ested ately terested
interested
Interest in the psychology of the characters12345
not inter- slightly fairly inter- moder- very in-
ested interested ested ately terested
interested
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5. How do you feel about the following statement:
t^:t3-n?io\^^ii^,e?'^-f: ?Lrun^r..?^/?^i-sons behind their behavior." unaerstand the rea-
disagree ^ately^^ disagree agree ately agref
^*
S^ln^'^r^^^^^ ""^^^^ knowing how you personallvsta d when compared to other students a) in terSs o? ^physical abilities b) in terms of how your persona?Itvcharacteristics compare to those of other students ?nwhat ways you are similar to or different fJom ^heic) m terms of emotional health
a) Interest in physical abilities comparison
not inter- slightly fairly inter- moder- very in-ested interested ested ately teres^ed
interested
b) Interest in personality characteristics comparison12343
not inter- slightly fairly inter- moder- very in-ested interested ested ately terested
interested
c) Interest in emotional health comparison1234
not inter- slightly fairly inter- moder- very in-
ested interested ested ately terested
interested
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First Test of thP S..ond_Eaeriaental Session
Questionnaire: Herp n-r^ Qr^mo ,^-,,^^4-'
way you behave feel a^d ac?
I'^^^tions regarding the
usual'w^y'Sf a^tlnl ^le:^;^'' P?a -P^^s yourthe
-to ing.nu.hefs°Sn%^S^2fpar:irih^:rof^;:;e^ "^^'^ *°
Work quickly, and don't spend too much tiSp n.^Iv^question: we want your first rLction or^his'qL^IionnaLe
1- Do you think of yourself as energetic? Yes/No
2. Do you like doing things rather than sitting around andthinking about doing things? Yes/No
3. Do you have fun at parties? Yes/No
Do you find that your studies and work are very impor-tant and tend to take precedence over other activities?
Yes/No
5. Would you rather be a leader than a follower in a
Yes/No
6. Do you like work that requires attention to small
^^^^11^- Yes/No
?. Do you think that your friends consider you to be en-thusiastic and energetic? Yes/No
Experimenter's Instructions o ^.
the Drea. Test ( seoonfexpLlLntal'^^^L'^n)'''"'^^"^"^
Psychologists have learned thn+ hv^^^help us to understand ourtaking behavfor ^^^ti^estionnaire concerns dreams. Thefe are a "^^'^ l"®^-like to ask you about your dreams questions we'dlike you to describe some of your 'dreams. ''"''^"^^''^ "^'^
write^'o^t' on^^s^dreims'^h*^: Tl'^ "J^^ ^^"i-" totheir dreamlike essenop n?+f J ''^^ ^^"'^ retaining
orderly but written ^^guage usuaUris'^Tf* ^"Si-l and
spontaneously verbalize one', H^f ^ ^ " "-^ better to
their true flavor ^''''^^ ^" t° capture
dreamrverb^nv"'''^/^''\^"°" *° ^^^^te several of your
ho:To :;:Se^thr^°pt*t?o^;^:=°I?^^ (expenmente^r sL„s
^eft4:?oi^£-^-----^--^i^ sx m two different rooms.
(In the meantime the experimenter hands out the ni,pc
:ryou-e ^-^J^l^z^.^-^^^iMS--
-ntr?hfi:p:l 1-
say'^so in^o'thft " l^^^^l^n simply'"-to the tape-recorder. That in and of itself Uconsidered a legitimate answer. it is
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Dream Questionnaire
Instructions; When snpakinir ^v^+r^ +u a.
Please be ..re to iaen^ilr^he^^ue^^Lf^orire-'^^^rSng
cribe any people or objects in the dream ^h!^?;/?^;any) your feelings and reactions durfng ke dream ilLany^unusual visual or auditory sensatifns duSng ihe
?Thfr-^^''^°'' '^^'^ ^^^^ a repetitive dream'
o^differLfnlgh^sl ^^^^^"^ bas^c'^o™
describe it. " l'"*^'^ answer is yes, please
^' drear ever"''" ?Th*''"' consider your happiest
during ;:u; life!) " °=="^^«<^ ^yti'"-
When you are done please turn off the tape-recorder.
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The Passages Test
Instructions: First we would like von +r.description of how you feel ^nd whti ^ i^u ° "^"^"-^^ ^ ^^iefperson you read abo^?; a! th?^her you'^^ee^^'fdistant; b. whether yiu unHP^^+! ^ ? "^^^^^ ^° him or
did or talked the way he Sid ^ h^^^
^""^^^"^
person, etc. After you have 'written th'^'^H ^his
would like you to inLca5ryour'^m;resL^^f of'if'^"'described in each passage you TQTd lt III the person
a number of character! tt^rZ S ^ mating him or her on
acteristic is kindness ??" ^™Ple. the first char-
cross at number ??"'if" this pe^'o^?.'? "^'7 ^
cross at 2. if this Lrson ^^^^ 4-i f^""^^ ^^^^ P^^^^ ^
place a cross at^ jr neither kind nor unkind
cross at r T? thl ^""^ ^^''^^^ ^^i^l^ ^^nkind put a^. if the person is very unkind put a cross at 5.
Continue in the same manner for each passage.
Passage #1
Joan went to a school for models when she settled inthe city, but it turned c.ut that she photographed badly
on ^^'Lirshe'iot rn '^^r?^ waif:?thi'^;ok
thp^p^t ^2 a job as hostess in Longchamps. Foreres of the summer she stood by the hatrack, bathed inan_ intense pmk light and the string music of h;ar?breakswinging her mane of dark hair and her black skirt as sh;moved forward to greet the customers. She was then a bi^handsome girl with a wonderful voice, and her face her^'
h^^l^v.^'^^r''''^'
^^""^^^ ^^^^^^ infused with a gentl^ a^dealthy pleasure at her surroundings, whatever they ^re.
^et out o^hpf incorrigibly convivial, and wouldg f bed and dress at three in the morning if someonecalled her and asked her to come out for a drink, as Jack
ecutive job m a department store.
Passage #2
(Stimulus Passage: confederate is reminded of andbegins to speak about her problems after reading
this passage
.
)
A husband, unfaithful to his wife, not because he ism love with another woman, but in order to assert his in-dependence of the married state, comes back from sleeping
with the other woman, with every intention of being dis-
creet, but "accidentally" does something to give the show
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first place, though he do^sn^t know ^t^^H*"" '^^'^ " theto his w.fe, "I-m not goinfto beTnfio y^u?^^"^"^ *° ^^^^
Passage #3
ashamedT st°ubborS; cilngin^^o'h"/""^ f --"led,more and more afraid when ff^» secret. But she grew
said, "Why do you lie to ie? 2.'?'/"'^ oftener, Danlfl
mean?" and she could no longefsLe^' °f yoursshe lay straight beside him S he lle;t » f "^^hts,the ceiling, as bright as the snL '"t^^^ed atnot to think of the sleSh ont ?r reflected, and triedbut could think on?y ol ft S^d o^'^^h J^*^ ^^^e
was connected with it someh^ %y.l "Tl '"'^ l"^®-' "holistened to his breathing "7f t oLr^*^ to herself, as she
would understand that T Vr. ^ "Confessed to Daniel, he
me, saying "I am here Mav i tlLf""^ """^"^ '=°"^°-t
again." At these tfme^ ^^^ "'^"^'^ 1^°" be lonely
so far removeffroXs toLh"an/h-"P^''^*''' the world,
that She would have sied a s^rS^lr'fnr"""''' '° =°l"ary,^utiu x anger for companionship.
Passage #4
so much higher th^ ?he l^f^^'and fts'.:'^^
'"^^
arched like a "v" turLd upsi^doS. ^^'^h^J^L's^^^wouldn't be as bad as the last Tnl^^^+ ^ P
wouldn't be anH -hv^o? u / ^ fact, he knew itu j.a X D , d that was why he hummed. This wp,c. n-ho t.^weekly day of escape, when he would stav
children tL^ ^ ^^^e doctor who had attended to theC . Jeez; what a life. Maybe it was time to rin anew jump. And Dora was beginning^o get resttels againf-
5® hummed, thinking of the bridge game. Not that
mlre'plck urt*"' ^'T"* °" Smith-cheap^feflows, really!!
makLS ?Hpndf^T"*''"''''''- *'^^t y™ do about
DlaJe^n »nn^h' J'"" "''"'^ -^"^^^^ hopping about from one
against you? ^ "^^"S. and fate always
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Adjective Check List
IS supplied for each passage)
very kind
1
fairly kind
2
neutral
3
fairly unkind
k
very unkind
5
very un-
happy
1
fairly un-
happy
2
neutral
3
fairly happy very happy
5
very cold
1
fairly cold
2
neutral
3
fairly warm very warm
5
very pit-
iable
1
fairly pit-
iable
2
neutral
3
fairly envi-
able
. k
very envi-
able
5
very good
1
fairly good
2
neutral
3
fairly bad
k
very bad
5
very de-
serving
1
fairly de-
serving
2
neutral
3
fairly un-
deserving
4
very unde-
serving
5
very fairly neutral fairly veryfriendly friendly unfriendly unfriendly
1 2 3 4 3
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The Beginninpjs Test
Instructions: (The experimenter reaHc: +ho fr.i^ •the subject and the confederate.) L this ?ast ?pir'''^interested in beginnings. EvervthinS w ^""^
another- but onfe thSgs have'^egin^it'fs"di??icul? ?otrace the beginning-- of a friendthir. . i ^'"^ ^°
tion. We arf Intelest^d L'^eSning'^^oL^hS; a.ouThor
fist m^?! ^
conversation with soSeon^ ^he^have
What I would like you to do is to write a brief <ie=:oription Of yourself- the kinds of things you woi!d lik^to tell about yourself- to someone you Ire in the nro^e^,
^riflen!"^ '° ""'"'^ °' " ^ oonvlrsat^on/but
'
You can take about five minutes to write and then ^rouwill exchange what you have written with the o?her gir/You can have a little time to read what the other ptrsoAhas written, and then return the paper to her. Then youwill have another five minutes to respond. In respondingyou may want to comment on what she has written to you -much as you might if you were having a conversation. Therewill be one more exchange— you will read what the otherperson has written, and get one more five minute period to
respond. ^
We are asking you to write it because we are trying toget some idea of how things get started, and this will lllow
each of you to start at the same time.
Please write your name on the front of the booklet.
I'll let you know when it's time to exchange.
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Confederate's Guidelines
Beginnings Test
Voelf
-Disclosure Test)
(Confederate writes)
disclosure: years';^:. Va Sr"" College for 2*
with kiri= T. Si,? "^.like some kind of workds. I'm thinking about working atKing's County Hospital on Saturday mofnlngsIf I can get assigned to a children's wi?d
psycho^:gJ? '°
""^^ about
disc^S^ure: sub.e^fLr:?°??:n?^\-^ ZmiM'll It
^:?at%°th:\:-ons-^-\rat^\>-ir-"-
evalua?iv^^
disclosure you may say somethingluative. Examples: Describe how you hada good experience with kids last summer- orstate that you're concerned that you won'thave enough patience to work with retarded
children.
+u J^'^^'^^^ yo^^ disclosure tothe boyfriend situation. Examples: "We didthat together" (referring to something the
subject has mentioned). "He gave me one"(referring to some object the subject has
mentioned). "He had that class" (referringto a class the subject has mentioned).
Follow the "tie in" with the statement:
It s going to be hard to stop thinking abouthim." ^
. .
Again, tie in your response to what thedisclosure: subject says; if about your boyfriend, re-
spond to that
— if not about your boyfriend,
do not write about him again.
In this disclosure you can say something
a bit more personal. Try to say something
related to what the subject introduced or
say something about a conflict you are ex-
periencing. For example, if the subject says
something about a hobby, you could say that
you like to cook, but you feel conflicted
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traditional woman's role Your nn^h^worked and you don't knoi anyone e^sf ^"^^^has managed to have a oareer^and fILS^
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Rules for the Conf ederatpf:!
Concerning the^eliverx of~the
Psychologjical Distr^Rc, Script
Pause|. Each time a statement is made, pause for fivpseconds before continuing. (Count 10oi.^io02 )ltthe subject responds with a question, answer the auestion without pausing first, but afte^ your answer^ pause
portunity to pursue her line of questioning. If the
lTdlliTe"%Tf 'IT'^'^t ^ question, but says some-tning like that's too bad--, pause 5 seconds beforesaying anything more. If the subject talks for a while
SnfhP^ iL^^ seconds as though thinking (you probablywill be) before answering. Your answer should be re-
sponsive to the topic or direction that the subject haschosen to take. Again, when you finish talking for awhile, talk almost as long as the subject has finishedtalking for-- pause for the usual 5 seconds before
speaking again. If the subject says nothing, pick upthe script where you have left off (providing that it
makes sense to do this. You would not repeat informa-tion that the subject has asked you informally and whichyou have already answered).
Tangents. Any line of discussion the subject introduces
must be followed until dead-ended. (Always applying the
above pause rules). If the subject brings up a script
Unix which has not yet come up. it's fine to use the
script unit which is appropriate. Just don't repeat itlater.
If someone is very talkative, that's fine. You
must watch the time. Save the last unit until almost
20 minutes have passed. You must ask the question be-
fore the experimenter re-enters the room (which I do
when 20 minutes have passed). If someone is not talka-
tive, proceed through the script, observing the pause
rules carefully.
Eye Contact
. When talking, be sure to at least (in the
case of a non-responsive person) glance at the person
a couple of times trying to make eye contact (to keep
the channels of communication open). When pausing, you
should look away as though thinking. When the other
person talks, look at the other person.
Response Concerning Suggestions . If the subject makes
reasonable suggestions, you should acknowledge that
they are reasonable suggestions. You do not cheer up
or change your emotional demeanor. You agree
2ar.T.ror.r^^ +^ 4-v.!: °^ Something Similar butpp p iate to the context.
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g^nfederate's SupplF^niPn+av^^Q^^^^
(Answers to questionsThi subject
may ask about the situation.
)
Q. Which passage?
A
Q. Why do you think its his parents'?
^'
lla^
guessing but I know his parents were really thrilledabout his wanting to go to law school and they were
Serfere!^""""''"
relationship with a girl- me- would
Q. Why don't you just ask him, insist that he explain.bay that you won't leave until he tells you.
A. I did try last night but I wasn't thinking straight...
1 couldn't believe what he was saying.
Q. Why can't you see your friends? Why don't you feel com-lortable with your friends?
A. 1 don't want to run into him. I'm afraid that when I
see them I'll get too upset. And I hate it when peoplefeel sorry for me. , ^ ^
Q. What was he like?
A. He wasn't too good at talking about his feelings. Ihad to really work at it to get him to be open about
his feelings. I still believe that he loves me but his
career and family are important to him. He's their
only son and the first in his family to go through col-
lege. His family is very proud of him and they really
want him to go to law school.
Q. Is this your first serious relationship?
A. Yes, I never got this involved with anyone before. I
used to enjoy going out but I never got close....
Q. Aren't you interested in getting the personality pro-
file?
A. Yes, I am, its just that reading this passage reminded
me again of what happened. I just can't seem to concen-
trate anymore.
Q. How did you meet him?
A. A mutual friend introduced us.
Q. If you were so close, don't you think that he'll change
his mind and call you again?
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A. No. He sounded so definite last night.
heiryouv '"'"S. is there someone at ho.e who can
leTlLTXeinrl^': ^ ^-"-iend hut lately she's
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Oral Post-Experimental Questionnaire(Questions addressed to the subject)
1. How would you rate her (the other girl's level of distress or nondistress on a scale from 1 to 7 if 1indicates no distress and 7 indicates great distress?
2. How would you rate her need to talk on a scale from
a trelt need?"
""^^^
^^^"^ ^ indicates
3- Was she at all inconsiderate?
1 2
No Yes
^. Was her behavior at all inappropriate?
1 2 3
No A Little Yes
5. you talk to her, did you think you could comforther? If so how?
1 2 3
'
No A Little Yes
6. Was it at all difficult dealing with a stranger?
1 2 3
No A Little Yes
?. While talking to her did you think that it was inter-
rupting the test?
1 2
No Yes If so how did you feel about it?
8. Did you think it would matter to the Experimenter if you
didn't finish?
1 2
it wouldn't it would matter
9. Would it affect getting a profile?
0 12
didn't think of it No Yes
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10. Rate your level of suspicion Intensity on a soale from
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X™po?t\nt ?^^f-^L M-erateX, ^^Ver.^^
I.P^?L„.
If yes please state what you were uncertain
' abou?
^*
^nvth^""
^^"^""^ ^^^"^ Experimenter wanted you to doa ything m particular in this session? Yes NoIf yes, what?
5. We are interested in what affects the kind of informationthat people give each other on the Beginnings Test Tofind out what contributes to first impressions, we'dlike you to answer the following questions:
On the basis of the Test of Beginnings, that can bethought of as a test of first impressions, did you likethe other person?
Did not Neutral t-i j i.
like her
iNeutral Liked her
very much
6. Did the other person seem to like you?
1 2 3 5 5
^
^-L^'Zl Neutral Liked melike me ,
very much
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7. Were the two of you able to interact well?
'23455
^^11 Neutral
8. How did the other person appear to you:
?• n^^l ^- Neutral
3 A^'l^^t^pT t ^ li-t^l^ unhappy. little happy 6. Quite unhappy
7. Very unhappy
7
Very well
1. Very cold
2. Quite cold 5.'
3. A little cold s'.
7. Very warm
1.
2.
3.
Neutral
A little warm
Quite warm
Very honest i+. Neutral
^!?tt^rr^ . I- ^ li^^l^ dishonestA li tle honest 6. Quite dishonest
7. Very dishonest
1. Very selfish 4.
2. Quite selfish 5.
3. A little selfish 6.
7. Very giving
1. Very open 4.
2. Quite open 5.
3. A little open 6.
7. Very closed
1. Very interesting 4.
2. Quite interesting 5.
3* A little interesting 6.
7- Very uninteresting
Neutral
A little giving
Quite giving
Neutral
A little closed
Quite closed
Neutral
A little uninteresting
Quite uninteresting
1. Very considerate 4. Neutral
2. Quite considerate 5. A little inconsiderate
3- A little considerate 6. Quite inconsiderate
7- Very inconsiderate
1. Very depressed 4. Neutral
2. Quite depressed 5. A little content
3. A little depressed 6. Quite content
7. Very content
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9.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
Very carefree l^. NeutralQuite carefree < a
A little carefree 6 n,.H worried
^
x X tie Quite worried
/. Very worried
Very nervous p^^utralQuite nervous < A i i ++i o +
A little nervous t '.^l^H ^*,-se
/. Very at ease
Very callous
Quite callous
A little callous
^. Neutral
5. A little sensitive
6. Quite sensitive
Very intelligent L^, Neutral
^^?tttf'^i'f?^^ 5. A little unintelligentA li le intelligent 6. Quite unintelligent
7. Very unintelligent
Very mature 4. Neutral
IVdtZ Zt I- ^ li^^l^ childishA lit le mature 6. Quite childish/ Very childish
Very independent 4. NeutralQuite independent 5. a little dependentA little independent 6. Quite dependent
7. Very dependent
Very calm l^. NeutralQuite calm 5. a little distressed
A little calm 6. Quite distressed
7. Very distressed
1. Very fair
2. Quite fair 5
3. A little fair 6.*
7. Very unfair
Neutral
A little unfair
Quite unfair
1. Very self-reliant 4. Neutral
2. Quite self-reliant 5. A little helpless
J. A little self-reliant 6. Quite helpless
7' Very helpless
Do you think that you could become friends with someonelike the other person?
Definitely
No
^ 5
Neutral Definitely
Yes
In reference to the third exDeri mpn+ai ^discussion session) do you SSer who ^^'S'''
said you'd be working wLh dS'^jfs^ssion^^^^^^^^
T^n Yes NoPlease state who
How do you feel about meeting with this T.pr>onv. ^discussion session? pe son for the
1. Very negatively 4. Neutral
2. Quite negatively 5. a little positivelv
3. A little negatively 6. Quite positively
7. Very positively
Did you think about that third session at anv timewhile taking any of the tests? ^
u ^ NoIf yes, when?
If you answered no to the above question, did you totally forget that there would be a third session?
Yes No
Or did you just not happen to think about the thirdsession? '-i xj.u
Yes No
Did knowing that there will be a third session affectyour responses to any of the questionnaires today-?
If yes how?
Did knowing that you would meet again with the otherperson (during the third session) affect your behavior
towards her in any way and at any time during todav's
session?
1 2 3 ii. 5 6 7
^0 Maybe Yes
If you answered 5, 6, 7 or 4 explain how it affected
your behavior and when.
Do you feel that you gave a reasonable representation
of yourself, as the tests called for.
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18.
19.
20.
21.
1. Very poor representation 5. A littip2. Quite poor representation t^tt^^ represen-
3. A little poor representation f. l -l
^. Neutral
P 6. Quite good repre-
n .r , sentation
7. Very good representation
If you answered 1 or 2 or 3 to thp nho..odid^you feel that you could'
^:t'^:p?^:S,^-Sj^-/^^
ques(?onnairLr* °^ ^'^^ 'l"-*-- - any of the
Yes No
Did you finish all of the questionnaires?
^^ No'If no why?
How important or unimportant was it for you to do wellon the Passages Test?123/^3^
7
Not Important Neutral Very Important
22. How important or unimportant was it for you to completethe Passages Test? ^u x x
1 2 3 5 5
^
Not Important Neutral Very Important
23. How important or unimportant was it for the Experimen-ter that you complete the Passages Test?123/^55
^
Not Important Neutral Very Important
2k. According to the Experimenter's instructions, would
leaving out questions (not finishing) on the Passages
Test affect her survey?
1 2 3 ij. 5 6 7
Not at all Maybe Affect it
affect it affect it very much
25. Was there any conversation between you a.nd the other
person prior to the Beginnings Test (the last test)?
Yes No
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26. If yes, who started the conversation?
27. If yes, what did you talk about?
28. How great was that person's need to talk?
1 2
No need Small need Moderate Great need
need
29. Were you hesitant to talk?
1 2 3
No Neutral Yes
30. Under the circumstances did you find it easy or diffi-cult to respond to the other person?
1. Very easy l^. Neutral
2. Quite easy 5. a little difficult
J. A little easy 6. Quite difficult
7. Very difficult
31. If you found it difficult (answers 5,6, or 7) why?
32. Did the conversation influence your reactions to theother person on the last test?
1. Very negatively 4. Neutral
2. Quite negatively 5. A little positively
3. A little negatively 6. Quite positively
7' Very positively
3^. Did you think that the other subject's behavior was
appropriate?
1. Very inappropriate ^
. Neutral
2. Quite inappropriate 5. A little appropriate
3. A little inappropriate 6. Quite appropriate
7. Very appropriate
35' Did you think that talking with the other person might
somehow interfere with the formulation of the Experi-
menter's survey?
1 2 3 Zj. 5 6 7
No Maybe Yes
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or 0. it didn't occur to me at all
^° a.bove question was 4 ^ 6 or 7did that Idea bother you? ' ° 7
Yes NoPlease explain:
Were you annoyed at the other subject?
^ 2 3 ^ 5 6 7
^° Neutral
In responding to the other person, did vou at all hp,v,m mmd that you would have to se^ her again?
Yes
/ e
1 2 3 ij. 6 7
^° Neutral Yes
nf/Jl!
answered 4, 5, 6 or 7 to the above questiondid the knowledge of having to see her again affectyour reaction to her? ^ dax x
Yes No
If yes how did it affect your response?
Were you uncomfortable with any aspect of the tests'?
or the testing situation?
Yes No
If yes which test and why?
Were you uncomfortable with the other person?
1. Very comfortable k. Neutral
2. Quite comfortable 5. A little uncomfortable
3. A little comfortable 6. Quite uncomfortable
7. Very uncomfortable
If you were at all uncomfortable why?
Did anything seem strange to you?
Did you feel suspicious in regard to the other person?
1. Very unsuspicious ^. Neutral
2. Quite unsuspicious 5. A little suspicious
3. A little unsuspicious 6. Quite suspicious
7. Very suspicious
If you answered 5, 6 or 7 to the above question, why?
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^6. Did^you think that the other person had a^y need for
No need A little Some need Quite Very
needing needing
^' 3, ^ or 5 did you think that you
ZllnJ"" ^^y^^^^g ^hat would be helpful to the otherpeibonr Yes No
^8. If yes what?
^9. How important was it for you to do a reasonable job onthe Passages Test?
Not Slightly Fairly Moderately VeryImportant Important Important Important Important
50. How important was it for you to satisfy the Experi-
menter in this situation?
Not Slightly Fairly Moderately Very
Important Important Important Important Important
51. How important was it for you to respond to the other
person in this situation?
Not Slightly Fairly Moderately Very
Important Important Important Important Important
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Written Post-Exporimental^uest^^
bub.iects m the T.o^^Tn^g+^^rjj^;^^]—
^
re for
Group
The questionnaire is the same as tbp wr^n ++^^
experimental questionnaire for subjects in ?hPiomeeting group except that question ^6 reads "D?ding that you would meet aglin with Sioth^r p;rson (du?Lgthe third session) affect your behavior in any wav and Stany time during today's session? ^
Maybe Yes
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Wrjtlen gos^Experi ni^ntal_auestlonnaire for
""Lnr"""" ^^^S'^Jly,
Fairly Moder- Verytant Important Important ately Important
Important
2. How important was it for the Experimenter that vnn
curately describe your dreams?
P^'^^"'®^^^^ ^^^^ ac-
Not Impor- Slightly Fairly Moder- Verytant Important Important ately Important
Important
^'
p^ofiler^^^^"^
^""^ receiving the personality
Not Impor- Slightly Fairly Moder- Verytant Important Important ately Important
Important
^. Did you think about getting the personality profile,
any time, while taking the tests?
Yes No
If yes, please state when, during which test (s).
5. How important do you think the tests of the First
testing session are in generating the personality
profile?
1 2 345
Not Impor- Slightly Fairly Moder- Very
tant Important Important ately Important
Important
6. How important do you think the tests of the Second
testing session are in generating the personality pro-
file?
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Not Impor- Slightly Fairly Moder vimportant l.portLt
"atlly^" x/po^rLnt
Important
profile? generating the personality
Not Slight Fair Mod Very
Impt. Impt. Impt. Impt. Impt.
The First Questionnaire 12 L ^The Dream Test 12 ^ h, \The Passages Test 1 2 3 il IThe Beginnings Test 12 34^
^'
llilTvr7All7 ^^"^^^^^^^^^ getting the person-
Yes No
If yes
, please state why.
9. Were you uncertain about anything in this experiment,
about anything that you were supposed to do-?
Yes No
If yes please state what you were uncertain about
.
10. Did you think that the Experimenter wanted you to do
anything in particular in this session?
Yes No
If yes what?
11. We are interested in what affects the kind of informa-
tion that people give each other on the Beginnings
Test. To find out what contributes to first impres-
sions, we'd like you to answer the following questions:
On the basis of the Test of Beginnings, that can be
thought of as a test of first impressions, did you
like the other person?
1 2 3 ii- 5 6 7
E'i'i not Neutral Liked her
like her very much
12. Did the other person seem to like you?
1 2 3 i+ 5 6 7
Did not Neutral Liked me
like me very much
27^
Very well
13. Were the two of you able to interact well?
' ' 3 5 6
^
well Neutral
1^. How did the other person appear to you:
1. Very happy
, Neutral
J. A little happy 6. Quite unhappy
7- Very unhappy
1. Very cold 4. Neutral
^ A little warm3. A little cold 6. Quite warm
?. Very warm
1. Very honest 4. Neutral
2. Quite honest 5. a little dishonest
3. A little honest 6. Quite dishonest
7. Very dishonest
1. Very selfish L^. Neutral
2. Quite selfish 5. a little giving
3' A little selfish 6. Quite giving
7. Very giving
1. Very open Neutral
2. Quite open 5. a little closed
3. A little open 6. Quite closed
7- Very closed
1. Very interesting 4. Neutral
2. Quite interesting 5. A little uninteresting
3. A little interesting 6. Quite uninteresting
7- Very uninteresting
1. Very considerate Neutral
2. Quite considerate 5. A little inconsiderate
3' A little considerate 6. Quite inconsiderate
7- Very inconsiderate
1. Very depressed 4. Neutral
2. Quite depressed 5. A little content
3. A little depressed 6. Quite content
7. Very content
1. Very carefree 4. Neutral
2. Quite carefree 5. A little worried
3. A little carefree 6. Quite worried
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7« Very worried
1. Very nervous 4. Neutral
\' f'^'^lJ}^''''''''^ 5. A little at ease3. A little nervous 6. Quite at ease
7. Very at ease
1. Very callous 4. Neutral
2. Quite callous 5. a little sensitive
J. A little callous 6. Quite sensitive
7' Very sensitive
1. Very intelligent
. Neutral
? ^^^l^f i^tflligent 5. A little unintelligent
J. A little intelligent 6. Quite unintelligent
7. Very unintelligent
1. Very mature /|. Neutral
2. Quite mature 5. a little childish
3- A little mature 6. Quite childish
7. Very childish
1. Very independent l^. Neutral
2. Quite independent 5. A little dependent
3. A little independent 6. Quite dependent
7. Very dependent
1. Very calm k. Neutral
2. Quite calm 5. A little distressed
3. A little calm 6. Quite distressed
7. Very distressed
1. Very fair 4. Neutral
2. Quite fair 5. A little unfair
3. A little fair 6. Quite unfair
7. Very unfair
1. Very self-reliant U-. Neutral
2. Quite self-reliant 5. A little helpless
3. A little self-reliant 6. Quite helpless
7. Very helpless
15' Do you think that you could become friends with someone
like the other person?
1 2 2, k s 6 7
Definitely Neutral Definitely
No Yes
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16. In reference to the third experimental session, (thediscussion session) do you remember who the Experimenter
said you'd be working with during that session-?
Yes No
Please state who
17. How do you feel about meeting with this person for thediscussion session?
1. Very negatively k. Neutral
2. Quite negatively 5. A little positively
3. A little negatively 6. Quite positively
7- Very positively
18 Did you think about that third session at any time
while taking any of the tests?
Yes No Is yes, when?
19. If you answered no to the above question, did you
totally forget that there would be a third session?
Yes No
20. Of did you just not happen to think about the third
session?
Yes No
21. Did knowing that there will be a third session affect
your responses to any of the questionnaires today?
Yes No
If yes How?
22. Did knowing that you would meet again with the other
person (during the third session) affect your behavior
towards her in any way and at any time during today's
session?123^56 7
No Maybe Yes
If you answered ^,5»6, or 7 please explain how it af-
fected your behavior.
23. Do you feel that you gave a reasonable representation
of yourself, as the tests called for, so that a per-
sonality profile can be compiled?
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1. Very poor representation 5. a little n-^^^
2. Quite poor representation tation
^epresen-
Lullll'
representation 6. Quite good representa-
tion
7. Very good representation
25. Did you leave out any of the questions in any of thequestionnaires? ^
Yes No
26. Did you finish all of the questionnaires? Yes No
If No why?
27 If you left out questions (or if you were to have left
It would affect getting a meaningful and completepersonality profile? ^123455
^
not at all maybe ' affect it
affect it ii
very much
28. How important or unimportant was it for you to do well
on the Passages Test?
1 2 3 /J, 5 6 7
)-c impor- Neutral Very Im-
^^^^ port ant
Not I
tant
29. How important or unimportant was it for you to complete
the Passages Test?
1 2 3 Zj- 5 6 7
Not Impor- Neutral Very Im-
"^^^"^ portant
30. How important or unimportant was it for the Experimen-
ter that you complete the Passages Test?123456 7
Not Impor-
tant
Neutral Very Im-
portant
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31. According to the Experimenter's instructions would
Te?t^^ff>P^^
questions (not finishing) on the Passagesl s a fect her survey?
1 2 3 5 5
^
Not affect Maybe
' Affect itit at all affect i tcu.±t;uo IX very much
32. According to the Experimenter's instructions would notfinishing the Passages Test affect your getting a TDer-
sonality profile?
3
would not
. ...
maybe af-
affeet getting
^^^^ getting
a P^o^^ile a profile
5 6 7 OR 0
definitely affect I do not
getting a profile remember
33- iAfas there any conversation between you and the other
person prior to the Beginnings Test? (the last test)*?
Yes No
3^. If yes, who started the conversation?
35' If yes, what did you talk about?
36. How great was that person's need to talk?123 k
no need small need moderate need great need
37. Were you hesitant to talk? 123
No Neutral Yes
38. Under the circumstances did you find it easy or diffi-
cult to respond to the other person?
1. very easy li-. neutral
2. quite easy 5. a little difficult
3. a little easy 6. quite difficult
7. very difficult
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If you found it difficult (answers 5, 6. or 7) why?
Did the conversation influence your reactions to thPother person on the last test? e
1. very negatively neutral
2. quite negatively 5. a little positively
3. a little negatively 6. quite positively
7. very positively
Did you think that the other subject's behavior was
appropriate?
1. very inappropriate 4. neutral
2. quite inappropriate 5. a little appropriate
J. a little inappropriate 6. quite appropriate
7. very appropriate
Did you think that talking with the other person might
somehow interfere with the formulation of a comDletepersonality profile?
1 2 3 /J, 5 6 r;
No Maybe
, yes
or: It didn't occur to me at all
If your answer to the above question was 4,5,6, or 7did that idea bother you?
Yes No
Please explain:
Were you annoyed at the other subject?
1 2 3 5 6 7
No Neutral Yes
In responding to the other person, did you at all have
in mind that you would have to see her again?123436 7
No Maybe Yes
If you answered 4,5,6, or 7 to the above question did
the knowledge of having to see her again affect your
reaction to her?
Yes No
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If yes how did it affect your response:
^7. Were you uncomfortable with any aspect of the tests'?or the testing situation?
Yes No
11 yes which test and why?
48. Were you uncomfortable with the other person?
1. Very comfortable 4. Neutral
I'
comfortable 5. A little uncomfortable
j,. A little comfortable 6. Quite uncomfortable
7. very uncomfortable
49. If you were at all uncomfortable why?
50. Did anything seem strange to you?
51. Did you feel suspicious in regard to the other person?
1. very unsuspicious 4. neutral
2. quite unsuspicious 5. a little suspicious
3. a little unsuspicious 6. quite suspicious
7. very suspicious
52. If you answered 5,6, or 7 to the above question, why?
53. Did you think that the other person had any need for
help?12345
no need a little some quite very
need need needing needing
54. If you answered 2, 3,4, or 5 did you think that you could
do anything that would be helpful to the other person?
Yes No
55. If yes what?
56. How important was it for you to do a reasonable job on
the Passages Test?12345
Not Impor- Slightly Fairly Moder- Very
tant Important Important ately Important
Important
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57. How important was it for you to aati^fv +>,„ter in this situation? ^ " ^°
s s y the experimen-
^ 2 3 ^ 3
""Lnt""""
Slightly Fairly Moder- Verytant Important Important ately Important
Important
58. How important was it for you to respond to the othprperson m this situation?
1 2 3
^
Not Impor- Slightly Fairly Moder- Vervtant Important Important ately Important
Important
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The questionnaire is the samP c.c,
experimental questionnaire for ^nh.-\^ written post-
meeting group^except ?hat nuest^o^l??^ ^^^^ing that you w^^ITdSeet L^^n ""^^^^^ "^i^ know-
the third^session)
^fe\?'your"h LvJo^'in ^'""^^^at any time during today's session?" ""^^
1
No
^56 7
Maybe
APPENDIX B
Rating Scales
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Scales lA-lX
(Categories of Verbal Responses)
General directions to the raters: The entire written tran-
script for each subject will be scored for the following
categories of verbal responses (Scales lA-lX). Each
"thought" or "idea" expressed by the subject should be
evaluated. The total frequency for each of the scales will
then be tabulated for each subject.
Negative Verbal Content
Scale lA
Attempts to Return to Work on the Passages Test
:o
The subject makes some reference expressing a need t(
work on the test; she refers to the adjective check-list,
instructions, etc.
Examples: "We better get back to this." or
"How much time do we have?" or
"She'll be coming back soon. Let me get back
to this, I'll talk to you later."
Or the subject directly tells the confederate to work
on the test.
Example: "You'd better work on this now."
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Scale IB
Disengagement
The subject makes a suggestion which achieves disen-
gagement from the conversation. There is an element of
helpfulness, but the helpfulness serves the subject's
wishes more than the confederate's.
Examples: "Just skip that passage if it bothers you." or
"If you're upset, why don't you leave, she'll
(the experimenter) understand if you want to go." or
"She'll (the experimenter) let you come back
another day. " or
"Tell her, tell her (the experimenter)."
Scale IC
Reluctance to Become Involved
The subject places limits on her ability to help the
confederate, usually by pleading ignorance.
Examples: "I can't suggest anything." or
"I don't know what to tell you." or
"I can't say anything since I don't really
know you . " or
"It never happened to me so I can't tell
you anything.
"
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Scale ID
Rejection of the Confederate's Outspoken and Confiding Manner
The subject in some way criticizes the confederate's
forthright and frank behavior.
Examples: "You shouldn't be telling me all this." or
"Why are you telling me this?"
Scale IE
Rejection of the Confederate's Ideas. Opinions (Nonsupport-
ive Behavior)
The subject rejects the confederate's opinions in a
very nonsupport ive fashion. Her statement(s) would probably
make the confederate feel much worse.
Examples: "His parents are probably right." or
"You're silly to feel that way."
Scale IF
Suspicion
The subject expresses suspicion. The subject may refer
to the mirrors, a feeling of being watched, or she may di-
rectly confront the confederate about her role in the
experiment.
Examples: "I think that is a one-way mirror, don't
you?" or
"I feel that she (the experimenter) is watch-
ing us . " or
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"I think that you're part of the experiment,
are you working with her?"
Scale IG
Changes Focus of Attention
The subject talks about herself or her friends (prob-
lems, experiences, etc.) but without demonstrating their
relevance to the confederate's dilemma. She uses the con-
federate's revelations as a springboard to talk about her-
self. Included in this scale are changes in the topic of
conversation.
Example: "Oh I'm having a lot of problems. My boy-
friend works and goes to school. He doesn't pay enough at-
tention to me. I wonder if I should see other people.
There are several guys who have recently asked me out. I
don't know what to do now."
Scale IH
Minimal Responsiveness
The subject utters a brief response which acknowledges
that the confederate has spoken, but nothing is added to
what has been said. Included would be "echoes," where the
subject restates in the same words what the confederate has
just said.
Examples: "Mmmm. " or "Uh-huh." or "Really." or "No
kidding. " or "Yeah.
"
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or C: "We saw each other for 2 years and I thought we
had the ideal relationship."
S: "You saw each other for two years."
Scale II
Response to the Stimulus Passage Rather Than to the
Confederate
Rather than responding to the confederate's disclosure
that she has experienced something related to the stimulus
passage, the subject responds to the passage and makes some
comment about what the passage states. This category is only
relevant after the confederate herself has referred to the
passage as an unpleasant reminder of her own difficulties.
Examples: "He [character in the passage] seems pretty
immature . " or
"I don't like this passage either." or
"She [character in the passage] seems unaware
of his behavior.
"
Positive Verbal Content
Scale IJ
Problem Oriented Questions
The subject asks questions about the confederate's
problems. The subject asks questions about the relation-
ship, the circumstances surrounding the break-up, the back-
ground story, the boyfriend, the confederate's past social
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history, the confederate's plans for resolving the problems.
Examples: "Did you have a fight?" or
"Did you see it coming?" or
"Has he been acting strangely?" or
"Exactly what did he say to you?" or
"What do you plan to do now, are you going to
call him up?" or
"Was he always so closed about his feelings?"
Scale IK
General Questions About the Confederate
The subjects asks the confederate questions about her-
self, her interests, career goals, courses she's taking at
school
.
Examples: "What are you taking this semester?" or
"Do you have any hobbies?" or
"What are you majoring in?"
Scale IL
Sympathetic or Empathetic Statements
The subject verbalizes empathy for the confederate's
situation. She specifically indicates that she personally
feels bad for the confederate.
Examples: "I really feel bad for you." or
"I'm so sorry for you." or
"Now I feel sad. " or
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"Now I'm feeling rotten."
.Scale IM
Relates Personal Experience
The subject relates some experience of her own ( or of a
friend) which is relevant to the confederate's problems.
The topic in general would include difficult male-female re-
lationships. (At times, a subject may talk about her own
experiences but in a self
-centered complaining fashion, not
really relating to the confederate's particular situation.
In this case the dialogue would not be categorized as IM but
scored as IG—Changes Focus of Attention.)
Examples:
-Something like that happened to me. And my
boyfriend's parents were not friendly towards me but we
worked it out. " or
"My best friend went out with a guy and he
broke up with her. She was really upset, but a month later
he called her up and now they're back together again."
Scale IN
Disclosure of Very Personal Material
The subject relates experience or information of an
intimate or personal nature.
Example: "I had to marry my boyfriend when I was six-
teen. I was pregnant."
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S^ale_10
Gives Advice or Suggestions
The subject suggests ways for the confederate to cope
with her various problems. Included here are responses
which suggest that the confederate take some action to
change her situation.
Examples: "Call him up." or
"Talk to him, try talking to him it's the
only way you'll find out what's going on." or
"Try spending more time with your friends." or
"If you can't talk to him write him a letter,
tell him how you feel." or
"Try to get involved with your school work."
Scale IP
Supportive of the Confederate's Behavior During the Experi-
mental Situation
The subject assures the confederate that it's all
right to talk to her, to confide in her.
Examples: "Sure you can talk to me
. It's o.k." or
"It's good to talk about what's bothering
you; you shouldn't keep it all bottled up." or
"Don't worry about it, I'm used to having
people confide in me, all my friends do."
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Scale IQ
Supportive Statements Concernins the Pin.i n +
Situation
The subject expresses optimism concerning the break-up,
i.e., the confederate and the boyfriend will get back to-
gether
.
Examples: "He'll think about it and he'll change his
mind." or
"He'll come back, just wait and see." or
"I'm sure that he'll miss you."
Scale IR
Supportive Statements Concerning the Future
The subject does not suggest that the confederate will
be reunited with her boyfriend but she does express optimism
that the confederate will get over the experience. The sub-
ject suggests that the confederate will feel better, that
positive things are in store for her in terms of her social
life. Also included in this category are various cliches and
'Iphilosophy of life" statements.
Examples: "You'll laugh about this whole thing later."
or
"You're still young you have your whole life
ahead of you. " or
"You'll meet someone else." or
"Don't worry it will all turn out all right."
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or
"It's not the end of the world, it will be
o.k." or
"Time will pass, time heals all wounds." or
"There are other fish in the sea." or
"It was probably for the best." or
"Life is full of ups and downs." or
"Everyone must go through this it's part of
life, part of growing up."
Scale IS
Attempts to Alleviate the Confederate's Fears About the Re-percussions of the Break-up
The confederate expresses anxieties about 1) having to
change her life style. 2) running into the boyfriend unex-
pectedly. 3) making new friends. In this scale. the sub-
ject plays down these fears or suggests that the fears are
unfounded.
Examples: "I don't think you should worry, you'll make
new friends . " or
"I'm sure they'll still be your friends." or
"If they're you're friends they'll under-
stand what happened, right?" or
"I'm sure you won't bump into him, and even
if you do, you have nothing to be embarrassed about."
29^
Scale IT
Situation With the Boyfriend
^
Sometimes the subjects offered suggestions or gave the
confederate advice about dealing with her problems. This
Should be scored as 10. But then the confederate often in-
dicated some difficulty or hesitation about following the ad-
vice. (This was done in order to continue the conversa-
tion.) If the subject then proceeded to reiterate the sug-
gestion, and/or effectively argued against the confederate's
hesitations, this additional verbal content should be scored
as IT and not 10.
In other words novel suggestions are scored as 10,
whereas repetitions or encouragements to carry through on
already suggested advice are scored as IT.
Examples: S: "Why don't you call him up and talk to
him. (scored 10)
C: "I'm afraid to, I'm afraid if I start talk-
ing to him on the phone I'll break down and I don't want him
to see me like that."
S: "There's nothing wrong with being upset
you have good reason to be, and he should see that, (scored
IT) I think you should call him; even if he doesn't change
his mind it certainly can't make matters worse talking to
him. " ( scored IT)
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C
:
"I don't know.
"
S: "Well then maybe you can tell him how you
feel m a le tter
."( scored 10)
Scale lU
Interpre tative RemarVQ
The confederate (in her basic script) ccm^nicates a
great deal of uncertainty concerning the reasons for her
problems.
In this scale the subject gives her own opinions about
the questions the confederate raises. She (the subject)
speculates about the possible reasons for the break-up,
gives possible interpretations of the boyfriend's behavior
or the parents' behavior.
Examples: "He probably feels he needs his independence
now. " or
"Maybe he still loves you but his parents
are bugging him." or
"Maybe he's afraid of getting too serious." or
"Maybe he was just upset about something
that's been going on in his life and took it out on you."
Scale IV
Demonstrates Understanding of the Difficulty of the Situationand Understanding of the Confederate's Emotional Reaction
The subject comments on the confederate's emotional re-
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action to the situation.
Examples: "It must be a shock for you." or
"You must feel very upset." or
"Two years is a very long time to go with
someone . " or
"It does take a long time to adjust after
being with someone for such a long time." or
"It's all right if you want to cry. j under-
stand." or
natural .
"
"If s hard, I know. " or
"You feel hurt. " or
"You'll feel uncomfortable at first, it's
Scale IW
General Encouragement and Perspective Givinp;
Rather than being optimistic about the future, the
subject gives general encouragement to the confederate. She
puts the situation in perspective.
Examples: "Don't worry you're pretty." or
"You weren't wrong, you were in the right
place at the wrong time." or
"Don't blame yourself it's not your fault." or
"Be strong and have confidence in yourself."
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;ive in
Scale IX
Opinions
Included are opinions which were not construct:
that they do not suggest specific things for the confederate
to do.
Examples: "His parents are out of line." or
"Men lie to you.
"
Scales 2A-2C
(Responsiveness of the Subject)
Scale 2A
Number of Words Spoken by the Subject
The score on this scale is the total number of words
spoken by the subject to the confederate. Of interest here
is how much the subject was willing to say, regardless of
the helpfulness of specific portions of the dialogue.
Scale 2B
The Number of Times the Subject Speaks
The written transcript is evaluated in determining the
score for this scale. The score is the total number of dif-
ferent times the subject speaks. Every time the subject
answers the confederate, or interrupts the confederate to
talk, it constitutes a separate instance of responsiveness.
The length of the individual response (the number of words
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or sentences) is not important here. One response is con-
sidered over as soon as the confederate resumes talking.
Examples; C: "I'm very upset."
S: (interrupts) "What's wrong?"
C
:
"That passage about the husband, well it
reminds me of what happened last night."
S: "What happened last night? Do you want to
talk about it?"
C: "Well last night my boyfriend told me he
doesn't want to see me anymore."
S : "Oh, I 'm sorry. "
C: "We've been together for two years."
S: "Maybe it's not really
, over .
"
The above interaction rates a ^ for scale 2B.
Scale 2C
The Number of Times the Confederate Speaks
The written transcript is evaluated in determining the
score for this scale. The score is the total number of times
the confederate speaks. (Included are the confederate's
basic script plus additional units.)
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Scales 3A-3B
(First Sign of the Subject's Concern)
Scale_^
First Sign of the Subject 's Concern (22 stimulus Units)
Instructions to the rater: In this rating scale the con-
federate's
.am dialogue is divided up into sr„all basic
units (see below). It is important to note that each unit
was not necessarily followed by a pause on the part of the
.
confederate. Instead the units were chosen with the realiza-
tion that it was possible for the subject to interrupt the
confederate at an^ point during her dialogue.
The score on this scale (scores range from 1-21) indi-
cates the first point (following which unit) the subject
verbally responds to the confederate's communications. The
various "points" are outlined below.
"Response" is defined as a concrete sign of concern,
I.e., a question or a comment.
Examples: "What is the matter?" or
"What is wrong?"
Division of the Confed erate's dial ogue for Sc^Ip -^a
Ratings
1 The subject asks the confederate what is wrong be-fore the confederate actually speaks.
2 C: "I'm having a hard time concentrating on all ofthese tests today.
"
3 C: "I 'm very upset.
"
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5
6
8
9
10
11
Ratings
^ C: "That passage about the husband..."
C: "Well it reminds me of what happened last night."
C: "Last night my boyfriend told me he dnpc,n'+ , +see me anymore." aoesn t want to
7 C: "We've been together for two years..."
C: "We've spent a lot of our time together."
C: "I really thought we had the ideal relationship."
C: "I guess I was wrong."
12 C: "I feel really miserable."
together^-''^''" '
'""''^ ''""^ ^^"^ "P^^^ ^^^^ time
li?esty?'e."''' ^°
^^""^ ^'^^''^^
15 C: "We have so many of the same friends."
16 C: "And now I'm going to feel uncomfortable even withXAG m •
1? C: "I wish he would talk to me about it."
18 C: "I think ^he should honestly let me know what theproblem is."
19 C: "Or maybe I'm just fooling myself and looking for an
excuse to see him."
20 C: "I know we should be doing this test now,
"
21 C: "But it's been good to talk."
22 C: "I'd like to talk some more later."
13
1^
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Scale__2B
First Sign of Concern (? Stimulus Units)
Instructions to the raters: In this <.r.i^xn scale the confederate's
speech is again divided up into basic units. However in
thxs scale each unit was foliowed hy an intentional 5-secona
pause by the confederate (ffivinsr the =„>, ^^g ng subject a definite op-
portunity to respond).
The score on this scale ranges from 1 to 8 and indi-
cates the first point (following which unit) the subject
verbally responds to the confederate's communications.
As in Scale 3A "response" is defined as a concrete
question or comment that indicates concern for the
confederate.
Ratings
The subject asks the confederate what is wrong be-fore the confederate actually speaks. ^
lllVToill^ '(PauseT ^^^^^-^-^-^ - these
fii'f ^^^^ passage about the husband,
fpause)
^^"''^^'^^
°^ ^^-t happened last night."
5 C: "Last night my boyfriend told me he doesn't want tosee me anymore. We've been together for two years-
we ve spent a lot of our time together. I really
'
thought we had the ideal relationship. I suess I
was wrong." (Pause)
8
?
6
^4-
"I don't know why I'm talking like this. I'm not
usually this way." (Pause)
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Rat ing;s
with them." (Pause) uncomfortable even
2 C: "I wish he would talk to me about i+ t +k • , uShould honestly let .e know ""IZl lie prohLTis'
'
^it'^^^^s-h::^ s?rro%a\\?^ ?°r!i^r?o*tiL"r-more later." (Pause) ^
Scales ^A-'^G
(Nonverbal Behaviors)
General Instructions: The Esterline Event Recorder will be
used to record the frequency and the duration of the follow-
ing nonverbal behaviors.
Scale
Eye Contact
The subject looks at (any part) of the confederate's
face. Looking into space, although in the general direction
of the confederate's face, is not scored as eye contact.
Scale
Writing in the Test Booklet
The subject writes in the test booklet, i.e., circles
adjectives, or writes descriptions. The subject may alter-
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nateX, reaa the passages ana w.ite. Heaain, wouXa
.e scorea
" present
-ale. It is important to note that the subject „ay also
write in the test hoo.let while talking to the conreaerate
in th.s case, the writing behavior woula still be scorea
under this scale.
Scale
Movement Toward the Confederate
a) The subject physically moves or turns her body toward
the confederate or
b) The subject pushes her chair closer to the con-
federate or
c) The subject establishes physical contact, i.e., tri
to comfort the confederate by patting her on the shoulder
es
or
hand.
Scale
Movement Away from the Confederate
a) The subject physically moves her chair away from the
confederate or
b) The subject turns her body (or pushes her test
paper) away from the confederate.
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S cale 4f.
Looking at the Test Booklet
,
^"'^^^^ '^^^^^ instructions o. t.e passagesOf the test or
b) The subject leafs through the test booklet.
It is important to note that the subject can be en-
gage, m this behavior even while taking to the confederate.
Such behavior woulri Q + ni -k^uld still be scored under Scale 4e.
Scale 4f
Smiling
The subject smiles or laughs. Direct eye contact with
the confederate may or may not be present.
Scale 4g
Total Length of Time Spent Interacting With the Confederate
Time recording starts as the confederate begins her
script and ends when both the confederate and the subject re-
turn to the Passages Test. (This score is determined by
examining the Esterline Event Recorder graph paper.)
Scales 5A-5G
Quality Evaluation of the Subject's Verbal Behavior
Instructions to the raters: When given the opportunity to re-
spond, did the subject respond in a helpful or an unhelpful
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fashion? Each of the seven opportunities to respond (see
the division Of the confederate's dialogue in Scale 3B) is
to te evaluated separately and a score ranging froM -2 to .2
xs to be assigned. The rating on this scale is concerned
with Whether the subject addresses herself to the specific
content presented by the confederate in each stimulus cue.
Unhelpful statements contribute to a negative score. Help-
ful statements contribute to a positive rating score, but
more importantly, the rater must judge whether the subject is
responding to the specific problems revealed in the particu-
lar stimulus cue.
Ratings
-2
-1
unhelpful
response
no
response
neutral
comments
+1
+2
helpful
responses
(sarcasm, belittlement of the confed-
erate, reference to the Passages Test.)
(silence on the part of the subject, or
a somewhat negative response.)
(minimal responses such as "yeah,
"
"really," "o.k." Also included are
simple repetitions of what the confed-
erate has just said. Also included are
statements that are neither helpful or
unhelpful
.
)
(scoring decisions differentiating a +1
and a +2 score require evaluations con-
very helpful
responses cerning the degree of helpfulness.)
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Scale 5A Evaluation of the J^esponse to St imulus cue #1
Scale Evaluation of the response to stimulus cue #2
Scale 5C Evaluation of the response to stimulus cue #3
Scale 5D Evaluation of the response to stimulus cue #^
Scale 5E Evaluation of the response to St imulus cue #5
Scale 5F Evaluation of the response to stimulus cue #6
Scale 5G Evaluat ion of the response to- stimulus cue #?
Scale 5H Summary score. The score 3n this scale is the sum
of the scores received on Seal es 5A through 5G.
Scale 6
Global Help Rating
Instructions: The rater is to make a single global judgment
reflecting the quality of the subject's helpfulness. The
interaction in its entirety is to be judged.
In making the judgment, the rater listens to the tape re-
cording of the interaction rather than reading the tran-
script. There are a variety of ways to be helpful in the
particular situation. Raters are to listen carefully to the
whole interaction and consider verbal content, voice quality,
general tones and attitudes, and any other cues that may be
relevant
.
Scores range from 1 to ^: 1 - very unhelpful
2 - somewhat unhelpful
3 - somewhat helpful
^ - very helpful
30?
Scales 7A-7C
(The Subjecf s Heaction to the Confederate's RequestI or i<urther Conversation)
Scale 7A
The Subject's General Attitude Toward the Confederate'sRequest for Further Conversation ''^'^''^''^^^ ^
Instructions to the raters: The confederate's last stimulus
line reads: "I know we should be doing the test now, but
it's been good to talk, I'd like to talk some more later."
The rating on Scale 7A deals with the subject's attitude
towards meeting with the confederate again to further dis-
cuss her problems. Ratings range from 1 to 8 (low scores in-
dicating a negative attitude and high scores indicating a
positive attitude).
1. The subject refuses to meet with the confederate and
also criticizes the suggestion.
Examples: "Why should you want to talk to me?" or "I'm
a stranger to you."
2. No response (The subject apparently ignores the
request.
)
3. The subject declines a future meeting but gives an
excuse
.
Examples: "No I'm sorry I can't. I have a class right
after this." or "No I can't I'm very busy these days. I
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don't even see my friends."
^. The eu.jeet declines a future meeting
.ut suggests that
someone else could help the confederate
.ore than she
can. or the subject doesn't give a specific answer but
continues to talk with the confederate during the ex-
perimental session.
Examples, "I think you really should talk to your boy-
friend about this, he's the only one that can really settle
this for you. " or
"Maybe you should talk to someone in your
family, they know the two of you and could help you more .
"
5. The subject hesitantly agrees to meet with the con-
federate but there is some indication of hesitancy or
reluctance
.
Examples: "O.k. if there's some time after this experi-
ment
.
" or
"O.k. if you really want to but it would
probably be better if you spoke to your boyfriend." or
"Maybe on the way to my math class I could
talk to you.
"
6. The subject immediately and firmly agrees to meet with
the confederate (no negative qualifications).
Examples: "Sure I'll talk with you." or
"O.k.
"
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7. The subiect firmlv axrr-oc.o +^J i iy agrees to meet with the confederate
plus initiates conversation aimed at setting up a
specific time and place to meet.
Examples: "O.k. I'm free after the experiment do you
want to talk then?" or
"Sure. How about tomorrow sometime? Do you
want to take my phone number?" or
"O.k. Here take my phone number and we can
talk tonight.
8. The subject suggests that they meet after the experiment
to talk, even before the confederate brings up the idea.
Scales 7B and 7C
Instructions to the raters: For Scales 7B and 7C the script
dealing with the confederate's request for further conversa-
tion is divided up into separate units. The ratings on
these scales indicate how soon (following which stimulus
unit) the subject agrees to meet with the confederate. In
other words the ratings describe how much prompting is
necessary before the subject agrees to meet with the
confederate
.
Scale 7B
Speed of Agreement to Talk Further
This rating describes how soon the subject agrees to
meet with the confederate for further conversation. For
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this rating the criteria is „ini™al agreement, a nod of the
head or a simple "yes."
Scale 7C
Speed Of Conmiitment to a Definite Appointment
This rating describes how soon the subject sets up a
definite time to meet. The rating indicates how soon the
subject commits herself to an actual appointment.
Rating^^or a^les 7B and 7C Division of the Confederates
-
Script
5 The subject suggests that they
meet even before the con-
federate brings up the idea.
C: '^'Well I know we should be do-ing this test now, but it's
been good to talk.
"
3 C: "I'd like to talk some more
later.
"
2 C: "When's a good time?"
1 C: "Whenever it's convenient."
Summary Score SCMC
The score on this scale is the sum of the scores re-
ceived on Scales 7A, 7B and 7C
.
Scales 8A-8F
(Suspicion Rating Scales)
General Instructions: The transcripts and post-experimental
questionnaires will be used to rate each subject along two
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dimensions of suspicion. One dimension is the intensity of
suspicion, that is ,ust how strong is the suspicion,
.nothe.
dimension is the tiding of the suspicion, that is ,ust when
durxng the whole experiment was the first indication of sus-
picion expressed.
It is important to rate the two dimensions independently.
Suspicion During the Twenty Minute Interaction:Scales 8A, 8B, SCSTC
Scale 8A
Suspicion Timing during the Twenty Minute Interaction
The rating on this scale indicates how soon (when) the
first suspicious ideas (if any) were verbally communicated
to the confederate.
0) No suspicion is expressed.
1) The subject expresses suspicion after the confederate
.
says her last
more later. ")
.
stimulus line (C: "I'd like to talk some
on
Scale 8B
Suspicion Intensity During the Twenty Minute Interacti
1) No suspicion is expressed.
2) Vague or slight suspicion.
The subject talks about being suspicious of Psychology
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experiments in general. Or she mentions the one-way
.irror
or .akes a hypothesis about "what is going on" but ,ui=,iy
rejects it without first hearing a rebuttal fro™ the experi-
menter or the confederate, if the rejection of the sus-
picious idea comes after much denial from the experimenter or
from the confederate then the rating is "y or
.
(For scales involving the post-experimental question-
naire, a score of "Z" i, assigned if the subject writes
Something funny is going on. or "Something was strange,
but I don't know what.")
3) Moderate Suspicion.
A definite hypothesis involving the role of the con-
federate is made. However the subject suggests that there
is some doubt in her mind. She isn't absolutely sure of her
suspicion( s )
.
Example: "I'm not sure but are you part of the
experiment?"
^) Extreme Suspicion.
A definite hypothesis involving the role of the con-
federate is expressed in no uncertain terms. The subject
indicates that there is virtually no doubt in her mind that
the confederate is part of the experiment.
Example: "I know that you must be part of the experi-
ment. I 'm sure of it.
"
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Summary Scnrp SCSTC
The score on this scale is the sum of the scores re-
ceived on Scales 8A and 8B.
Suspicion During the Twenty Miniitp Tr, +ov.,^^. i „„i^onse to Quest^ons on fM.\n.t-E^i^^ m^^^^^^-^^
Scale 8C
Suspicion Timing During the Twenty Minute Interaction and inResponse to Questions on the Post-Experimental Ques?ionnai^
The suspicion related questions are scattered through-
out the questionnaire and are very vague and general at
first. They become more specific until at the end of the
questionnaire the subject is directly asked: "How suspicious
or unsuspicious were you of the other girl?"
The rating on Scale 8C describes just when the subject
first expresses suspicion.
0) The subject never expresses suspicion.
1) The subject expresses suspicion in response to the follow
ing post-experimental question: "Did you feel suspicious
in regard to the other person?"
2) The subject expresses suspicion in response to the follow
ing post-experimental question: "Did anything seem
strange to you?"
3) The subject expresses suspicion in response to the follow
ing post-experimental question: "Did you think that the
experimenter wanted you to do anything in particular in
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this session? If so What?"
^) The subject expresses suspicion in response to the follow
ing post-experimental question:
"Were you uncertain
about anything in this experiment, about anything that
you were supposed to do?" Yes No
"If yes, please state what you were uncertain about."
5) The subject expresses suspicion after both she and the
confederate have returned to the Passages Test, or dur-
ing the Beginnings Test.
6) The subject expresses suspicion after the confederate
says her last stimulus line ("IM like to talk some more
later.").
7) The subject expresses suspicion sometime during the
twenty minute interaction with the confederate, but
before the confederate communicates her last stimulus
1 ine
.
Scale 8D
Suspic ion ^ Intensity During the Twenty Minute Interaction andm Response to Post
-Experimental Questions
The rating on this scale is determined by using the
same four point scale appearing in Scale 8B.
Summary Score SUSPTI
The score on this scale is the sum of the scores re-
ceived on Scale 8C and Scale 8D.
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n
Scale_8E
With TWO Suspicion!Re'?llfQ^L^sTiS^fD^^:?:r^^
The last two suspicion related questions on the post-
experimental questionnaire (1) "niH p^.^+k •yxj u d anything seem strange?"
and (2) "Were you suspicious of the other person?" often
evoked suspicion in the subjects and led them to claim
strong suspicions that were probably not present before they
read the questions. In Scale 8E suspicion intensity is
rated (using the four point scale described in Scale 8B) but
the responses to the two aforementioned post-experimental
questions are not considered in arriving at the score.
Summary Score SUSPTN
The score is determined by summing the subject's score
on Scale 8C and Scale BE.
Scale 8F
The Subject's Own Evaluation of
the Intensity of Her Suspicion
In an oral post-experimental question, the subject was
asked to rate her level of suspicion.
Question: "If you had to rate the intensity of your
suspicion on a scale ranging from one to four, one indi-
cating no suspicion, two indicating slight suspicion, three
indicating moderate suspicion, and four indicating great sus-
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pic ion. how would you summarize the intensitv of-Liioensity your sus-
Picion while interacting with the other girl?"
Scales 9A-9D
(Scales Evaluating the Passages Test)
Scale QA
The total number of passages for which work was done
(adjectives checked or words written).
Scale 9B
The total number of adjectives the subject checked for
all of the passages.
Scale 9C
The total number of words the subject wrote for all of
the passages.
Scale 9D
The total number of passages that were completely
finished by the subject.
Scales lOA-10 0
(The Experimenter's Evaluations of the
Subject's Behavior)
For rating Scales lOA through 10 0, a high score indi-
cates that the subject engaged in that particular behavior to
a high degree. A low score indicates that the subject en-
gaged in that particular behavior to a low degree or not at
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all.
Ratings: 1) The subject did not display this behavior.
2) The subject displayed this behavior a littl
3) The subject displayed this behavior some-
what.
The subject displayed this behavior quite
a lot.
5) The subject displayed this behavior very
much.
Scale lOAi
Scale lOB:
Scale IOC :
Scale lOD:
Scale lOE:
Scale lOF:
Scale lOG:
Scale lOH:
Scale 101:
Scale lOJ:
Scale lOK:
;opic of conversation
;e
; gives sincere empathy or sympathy
; talks about working on the Passages Test
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Scale lOL:
Scale lOM:
Scale ION:
Scale 10 0
S£
.on
pel
icts shy or frightened
Scales llA-llj
(The Confederate's Evaluations of the Subject's Behavior)
Instructions to the confederate: For Scales llA-llG rate the
subject in terms of the following behaviors:
Ratings: 1) did not display this behavior
2) displayed this behavior a little
3) displayed this behavior somewhat
^) displayed this behavior quite a lot
5) displayed this behavior very much
Scale llA:
Scale IIB:
Scale IIC:
Scale IID:
Scale HE:
Scale IIF:
Scale IIG:
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^^^l^J^: "In general was she (the s.h •^T^n ubject) helpful?"
2) somewhat 3)
S^^i^^:
"Did she try to comfort you in t.m erms of how you
were feeling emotionally?" 1) „^
^ d) yes
^2ale_llJ: "If it were a real life situation .do you think
that she would have done a good lob of 1 •su a j making you
feel better?" l) no (not really)
,)cdii ; 2) somewhat
3) yes (definitely)
Rating Of the sub^eefs helpr.Xness. Base, upon
the answers to the above three questions how help-
ful was the subject? 1) very helpful 2) some-
what unhelpful 3) somewhat helpful ^)
.^ry
helpful
Scales 12A-12F
(Scales Evaluating the Beginnings Test)
Scale 12A
The number of words that the subject wrote for part
three of the Beginnings Test is the score for this scale.
Scale 12B
The degree of helpfulness of the subject's response on
part three of the Beginnings Test, is determined.
Ratings: 1) very unhelpful
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2) somewhat unhelpful
3) somewhat helpful
^) very helpful
(See scales IJ-XX
.or types Of
.elp.„x statements.)
Scal e 12C
^he nu..e. or
.eXp.uX statements written
.y tHe s„.,eeton part tnree or t.e Be,innin,s
.est (see Scales I.-XX rltypes or
.exprux statements) is t.e score on this scaXe.
^^im^SLSoore^BEGHS (Beginnings Test HelpfuXness)
The score on this scaXe is the sum of the scores re-
ceived on ScaXes ?A. 73 and ?C.
5»i.l=or^BE^^ (Beginnings Test' Positive Items)
The totaX number of positive statements expressed dur-
ing the entire Beginnings Test is the score on this scaXe
(See SoaXes XJ-XX for types of positive statements.)
§»^-S^5MDLffi (Friendliness towards the Confederate)
The total number of friendly overtures made by the sub-
ject toward the confederate is the score on this scale.
Examples: "Maybe we can pXay tennis Xater." or "Here's
my Phone number, caXX me up tonight and we'XX talk."
Scale 12D
The number of words written for part one of the Begin-
nings Test is the score on this scale.
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Scale_^2E
The number of bite; nfts o information the confederate re-
l^^'-^-
.ear. o.,. X have three e.sters
and I m a junior at the collee;e " Thi. , , .
.....
^ ^^"-^ be scored as
J Dits of information.
Scale 12F
The number of nupc;tir.noq es ons the subject asked the confed-
erate on part one of the Beginnings Te^^t h ^ •^s-Liii xiigb l s IS determined.
APPENDIX
Tables
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TABLE 55
ORIENTATION LEVEL AND TREA^S^n?
CONDITIONS
.
Prosocial Cost of
Orientation Helping
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosocial
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
Anticipation of Meeting
No Meeting Meeting
.300
.400
1. 000
.200
.400
.500
.600
.200
TABLE 56
PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION X COST OF HELPING
INTERACTION EFFECT FOR MOVEMENT
TOWARDS THE CONFEDERATE
Cost of
Low Cost
High Cost
Prosocial Orientation
Helping t ^^ ^ Low High
a -80 ^
ab -20 ^
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TABLE 57
LEVEL AND TREATMENT CONDItIoNS
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosocial
Prosocial Cost of
Orientation Helping
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
Anticipation of Meeting
No Meeting Meeting
9.4
6.8
21.6
19.1
9.4
17.3
28.9
13.2
TABLE 58
AVERAGE NUMBER OF WORDS SPOKEN BY THE SUBJECTS(SCALE 2A) AS A FUNCTION OF PROSOCIATORIENTATION LEVEL AND TREATMENT
CONDITIONS
Prosocial
Orientation
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosocial
Cost of
Helping
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
Anticipation of Meeting
No Meeting
468.7
7^7.3
778.1
477.^
leeting
^36.3
700.9
696.5
665.2
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TABLE 59
PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION X COST OF HELPTNPINTERACTION EFFECT FOR THE NUMBEROF WORDS SPOKEN BY THE SUBJECTS
(SCALE 2A)
w O U \J1.
Helping
Prosocial Orientation
Low High
Low Cost
High Cost
737 b
ab
TABLE 60
AVERAGE NUMBER OF TIMES THE CONFEDERATE
SPOKE (SCALE 2C) AS A FUNCTION
OP PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION
LEVEL AND TREATMENT
CONDITIONS
Prosocial
Orientation
Anticipation of IV eeting
Cost of
Helping No Meeting Meeting
Low Low Cost 20.1 19.?
Prosocial High Cost 23.5 zs'.G
High Low Cost 31.4 3O.8
Prosocial High Cost 20.3 2^!^
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TABLE 61
PROSOCIAL ORIENTATTDN y mom
TIMES THE CONFEDERATE SPOKE(SCALE 2C) .
Cost of
Helping
Low Cost
High Cost
Prosocial Orientatio
Low
20
25
abc
n
High
31
22
ac
TABLE 62
AVERAGE LENGTH OF TIME (IN SFPnixm^ mux,
(SCALE Z+G) AS A FUNCTION OF PROSOPTATORIENTATION LEVEL AND TREATMENT
COPJDITIONS
Prosocial Cost of
Orientation Helping
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosocial
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
Anticipation of Meeting
No Meeting
494
564
615
487
Meeting
489
552
635
567
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TABLE 63
PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION X COST OF KFTptmpINTERACTION EFFECT FOR THE LENG^TIME (IN SECONDS) THE SUBJECTS ANDTHE CONFEDERATE INTERACTED
(SCALE 4g)
Prosocial Orientation
Cost of
Helping
Low High
Low Cost
High Cost
492
^ 625
^
abc 527
TABLE 6^
AVERAGE RATINGS FOR HELPFULNESS IN RESPONSE
TO THE CONFEDERATE'S SECOND STIMULUS CUE(SCALE 5B) AS A FUNCTION OF PROSOCIAL
ORIENTATION LEVEL AND TREATMENT
CONDITIONS
Anticipation of Meeting
Prosocial Cost of ' ~
Orientation Helping No Meeting Meet,
Low Low Cost
.1
Prosocial High Cost 1.2
High Low Cost
Prosocial High Cost
.5
.7 1.0
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TABLE 65
AVERAGE RATINGS FOR HET ppttt atttqq t^t ^r.
TO THE CONFEDERA?E^^?MRS^s?iSL^'^Sf^(SCALE 5C) AS A FUNCTION olpROSOCIALORIENTATION LEVEL AND TREATMENT
CONDITIONS
Anticipation of Meetii
TABLE 66
AVERAGE RATINGS FOR HELPFULNESS IN RESPONSETO THE CONFEDERATE'S FOURTH STIMULUS CUE(SCALE 5D) AS A FUNCTION OF PROSOCIAL
ORIENTATION LEVEL AND TREATMENT
CONDITIONS
Prosocial
Orientation
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosocial
Cost of
Helping
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
Anticipation of Meeting
No Meeting Meeting
.9
.8
1.0
.7
.5
0
1.1
1.3
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TABLE 67
""SI^^^N^
^=J??o;^ --,^^--0. 0.
HELPFULNESS IN RESPON^f
THE CONEEDERAT^s'foURtS
STIMULUS CUE (SCALE 5D)
Anticipation of
Meeting
No Meeting
Meeting
Prosocial Orientati on
Low
85
.25
High
ab .85
1.20
ab
TABLE 68
(bCALE 5E) AS A FUNCTION OF PROSOCTAtORIENTATION LEVEL AND TREAtSeSt
CONDITIONS
Prosocial
Orientation
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosocial
Cost of
Helping
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
Anticipation of Meeting
No Meeting
.5
1.0
1.0
Meeting
-.3
1.6
1.1
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TABLE 69
AVERAGE RATINGS FOR HELPFULNESS IN RESPONSE
(sJ5?tfT^^!?T;' seventh ST^ULUs'cufSCALE 5G) AS A FUNCTION OF PROSOCIALORIENTATION LEVEL AND TREATMENT
CONDITIONS
Prosocial
Orientation
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosocial
Cost of
Helping
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
Anticipation of Meeting
No Meeting
0
.3
1.0
.4
teeting
.5
-.3
.5
TABLE 70
AVERAGE SUMMARY SCORES (SCALE 5H) AS A
FUNCTION OF PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION
LEVEL AND TREATMENT CONDITIONS
Anticipation of Meeting
Prosocial Cost of ~ ~~
Orientation Helping No Meeting Meeti
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosocial
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
2.5
3.8
2.2
2.4
5.9
4.9
6.5
5.8
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TABLE 71
AVERAGE SUMMARY SCORES (CAPFl- hft pptttCONTENT RELATING TO THE rnqprrS^TS™ VERBAL
CONFEDERATE . SBrLk-^) 'IfOF PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION LEVEL MdTREATMENT CONDITIONS
Prosocial Cost of
Helping
Anticipation of Meeting
Orientation No Meeting Meeting
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosocial
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
9-7
12.4
27.1
12.3
9.9
17.7
20.6
15.5
TABLE 72
'
PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION X COST OF HELPINP
INTERACTION EFFECT FOR SUMMARY SCORE
CAPFl (HELPFUL VERBAL CONTENT
RELATING TO THE DISCUSSION
OF THE CONFEDERATE'S
BREAK-UP)
Prosocial Orientation
Cost of
Helping
Low Cost
High Cost
Low High
9.80
15.05
23.85
13.90
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TABLE 73
AVERAGE SUMMARY SCORES (CAPP2- EXPRF^qmN^
FUTURE) AS A FUNCTION OF PROSOCTATORIENTATION LEVEL AND TREATMENT
CONDITIONS
Prosocial
Orientation
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosocial
Cost of
Helping
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
Anticipation of Meeting
No Meeting
7.6
8.6
22.7
10.0
Meeting
8.3
12.9
16.0
10.4
TABLE 7^
PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION X COST OF HELPING
INTERACTION EFFECT FOR SUMMARY SCORE
CAPF2 (EXPRESSIONS OF OPTIMISM
CONCERNING THE CONFEDERATE'S
FUTURE
)
Prosocial Orientation
Cost of
^^elping High
Low Cost 7.95 13 35
High Cost 10.75 10.20
a a
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TABLE 75
LEVEL AND TREATMENT CONDITIONS
Prosocial Cost of
Orientation Helping
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosocial
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
Anticipation of Meeti
No Meeting
.90
1.20
1.20
.70
ng
Meeting
.70
.30
1.60
.80
TABLE 76
PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION X ANTICIPATION OPMEETING INTERACTION EFFECT FOR SUMMARYSCORE CAPF3 (SYMPATHY AND SUPPORT FORTHE CONFEDERATE'S OPEN MANNER)
Prosocial Orientation
Anticipation of
^^^'^i^g Low High
No Meeting 1,05
. 9S
Meeting
.30 ^^20
,
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TABLE 77
AVERAGE SUMMARY SCORES (CAPF2. OPTTMiq^PTrSTATEMENTS. AFTER THE CONFEDERATE'S ^^s^STIMULUS CUE) AS A FUNCTION OF PROSOCmIORIENTATION LEVEL AND TREATMENT
CONDITIONS
Prosocial
Orientation
Cost of
Helping
Anticipation of Meeting
No Meeting Meeting
Low
Prosocial
Low Cost
High Cost
.50
1.60
1.70
1.20
High
Prosocial
Low Cost
High Cost
.20
1.50
.40
2 . 00
TABLE 78
AVERAGE SUMMARY SCORES (CATNI: TOTAL FREQUENCY
OF NEGATIVE VERGAL STATEMENTS, AFTER THE
CONFEDERATE'S LAST STIMULUS CUE) AS A
FUNCTION OF PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION
LEVEL AND TREATMENT CONDITIONS
Anticipation of Meeting
Prosocial
Orientation
Cost of
Helping No Meeting Meeting
Low
Prosocial
Low Cost
High Cost
.2
.9
1.7
3.^
High
Prosocial
Low Cost
High Cost
0
.3
.3
.9
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TABLE 79
SCORE CATNI (^OTAT ^^MMARY
NEGATIVE^V^^^IfS?a'SStSAFTER THE LAST STiSSs'
CUE)
Anticipation of
Meeting
No Meeting
Meeting
Prosocial Orientati on
Low
.055
2.550
High
•15
.60
TABLE 80
AVERAGE SUMMARY SCORES ( CANES- DIVFRSTomc: t^domTHE CONFEDERATE'S TOpfc OF COMERS Ai?nM aSS™ATTEMPTS TO RETURN TO THE Sge™t
cSe ) "^s ^A^^^S^r • ^ last'stimSlus
'
CUE) AS FUNCTION OF PROSOCIAL
ORIENTATION LEVEL AND
TREATMENT CONDITIONS
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosocial
Prosocial Cost of
Orientation Helping
Anticipation of Meeting
No Meeting Meeting
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
.1
• 5
.1
.4
.6
0
.6
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TABLE 81
AVERAGE SUMMARY SCORES fPANP^ vT^r.^«
TO RETURN TO THE PASSArFS^^^.^^^^ ATTEMPTS
CONFEDERATE SLAsfsSfcUEflfA™FUNCTION OF PROSOCIAHRi&toN^
LEVEL AND TREATMENT CONDITIONS
Prosocial
Orientation
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosocial
Cost of
Helping No Meeting
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
,1
,6
0
2
Anticipation of Meeting
Meeting
.8
.8
.2
• 3
TABLE 82
AVERAGE SUMMARY SCORES (CANRPT: VERBAL ATTFMP^qTO RETURN TO THE PASSAGES TEST AFTFR SCONFEDERATE'S LAST STIMULUS CUE) AS AFUNCTION OF PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION
LEVEL AND TREATMENT CONDITIONS
Prosocial Cost of
Orientation Helping
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosocial
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
Anticipation of Meeting
No Meeting
.1
.6
0
leeting
.8
1.0
.2
.3
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TABLE 83
CONVERSATION)'™ I"^UNcTofSf^R^°^,™rORIENTATION AND TREATMim CONM^iSnS
Anticipation of Meeti]
TABLE 84
AVERAGE RATINGS FOR SCALE 7C (HOW SOON THE SURTEPtc^COMMITTED THEMSELVES TO A DEFINITE t™nD P^AGETO MEET WITH THE CONFEDERATE) AS A FimCT^ON OFPROSOCIAL ORIENTATION LEVEL AND
TREATMENT CONDITIONS
Prosocial
Orientation
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosocial
Cost of
Helping
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
Anticipation of Meeting
No Meeting [eeting
1.0
1.7
2.5
1.6
1.2
1.1
2.0
1.5
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TABLE 85
''''ST^'jrs'^IL'^'c ^ ZnT™ INTERACTIONCOMMITTED ^^MSE^L^V^fT'o^A'^SE^fNIT^E^'^S?^AND PLACE TO MEET WITH THE
CONFEDERATE
)
Cost of
Helping
Low Cost
High Cost
Prosocial Orientation
Low High
^'^
ab 1.55
TABLE 86
AVERAGE SUMMARY SCORES (SCMAC: THE SUBJECTSATTITUDE TOWARD FURTHER CONVERSATION w?raTHE CONFEDERATE) AS A FUNCTION OF
PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION LEVEL
Prosocial
Orientation
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosocial
Cost of
Helping
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
Anticipation of Meeting
No Meeting Meeting
6.6
8.0
12.1
9.3
7.5
6.5
10.4
8.6
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TABLE 8?
w ^ . w j_ j_ \^ J.N \JX' t
ORIENTATION LEVEL AND
TREATMENT CONDITIONS
Prosocial Cost of
Low Low Cost
Anticipation of Meeting
Orientation Helping No Meeting leeting
2.8Prosocial High Cost 2*1 ^'5
2
.
6
^^igh Low Cost 2 0Prosocial High Cost 2!8 I'l
TABLE 88
AVERAGE NUMBER OF PASSAGES FOR WHICH SOMEWORK WAS DONE (SCALE 9A ) AS A FUNCTION
OF PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION LEVEL AND
TREATMENT CONDITIONS
Prosocial
Orientation
Cost of
Helping
Anticipation of Meeting
No Meeting Meeting
Low
Prosocial
Low Cost
High Cost
3.2
2.6
3.0
2.9
High
Prosocial
Low Cost
High Cost
2.5
3.0
2.1
3.0
340
Cost of
Helping
TABLE 89
PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION X COST nw mt?tt.tkto
PASSAGES F^O^ffllCH^SOME^WORK WAS
Prosocial Orientation
Low High
Low Cost
3.10
^ 2.30 ^High Cost
_
°
^•^^
ab 3.00
^
TABLE 90
AVERAGE RATINGS FOR THE SUBJECTS' TENDENCY TOEXPRESS POLITE SYMPATHY (AS JUDGED B^ tLEXPERIMENTER) AS A FUNCTION OF
PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION AND
TREATMENT CONDITIONS
Prosocial
Orientation
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosocial
Cost of
Helping
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
Anticipation of Meeting
No Meeting
1.667 {n=3)
1.667 (n=3)
3.250 (n=4)
2.500 (n=4)
leeting
1.500 (n=4)
2.000 (n=4)
2.333 (n=3)
2.200 (n=5)
3^1
TABLE 91
AND TREATMENT CONDITIONS
Anticipation of Meeting
leeting
Prosocial Cost of
Orientation Helping No Meeting
Low Cost 2.6 (n-^)Prosocial High Cost 0 (n=0) [^Zl]
^ig^ Low Cost 3.2 (r^=tl)Prosocial High Cost 3.3 n=3 ^?
^ J. 3 (n=6}
TABLE 92
PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION X COST OF HELPING INTFRAPTinmEFFECT FOR THE SUBJECTS' TENDENCT T^'^GlJrADVICE(AS JUDGED BY THE EXPERIMENTER)
Prosocial Orientation
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TABLE 93
""^^^^^^^ TO CALM
AS A FUNCTION OrPR^^S^^^^^H E^^NT^^oS'Sf ^AND TREATMENT CONDITIONS
Prosocial
Orientation
Cost of
Helping No
Anticipation of Meeting
leeting leeting
TABLE 94
AVERAGE RATINGS FOR THE SUBJECTS' TENDENCY TO ASKTHE CONFEDERATE QUESTIONS (AS JUDGED BYEXPERIMENTER) AS A FUNCTION OF PROSOCIAL
ORIENTATION LEVEL AND TREATMENT
CONDITIONS
Prosocial
Orientation
Anticipation of Meeting
Cost of
Helping No Meeting leetim
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosocial
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
2 .30
0 |n=oj 2.00 (n=5)3.00 (n=3)
4.00 (n=6)
3.00 (n-5)
3.33
2.40
(n-3)
(n=5)
3^3
TABLE 95
ORIENTATION X COST OF HELPING INTERACTIONEFFECT FOR THE SUBJECTS' TENDENCY TO ASK tSfCONFEDERATE QUESTIONS (AS JUDGED BY tI^E
EXPERIMENTER)
Prosocial Orientation
Cost of
Helping t ^^ ^ Low High
Low Cost QIC ^
^.15
^ 3.66
^
High cost 3.00 2.70
TABLE 96
AVERAGE RATINGS FOR THE SUBJECTS' TENDENCY TO RELATE
PERSONAL EXPERIENCES TO THE CONFEDERATE (AS JUDGED
BY THE EXPERIMENTER) AS A FUNCTION OF PROSOCIAL
ORIENTATION LEVEL AND TREATMENT CONDITIONS
Anticipation of Meeting
Prosocial Cost of
Orientation Helping No Meeting Meeting
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosocial
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
1.250 (n='^)
2.000 (n=3)
1.667 (n=6)
1.800 (n=5)
3.330
2.660
(n=3)
(n=3)
1.660
2.000
(n=3)
(n-5)
TABLE 97
PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION X ANTTPT-DAmr^M r.^
INTERACTION EFPEC^^FOR tJS'sJbJECTS^ ^^ENDEN^fTO RELATE PERSONAL EXPERIENCES TO ?^CONFEDERATE (AS JUDGED BY T^
EXPERIMENTER)
Prosocial Orientation
TABLE 98
AVERAGE RATINGS FOR THE SUBJECTS' TENDENCY TO FYPrfc;^SINCERE EMPATHY (AS JUDGED BY THE SIm^NTER)AS A FUNCTION OF PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION LEVELS
AND TREATMENT CONDITIONS
Prosocial
Orientation
Cost of
Helping
Anticipation of Meeting
No Meeting Meeting
Low
Prosocial
Low Cost
High Cost
2.000 (n=3)
1.000 (n=l)
1.250 (n=4)
2.500 (n=^)
High
Prosocial
Low Cost
High Cost
2.66? (n=6)
3.000 (n=5)
3.250 (n=^)
2.000 (n=3)
3^5
TABLE 99
AVERAGE RATINGS FOR THE SUBJEPTS' twt^^t at. .,t.
(AS JUDGED BY Tlffi S;pERI^S?Ir)^AS A ^UNCT^orn^'PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION LEVEL AND ^rIatS^ot"
CONDITIONS
Prosocial
Orientation
Cost of
Helping
Anticipation of Meeting
No Meeting Meeting
Low
Prosocial
Low Cost
High Cost
2.333
4. 000
2 . 000
1.500
High
Prosocial
Low Cost
High Cost
2. 000
2.250
1.600
1.800
TABLE 100
AVERAGE RATINGS FOR THE SUBJECTS' TENDENCY TO
"FIDDLE WITH HER PEN" ([NERVOUSNESS] AS JUDGED
BY THE EXPERIMENTER) AS A FUNCTION OF
PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION LEVEL AND
TREATMENT CONDITIONS
Prosocial
Orientation
Cost of
Helping
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosocial
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
Anticipation of Meeting
No Meeting leeting
2.333 (n=3)
3.000 (n=2)
3.000 (n=l)
3.000 (n=2)
2.000 (n=3)
1.400 (n=5)
2.000 (n=5)
1.667 (n=3)
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TABLE 101
AVERAGE RATINGS FOR THE SUBJECTS' TFVPtSYMPATHY AND EMPATHY (AS JUDGED Ix TmCONFEDERATE) AS A FUNCTION OFPROSOCIAL ORIENTATION LEVELAND TREATMENT CONDITIONS
Prosocial
Orientation
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosocial
Cost of
Helping
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
Anticipation of Meeting
No leeting Meeting
2.875 (n=8)
3.111 (n=9)
4.000 (n=9)
3.100 (n=10)
2.000 (n-9)
2.286 (n=7)
4.375 (n=8)
2.900 (n=10)
TABLE 102
PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION X COST OF HELPING
INTERACTION EFFECT FOR THE SUBJECTS'
LEVEL OF SYMPATHY AND EMPATHY (AS
JUDGED BY THE CONFEDERATE)
Cost of
Helping
Prosocial
Low
Orientation
High
Low Cost
High Cost
2.438
a
2.699
^
4.188
.b
3.000
a
3^7
TABLE 103
PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION X ANTTPTPAmrnM nr.INTERACTION EFFECT FOR THE sU^T^^S^.°f.'^^^^^GSYMPATHY AND EMPATHY^ Us'J^^L'S';/?);^^
CONFEDERATE)
,
Prosocial Orientation
Anticipation of ^—
.
Meeting
^
Low High
No Meeting
2.993
^ 3.550 ,
Meeting
2.1^3
, 3.637
^
TABLE lO'^
AVERAGE RATINGS FOR THE SUBJECTS' LEVEL OFNERVOUSNESS (AS JUDGED BY THE CONFEDERATE)AS A FUNCTION OF PROSOCIAL ORIENTATIONLEVEL AND TREATiVEENT CONDITIONS
Prosocial Cost of
Orientation Helping
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosocial
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
No Meeting
2.500
1.667
2. 000
1.800
Anticipation of Meeting
leeting
2.4^^^
1.286
1.500
1.700
3^8
Cost of
Helping
Low Cost
High Cost
TABLE 105
PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION X COST OF HFTptmpINTERACTION EFFECT FOR THE sSbj^^t^^^LEVEL OF NERVOUSNESS. IfjUDGED
THE CONFEDERATE
Prosocial Orientation
Low
2.^72
1.500
High
1.765
1.765
TABLE 106
AVERAGE RATINGS FOR THE SUBJECTS' LEVEL OFFRIENDLINESS (AS JUDGED BY THE C0NFEDERA?E)AS A FUNCTION OF PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION
LEVEL AND TREATMENT CONDITIONS
Prosocial
Orientation
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosocial
Cost of
Helping
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
Anticipation of Meeting
No Meeting Meeting
3.375 (n=8)
3.333 (n=9)
3.333 (n=9)
3.200 (n=10)
2.1^1^1^ (n=9)
2.71^ (n=7)
^.375 (n=8)
3-000 (n=10)
3^9
TABLE 107
OF FRIENDLINESS (AS JUDGED sfTH^
"^
CONFEDERATE)
Prosocial Orientation
Anticipation of —
Meeting
Low High
No Meeting
3-3^^ 3.200
Meeting
2.550 3.610
1^ a
TABLE 108
AVERAGE RATINGS FOR THE SUBJECTS' LEVEL OF SHYNESS(AS JUDGED BY THE CONFEDERATE) AS A FUNCTiSn^PPROSOCIAL ORIENTATION LEVEL AND TREaSn?
CONDITIONS
Prosocial
Orientation
Cost of
Helping
Anticipation of Meeting
No Meeting Meeting
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosocial
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
2.375 {n=8)
1.889 (n=9)
1.^4^ (n=9)
1.700 (n=10)
2.
1.
1.
1.
556 (n=9)
857 (n=7)
500 (n=8)
700 (n=10)
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TABLE 109
AVERAGE RATINGS FOR THE SIIRTFrT-Q . t^.^^.
AND OPENNESS (AS^S^ED^By'tS^ CONFEDERATEA FUNCTION OF PROSOCIAL oS?ES?mON LEVEL^'AND TREATMENT CONDITIONS
Prosocial Cost of
Anticipation of Meeting
Orientation Helping No Meeting leeting
'^^^ i^ow Cost 2.500 (n=8) o rProsocial High Cost J.Lt ln=9) Htl ['^^^]
^^^^ Cost 3.^1-4^ (n = Q) o / ONprosocial High Cost i.7ot [Vll) Itl'o ['^11)
TABLE 110
PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION X COST OF HELPING INTERACTIONEFFECT FOR THE SUBJECTS' LEVEL OF HONESTY ANDOPENNESS (AS JUDGED BY THE CONFEDERATE)
Prosocial Orientation
Cost of — —
^^^Ving Low High
Low Cost 9 i^Qo
^•5ob
^ j'j^y
^
High Cost 3.000
3.529
ah 2.750
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TABLE 111
AVERAGE RATINGS FOR SCALE UK (THE Simwc'V^HELPFULNESS AS JUDGED BY THE CONFEdIratf^AS A FUNCTION OF PROSOCIAL OrS™LEVEL AND TREATMENT CONDITIONS
Prosocial Cost of
Orientation Helping No Meeting
Anticipation of Meeting
Meeting
Cost 1.875 (n=8) i qqo r ^^Prosocial High Co.t zAl (n=9) i.^^ \^^^]
^^^^ Cost 2.750 (n=8) q o^ta / onprosocial High Cost 2.2^^0 ^=11) [^^^^
TABLE 112
PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION X COST OF HELPING INTERACTIONEFFECT FOR SCALE IIK (THE SUBJECTS' HELPFULNESS
AS JUDGED BY THE CONFEDERATE)
Prosocial Orientation
Cost of
Helping Low High
Low Cost
High Cost
1.882
a
2.000
a
3.000 ^b
2.100
a
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TABLE 113
AVERAGE RATINGS FOR SUSPICION TIMING (SCATF RA)AS A FUNCTION OF PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION LEVFT^AND TREATMENT CONDITIONS
Prosocial
Orientation
Cost of
Helping
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosocial
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
Anticipation of Meeting
No Meeting leeting
.600
0
.800
0
.500
.600
.200
.100
TABLE im-
COST OF HELPING X ANTICIPATION- OF MEETING
INTERACTION EFFECT FOR SUSPICION
TIMING (SCALE 8A
)
Cost of Helping
Anticipation of —
^^^^^rig Low High
No Meeting
'"^^^
a
*
b
Meeting
.35O .35O
353
TABLE 115
^IfpA?^ utV^"^^ SUSPICION INTENSITY(SCALE 8B) AS A FUNCTION OF PROSOCtJtORIENTATION LEVEL AND TReI^mSt
CONDITIONS •
Prosocial Cost of
Orientation Helping No Meeting
Anticipation of Meeting
Meeting
TABLE 116
PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION X ANTICIPATION OP MFPTTmp
INTERACTION EFFECT FOR SUSPICION"n^TY(SCALE 8B)
Prosocial Orientation
Anticipation of
Meeting Low High
No Meeting 1,20 , 1.25ab ab
Meeting
^
354
TABLE 117
COST OF HELPING X ANTICIPATION OF MFF^ir^nINTERACTION EFFECT FOR sSsPIcZ
^""^
INTENSITY (SCALE 8B)
Cost of Helping
Anticipation of
_____
Meeting
Low High
No Meeting
, , ^
Meeting ^
a 1-50
^
TABLE 118
PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION X ANTICIPATION OFMEETING INTERACTION EFFECT FOR' SUSPICION
SUMMARY SCORE SCSTC
Prosocial Orientation
Anticipation of
Meeting Low High
No Meeting
ab
Meeting 2.10 1.10
^a b
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TABLE 119
AVERAGE RATINGS FOR SUSPICION TIMING (SCATF f^r)AS A FUNCTION OF PROSOCIAL ORIENTATIONLEVEL AND TREATMENT CONDITIONS
Anticipation of Meeting
Prosocial
Orientation
Cost of
Helping No Meeting Meeting
Low
Prosocial
Low Cost
High Cost
3.5
1.5
^-.6
High
Prosocial
Low Cost
High Cost 1.6
2.1
2.1
TABLE 12 0
COST OF HELPING X ANTICIPATION OF MEETING
INTERACTION EFFECT FOR SUSPICION
TIMING (SCALE 8C)
Cost of Helping
Anticipation of
'^^^i^g Low High
No Meeting 09^ Pj.y:? ad ^-^^ be
Meeting i
-Lo:?
c ^'^^ bd
356
TABLE 121
t^PAif«nf ^^^^ SUSPICION INTENSITY(SCALE 8D) AS A FUNCTION OF PROSOPTAtORIENTATION LEVEL AND TR^M^^
CONDITIONS
,
Prosocial
Orientation
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosocial
Cost of
Helping
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
Anticipation of Meeting
No Meeting Meeting
2.0
1.6
2.2
1.7
1.8
2.6
2.1
2.3
TABLE 122
COST OF HELPING X ANTICIPATION OF MEETINGINTERACTION EFFECT FOR SUSPICION
INTENSITY (SCALE 8D)
Cost of Helping
Anticipation of —
Meeting
Low High
No Meeting 2.10 , 1.95ab "-'^^ ah
Meeting
,,^3 2. 45 ,
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TABLE 123
AVERAGE SUMMARY SCORES (SUSPTI- SIISPTPTni\T\\™CTION OF PROsiciAL ORIeSi'oN^LEVEL AND TREATMENT CONDITIONS
Prosocial Cost of
Anticipation of Meeting
Orientation Helping No Meeting leeting
Low Low Cost 5 . ^Prosocial High Cost z,^ ^'^7.1
^^igh Low Cost 62
Prosocial High Cost 2." 8 4 1
TABLE 12^
COST OF HELPING X ANTICIPATION OF MEETING
INTERACTION EFFECT FOR SUSPICION
SUMMARY SCORE SUSPTI
Anticipation of
Meeting
Cost of Helping
Low High
No Meeting
Meeting 3-9 ab
2.8
^
a
358
TABLE 125
""IsrA?? R^^'!?f SUSPICION INTENSITY(SC LE BE) AS A FUNCTION OP PRninPTArORIENTATION LEVEL AnS ^La^S^nT
^
CONDITIONS •
Prosocial Cost of
Orientation Helping no Meeting
Anticipation of Meetmg
Meeting
Low Cost 1 QProsocial High Cost T'? l-^
2.5
^igh Low Cost -1 Q
Prosocial High Cost t"? 1-7
2.0
TABLE 126
COST OF HELPING X ANTICIPATION OF MEETINGINTERACTION EFFECT FOR SUSPICION
INTENSITY (SCALE 8E
)
Cost of Helping
Anticipation of
Meeting
Low High
No Meeting
Meeting
1.65 2.25
c
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TABLE 127
AND TREATMENT CONDITIONS
Prosocial Cost of
Orientation Helping
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosocial
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
Anticipation of Meetim
No Meeting
5.^
2.8
6.2
2.8
Meetmg
^. 0
7.1
3.8
4.1
TABLE 128
COST OF HELPING X ANTICIPATI ON
' OF MEETTNCINTERACTION EFFECT FOR SUSPICION
™^
SUMMARY SCORE SUSPTN
Cost of Helping
Anticipation of
Meeting
Low High
No Meeting
^ o
a 2.8 ^
Meeting
ab 5.6 a
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TABLE 129
^I^rA?P «^^^^^^ SUSPICION INTENSITY(SCALE 8F) AS A FUNCTION OF PROSOCtJtORIENTATION LEVEL AND TREATm1S5
CONDITIONS
Prosocial
Orientation
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosocial
Cost of
Helping
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
Anticipation of Meeting
No Meeting leeting
2.375 (n=8)
1.250 (n=8)
2.571 (n=7)
1.571 (n=7)
1.800 (n=10)
2.778 (n=7)
2.500 (n=8)
2.600 (n=10)
TABLE 130
COST OF HELPING X ANTICIPATION OF MEETING
INTERACTION EFFECT FOR SUSPICION
INTENSITY (SCALE 8F)
Cost of Helping
Anticipation of
leeting^ Low High
^° ^^^"ting 2.1^66 1.399
^^^^i^g 2.111 ^ 2.68/1
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TABLE 131
AVERAGE NUMBER OP yVORDS WRITTEN ON PART THREEOF THE BEGINNINGS TEST (SCALE 12A) AS AFUNCTION OF PROSOCIAL ORIENTATIONLEVEL AND TREATMENT CONDITIONS
Prosocial
Orientation
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosocial
Cost of
Helping
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
Anticipation of Meeting
No Meeting leeting
57.8
77.5
70.0
63.^
58.7
61.6
5^.0
53.9
TABLE 132
AVERAGE RATINGS FOR HELPFULNESS ON PART THREE
OF THE BEGINNINGS TEST (SCALE 12B) AS A
FUNCTION OF PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION
LEVEL AND TREATMENT CONDITIONS
Anticipation of Meeting
Prosocial Cost of ~
Orientation Helping No Meeting Meeting
Low Low Cost 2.6 2.1
Prosocial High Cost 2.5 2 .'
9
High Low Cost 3.O 2.7
Prosocial High Cost 3.I 2^7
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TABLE 133
AVERAGE NUMBER OF HELPFUL STATEMENTS WRTTTFlxrON PART THREE OF THE BEGINnSs'tES^''""(SCALE 120) AS A FUNCTION OF
PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION LEVEL
AND TREATMENT CONDITIONS
Prosocial Cost of
Low Low Cost
High Low Cost
Anticipation of Meeting
Orientation Helping No Meeting
Prosocial High Cost 3.3
Prosocial High Cost /+.0
leeting
2-5 1.6
3.1
3-8 2.9
3.4
TABLE 134
AVERAGE SUMMARY SCORES (BEGHS: BEGINNINGS TEST)
AS A FUNCTION OF PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION LEVEL
AND TREATMENT CONDITIONS
Anticipation of Meeting
Prosocial Cost of "
Orientation Helping No Meeting Meeti
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosocial
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
5.1
6.8
7.1
3.7
6.0
5.6
6.1
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TABLE 135
AVERAGE NUMBER OF QUESTIONS ASKED BY THE SURTFPTc;ON PART ONE OF THE BEGINNINGS TEST (SCAT F ^PvfAS A FUNCTION OF PROSOCIAL OrLnTATION
^
LEVEL AND TREATMENT CONDITIONS
Prosocial Cost of
Orientation Helping
Anticipation of Meeting
No Meeting leeting
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosocial
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
.7
.7
1.1
.6
.2
.1
.3
.3
TABLE 136
AVERAGE SUMMARY SCORES (FRDLYC: BEGINNINGS
TEST) AS A FUNCTION OF PROSOCIAL
ORIENTATION LEVEL AND TREATMENT
CONDITIONS
Anticipation of Meeting
Prosocial Cost of
Orientation Helping No Meeting leetim
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosocial
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
.3
.1
.1
0
.1
.5
0
.1
36^-
TABLE 137
AVERAGE SUMMARY SCORES (BEGP: BEGINNINGS TEST)AS A FUNCTION OF PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION
LEVEL AND TREATMENT CONDITIONS
Prosocial
Orientation
Cost of
Helping
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosocial
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
No Meeting
.5
.6
.2
.7
Anticipation of Meeting
leeting
.3
.2
.3
.2
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TABLE 138
POST-EXPERIMENTAL QUESTIONNAIRE- MANTPITT ArPTomCHECKS FOR THE COST OF HELpiN^VAmE
The Mean response and Standard Deviation for each question
Mean S.D.
1. How interested are you in receiving the 4 10 i inpersonality profile? -^'^^
1 2 3 J[j, 5
r
/^"^
.
Very
Interested Interested
2. Did you think of the personality profile 12^ Ilt
at any time while taking any of the tests'?
'
l=No 2=Yes
3. How important do you think the tests of 3. 80 1 oqthe second testing session are in genera-
'
ting the personality profile?
1 2 3 Zj. 5
Not Very
Important Important
^. How important is the Passages Test in 3.32 1 09generating the personality profile?
1 2 ^ k 3
Not Very
Important Important
5. If you left out questions (or if you were 4.10 1.59
to have left out questions) on any of the
tests did you think that it would affect
getting a meaningful and complete person-
ality profile?1234
Not at all Maybe
affect it affect it567
Affect it
very much
366
TABLE 138— Continued
Mean S.D.
6. How important or unimportant was it 3 go rfor you to do well on the Passages ^'^^ ^'^^Test? (all subjects asked)
1
Not
r
''^'^^
.
NeutralImportant
5 7
Very
Important
7. How important was it for you to com- 3 67 i 99plete the Passages Test? (all subjects
were asked)
1
^ NeutralImportant567
Very
Important
8. How important was it for the Experi- 3 50 2 09menter that you complete the test?
(all subjects asked)12 3. Z|
Not Neutral
Important567
Very
Important
TABLE 138--Continued
9. According to the Experimenter's in-structions would not finishing thePassages Test affect your gettin^^personality profile?
x mg a
1 2 ? ;
Would not ^ \
affect it
affect it
5 7
Definitely
affect it
10. Did you think that talking with the
""^^^"^J^^^on might somehow interfere
with the formulation of a completepersonality profile?
1 2 3
^°
,
Maybe
5 6 7
Yes
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TABLE 139
AS A FUNCTION OF PROsS^iIl OR^ENTmON
'
LEVEL AND TREATMENT CONDITIONS
Prosocial
Orientation
Cost of
Helping
Anticipation of Meeti
No Meeting
ng
leeting
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosocial
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
3.3
3.0
5.3
4.0
3.5
3.7
4.0
TABLE 140
COST OF HELPING X ANTICIPATION OF MEETING INTERACTIONEFFECT FOR RESPONSES TO THE FOLLoiilNG POST-
EXPERIMENTAL QUESTION: "HOw/ IMPORTANT
OR UNIMPORTANT m/AS IT FOR YOU
TO DO WELL ON THE PASSAGES
TEST?"
Cost of Helping
Anticipation of
Meeting Low High
No Meeting
Meeting
3.15
3.60
ab
4.85
3.75
369
TABLE 14.1
AVERAGE RESPONSES TO THE FOLLOlA/ING POST-EXPERTIWNt atQUESTION: "HOW IMPORTANT OR UNIMPORTAN^^AS^fFOR THE EXPERIMENTER THAT YOU COMPLETE THEPASSAGES TEST?", AS A FUNCTION OF
PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION LEVEL
AND TREATMENT CONDITIONS
Prosocial
Orientation
Cost of
Helping
Anticipation of Meeting
No Meeting Meeting
Low
Prosocial
Low Cost
High Cost
3.?
4.6
2.1
^.5
High
Prosocial
Low Cost
High Cost
2.4
4.6
2.4
3.9
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TABLE 142
The Mean response and Standard Deviation for each question
Mean S.D.
1. Do you remember who you'll be working lwith during the third session'? (all
subjects asked)
l=No (or an incorrect answer)
2-Yes (correct answer)
2. How do you feel about meeting with this i|..83 i U<person? (all subjects asked) ^
1 2 J
"^^lY , Neutral
negatively
5 6 7
Very
positively
3. Did you think about the third session at I.13 34any time while taking any of the tests?
l=No (all subjects asked)
2=Yes
^. Did you totally forget about the third l.io 30
session?
l=No (all subjects asked)
2=Yes
5. Did knowing that you would meet with the I.95 1.58
other person affect your behavior towards
her in anyway? and at any time? (only
meeting conditions)123/1,
No Maybe567
Yes
TABLE 1^2— Continued
6. In responding to the other person didyou have in mind that you would have to
see her again? (all subjects asked)
1
N° Maybe
5 6 7
Yes
7. If you answered ^, 5, 6 or 7 to the pre-
vious question did the knowledge of hav-ing to see her again affect your reaction
to her?
l=No
2=Yes
372
TABLE 1^3
ORIENTATION LEVEL AND TREATMENT COND^^^oSs
Prosocial
Orientation
Cost of
Helping No Meeting
Anticipation of Meeting
leeting
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosocial
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
2.375
3.000
3.571
2.875
4.100
3.900
3.300
4.200
TABLE 144
AVERAGE RESPONSES TO THE FOLLOWING POST
-EXPERIMENTALQUESTION: "DID YOU THINK ABOUT THE THIRD SESSIONAT ANY TIME WHILE TAKING ANY OF THE TESTS'?"
AS A FUNCTION OF PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION'
'
LEVEL AND TREATMENT CONDITIONS
Prosocial
Orientation
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosocial
Cost of
Helping
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
Anticipation of Meeting
No Meeting
1.2
1.1
1.3
1.0
leeting
1.0
1.0
1.2
1.3
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TABLE m-S
PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION X ANTTrTPAmrrMM
INTERACTION EFFECT FofRESPONSES ?oFOLLOWING POST-EXPERIM^S^AL QUES?io5
'DID YOU THINK ABOUT THE THIRDSESSION AT ANY TIME WHILE
TAKING ANY OF THE
TESTS?"
Prosocial Orientation
Anticipation of
Meeting
Low High
No Meeting
ab
1-15 1.15
a -^13
TABLE 146
AVERAGE RESPONSES TO THE FOLLOWING POST
-EXPERIMENT ATQUESTION: "HOW DID THE OTHER PERSON APPEAR TO^SSSELFISH-GIVING?", AS A FUNCTION OF PROSOCIALORIENTATION LEVEL AND TREATMENT CONDITIONS
Prosocial Cost of
Orientation Helping
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosocial
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
Anticipation of Meeting
No Meeting leeting
5.1
5.7
6.1
5.1
4.8
4.6
5.^
4.8
374
TABLE 147
PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION X POST np uj^tt^t^.^
EFFECT FOR RESPONSES 'fo T^ foLLOHNG^POsf"
™
EXPERIMENTAL QUESTION: "TO DID S°o?S^r-PERSON APPEAR TO YOU, SELPIsif
GIVING?"
Prosocial Orientation
Cost of
Helping
Low High
Low Cost
•^.95
^ 5.75 t
'+.95
,
High Cost
5-15 ab
TABLE 148
AVERAGE RESPONSES TO THE FOLLOWING POST-
EXPERIMENTAL QUESTION: "HOW DID THE
OTHER PERSON APPEAR TO YOU
CAREFREE
-WORRIED?
" , AS A
FUNCTION OF PROSOCIAL
ORIENTATION LEVEL AND
TREATMENT CONDITIONS
Anticipation of Meeting
Prosocial
Orientation
Cost of
Helping No Meeting leeting
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosocial
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
5.6
6.1
6.0
6.2
5.5
5.9
6.5
6.2
375
TABLE
AVERAGE RESPONSES TO THE FOLLOWING POST-EXPFRTWivrrp atQUESTION: "HOW DID THE OTHER PERSON APP™o^SSINTELLIGENT
-UNINTELLIGENT?", AS A FUNCTION ^FPROSOCIAL ORIENTATION LEVEL AND TREATMENT
CONDITIONS
Prosocial
Orientation
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosocial
Cost of
Helping
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
Anticipation of Meeting
No Meeting
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.3
leeting
3.7
3.1
2.4
2.5
TABLE 150
PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION X ANTICIPATION OF MEETING
INTERACTION EFFECT FOR RESPONSES TO THE
FOLLOWING POST-EXPERIMENTAL QUESTION:
"HOW DID THE OTHER PERSON APPEAR
TO YOU, INTELLIGENT-
UNINTSLilGENT?"
Prosocial Orientation
Anticipation of
Meeting Low High
No Meeting 3. 20 ^ 3.25 ^
Meeting 3. 40 , 2.45b
-"a
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TABLE 151
AVERAGE RESPONSES TO THE FOLLOWING POST-EXPFRTWNTAtQUESTION: "WERE THE TWO OF YOU ABLE TO IN^EMCTWELL?". AS A FUNCTION OF PROSOCIAL
ORIENTATION LEVEL AND TREATMENT
CONDITIONS
Prosocial
Orientation
Cost of
Helping
Anticipation of Meeting
No Meeting Meeting
Low
Prosocial
Low Cost
High Cost
4.2
5.8
5.9
4.7
High
Prosocial
Low Cost
High Cost
5.6
5.9
5.9
5.9
TABLE 152
COST OF HELPING X ANTICIPATION OF MEETING INTERACTION
EFFECT FOR RESPONSES TO THE FOLLOWING POST-
EXPERIMENTAL QUESTION: "WERE THE TWO
OF YOU ABLE TO INTERACT WELL?"
Cost of Helping
Anticipation of
Meeting Low High
No Meeting 5.85
^
Meeting 5-9 b 5-30 ab
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TABLE 153
AVERAGE RESPONSES TO THE FOLLOw/ING POST EXPERTMfmt^atQUESTION: "DO YOU THINK THAT 10^0^^ 1f™r ^FRIENDS ^ITH SOMEONE LIKE TH^ otSeR
PERSON?". AS A FUNCTION OF
PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION
LEVEL AND TREATMENT
CONDITIONS
Prosocial
Orientation
Cost of
Helping
Anticipation of Meeting
No Meeting Meeting
Low
Prosocial
Low Cost
High Cost
3.8
4.7
4.4
4.4
High
Prosocial
Low Cost
High Cost
5.7
5.1
5.3
5.0
TABLE 154
AVERAGE RESPONSES TO THE FOLLOWING POST
-EXPERIMENTALQUESTION: "HOW GREAT WAS THE OTHER PERSON'S NEED
TO TALK?", AS A FUNCTION OF PROSOCIAL
ORIENTATION LEVEL AND TREATMENT
CONDITIONS
Anticipation of Meeting
Prosocial Cost of
Orientation Helping No Meeting Meeting
Low Low Cost 3.8 3.8
Prosocial High Cost 4.0 4.0
High Low Cost 4.0 4.0
Prosocial High Cost 3.9 3.9
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TABLE 155
PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION X COST OF HELPTNP iNrnTrpAPmrnKrEFFECT FOR RESPONSES TO THE FOLlS™ POsfEXPERIMENTAL QUESTION:
-HOW GREa¥ SaSOTHER PERSON'S NEED TO TALK?"
Prosocial Orientation
Cost of .
Helpine: t^ ^ Low High
Low Cost o Q
High Cost
b ab
TABLE 156
AVERAGE RESPONSES TO THE FOLLOWING POST
-EXPERIMENTALQUESTIONS: "UNDER THE CIRCUMSTANCES DID YOU FIND
IT EASY OR DIFFICULT TO RESPOND TO THE OTHER
PERSON?", AS A FUNCTION OF PROSOCIAL
ORIENTATION LEVEL AND TREATMENT
CONDITIONS
Anticipation of Meeting
Prosocial Cost of
Orientation Helping No Meeting leeting
Low Low Cost ^.7 3.6
Prosocial High Cost 2.5 3^8
High Low Cost 2.6 2.6
Prosocial High Cost 2.8 3.2
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TABLE 157
PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION X COST OF HELPING INTFRArrPTOMEFFECT FOR RESPONSES TO THE FOLLOW POSTEXPERIIVIENTAL QUESTION: "UNDER THF
CIRCUMSTANCES DID YOU FIND ITEASY OR DIFFICULT TO RESPOND
TO THE OTHER PERSON'?"
Cost of
Low Cost
Prosocial Orientation
Helpine
-r^ ^ Low High
^.15
^ 2.60 ^
^^^^ 3.15
. 3.00b -^-"^ ab
TABLE 158
AVERAGE RESPONSES TO THE FOLLOWING POST
-EXPERIMENTALQUESTION: "DID YOU THINK THAT THE OTHER SUBJECT'S
BEHAVIOR WAS APPROPRIATE?", AS A FUNCTION
OF PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION LEVEL AND
TREATMENT CONDITIONS
Anticipation of Meeting
Prosocial Cost of
Orientation Helping No Meeting Meeting
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosocial
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
^.0
4.7
5.2
4.4
3.9
5.7
4.5
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TABLE 159
AVERAGE RESPONSES TO THE FOLLOWING POST-EXPERTMENrrATQUESTION: "WERE YOU ANNOYED AT THE OTHERSUBJECT?". AS A FUNCTION OF PrSsoCIALORIENTATION LEVELS AND TREATMENT
CONDITIONS
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosocial
Anticipation of Meeting
Prosocial Cost of
Orientation Helping No Meeting Meeting
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
2.3
2.1
2.2
1.5
1.8
2.5
1.0
1.9
TABLE 160
COST OF HELPING X ANTICIPATION OF MEETING INTERACTION
EFFECT FOR RESPONSES TO THE FOLLOWING POST-
EXPERIMENTAL QUESTION: "WERE YOU ANNOYED
AT THE OTHER SUBJECT?"
Cost of Helping
Anticipation of '
Meeting Low High
No Meeting 2.25 1.80 ^a ah
Meeting l.i^O ^ 1.20 ^ah b
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TABLE I6l
THE EXPERIMENTER IN THIS SlTUATIoS^" AS IFUNCTION OF PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION
LEVEL AND TREATMENT
CONDITIONS
Anticipation of Meeting
Prosocial
Orientation
Cost of
Helping No Meeting Meeting
Low
Prosocial
Low Cost
High Cost
3.1
3.5
2.7
3.0
High
Prosocial
Low Cost
High Cost
3.1
3.9
3.0
3.^
TABLE 162
AVERAGE RESPONSES TO THE FOLLOWING POST
-EXPERIMENTALQUESTION: "HOW IMPORTANT WAS IT FOR YOU TO RESPOND
TO THE OTHER PERSON IN THIS SITUATION-?", AS A
FUNCTION OF PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION LEVEL AND
TREATMENT CONDITIONS
Prosocial
Orientation
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosocial
Cost of
Helping
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
Anticipation of Meeting
No Meeting
3.^
4.1
3.9
leeting
3.6
3.2
4.8
3.8
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TABLE 163
COST OF HELPING X ANTICIPATION OF MEETING INTERAPTthmEFFECT FOR RESPONSES TO THE FOLLOWING POS?^°^EXPERIMENTAL QUESTION: "HOW IMPORTANTWAS IT FOR YOU TO RESPOND TO THE
OTHER PERSON IN THIS
SITUATION?"
Cost of Helping
Anticipation of —
Meeting^
Low High
No Meeting 3^30 ^
Meeting 3,^3 ^ 3^3^a ^ ab
TABLE 164
AVERAGE RESPONSES TO THE FOLLOWING ORAL POST-
EXPERIMENTAL QUESTION: "WAS THE OTHER GIRL
AT ALL INCONSIDERATE?", AS A FUNCTION OF
PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION LEVEL AND
TREATMENT CONDITIONS
Anticipation of Meeting
Prosocial Cost of ~
Orientation Helping No Meeting Meeting
Low Low Cost 1.200 (n=10) I.3OO (n=10)
Prosocial High Cost 1.100 (n=9) 1.200 (n=10)
High Low Cost 1-556 (n=9) 1.000 (n=10)
Prosocial High Cost 1.000 (n=9) 1.200 (n=10)
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TABLE 165
ALL INCONSIDERATE?" -
Anticipation of
Meeting
No Meeting
Meeting
Cost of Helping
Low High
1.368
^
1.050
^
1.150 1.200
TABLE 166
AVERAGE RESPONSES TO THE FOLLOWING ORAL POST-EXPERIMENTAL QUESTION: "ia/AS THE OTHER GIRL'S
BEHAVIOR AT ALL INAPPROPRIATE-^ " AS A
FUNCTION OF PROSOCIAL
ORIENTATION LEVEL
AND TREATMENT
CONDITIONS
Prosocial
Orientation
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosocial
Cost of
Helping
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
Anticipation of Meeting
No Meeting
1.900 (n=10)
1.375 (n=8)
1.556 (n=9)
1.4^^ (n=9)
leeting
1.800 (n=10)
1.900 (n=10)
1.100 (n=10)
1.600 (n=10)
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TABLE 167
Cost of Helping
Anticipation of '
Meeting
Low High
No Meeting
I.73O
ab 1-^11
Meeting -, ^„1-^50 1.750
TABLE 168
AVERAGE RESPONSES TO THE FOLLOWING ORAL POST-
EXPERIMENTAL QUESTION: "DID YOU THINK THAT
YOU COULD DO ANYTHING TO COMFORT HER-?"
AS A FUNCTION OF PROSOCIAL ORIENTATIOn'
LEVEL AND TREATMENT CONDITIONS
Anticipation of Meeting
Prosocial Cost of
Orientation Helping No Meeting leetim
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosocial
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
1.700 (n=10)
2.333 (n=9)
2.500
2.556
(n=8)
{n=9)
2.300 (n=10)
1.700 (n=10)
2.800 (n=10)
2.700 (n=10)
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TABLE 169
EXPERIMENTAL QUESTION: "MD ^OU ^HiSk ^HAT ?0II^COULD DO ANYTHING TO COMFORT HER?" -
Cost of Helping
Anticipation of
Meeting
Low High
No Meeting ^
^ 2.050 2.44^
^
Meeting
,2.550 2.200
^D ab
TABLE 170
AVERAGE RESPONSES TO THE FOLLOWING ORAL POST-EXPFRTMFNrPATQUESTION: "WAS IT AT ALL DIFFICULrDElLING WItS SOTHER GIRL GIVEN THAT SHE WAS A STRANGER TO
YOU?", AS A FUNCTION OF PROSOCIAL
ORIENTATION LEVEL AND TREATMENT
CONDITIONS
Prosocial
Orientation
Low
Prosocial
High
Prosocial
Cost of
Helping
Low Cost
High Cost
Low Cost
High Cost
Anticipation of Meeting
No Meeting
2.300 (n=10)
1.222 (n=9)
1.556 (n=9)
1.333 (n=9)
leeting
1.600 (n=10)
2.000 (n=10)
1.400 (n=10)
1.500 (n=10)
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TABLE 171
COST OF HELPING X ANTICIPATION OF MEETINP TNTFRAnmrnMEFFECT FOR RESPONSES TO THE FOLLWING OrIt Pn^S^°^EXPERIMENTAL QUESTION: "WAS IT S ALL DimOT^DEALING WITH THE OTHER GIRL. GIVEN 1^3^
WAS A STRANGER TO YOU?"
Cost of Helping
Anticipation of
leeting
-rLow High
No Meeting l^^^O
^ ^^277
^
38?
Key to "Quest! onR
_;;_jnthp
CorreIatri^;j;gb^
consecutive
..question nuI'.SsnL'^^Slulfof •
^ l^e T.t.es.
Mz^l^_Questions in Tables 54. 180
_;_J^81^182 , 183
Question
p^ofUef*"^ receiving the personality
*
^ 2 3 4
""IrJ^"" .slightly fairly inter- moder- very in-ested interested interested ately teres^ed
interested
^' you think about getting the personality profileat any time, while taking the test? l-No 2-Yes
3. How important do you think the tests of the second
profilf?^^^^^°''
^"^^ generating. the personality12 3 i| 5
^
not slightly fairly moderately veryimportant important important important important
^. How important do you think the "Passages Test" is ingenerating the personality profile?
1 2 3 A|. 3
^
not slightly fairly moderately veryimportant important important important important
5. If you left out questions (or if you were to have
left out questions on any of the tests) did you think
that it would affect getting a meaningful and com-
plete personality profile?1234
not at all maybe
affect it affect it
5 6 7
affect it
very much
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Question
6. How important or unimportant was i t f'.^v.
well on the Passages Test? ^°
1
not
important
5
neutral
7.
5 7
very
important
How important or unimportant was it for you to complete the Passages Test? ^
1
not
important
4
neutral
6 7
very
important
8. How important or unimportant was it for the Experimenterthat you complete the Passages Test?
^^ nmen
1
not
important
4
neutral
7
very
important
9. According to the Experimenter's instructions wouldleaving out questions (not finishing) on the PassagesTest affect getting a personality profile?
would not
affect get-
ting a pro-
file
6
-t (
3 4
maybe affect
getting a profile
7
definitely
affect get-
ting a profile
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Question
10. Did you think that talking with thP nthnv>
somehow interfere with thf formulation of ^'^'^''/i^^^personality profile? ^ vulat a complete
1 2
No
Maybe
6 7
Yes
Mx to Questions in Tables 177. 184^^8^
Injreference to^the third experimental session (thediscussion session) do you remember who the ExiDeri
^
-L tjpi efa enxs an mcorrer'tanswer 2 represents a correct answer
-^^correcx
12. How do you feel about meeting with this person forthe discussion session?
1. Very negatively 4. Neutral
2. Quite negatively 5. A little positively
J. A li-ctle negatively 6. Quite positively
7. Very positively
13- Did you think about the third session at any time
while taking any of the tests? 1-No 2-Yes
1^. Did knowing that you would meet again with the other
person (during the third session) affect your behavior
towards her in any way and at any time during today's123!^
No Maybe
5 6 7
Yes
15- In responding to the other person, did you at all
have in mind that you would have to see her again?
1 2 3 if
No Maybe
5 6 7
Yes
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Question
16. If you answered ^, 5. 6 or 7 +r^ +k
did the knowledge of hav?L to see'hp^°''' questionyour reaction to her? l-So 2-Yes ^^^^"^ ^^^^^
Key to Questions in Tables 17 8 ,
_
VRf^j-jon
"We are interested in what affects tbo ^ ^ •
mation that DeoDle p-ivp J^Vk !S ® ^^^^ infor-
Test. TO flSr^ul tZt =on?r butL°?o'fLs?^j""'"^^sxons, we.d like you to answer t^tVolZTnl
^uStlons...
Question
17. How did the other person appear to you?
p* n^^i ^^PP^ ^- Neutral
3 A^'l^^t^pT I- A little unhappyJ. little happy 6. Quite unhappy
/. Very unhappy
18. How did the other person appear to you?
1. Very cold
^. Neutral
I' ^''t ^ ^
li^^l^ warm
3. A little cold 6. Quite warm
?. Very warm
19. How did the other person appear to you?
1. Very honest l^. Neutral
V ^ ^ li^^le dishonestJ. A little honest 6. Quite dishonest
7. Very dishonest
20. How did the other person appear to you?
1. Very selfish L^. Neutral
2. Quite selfish 5. A little giving
3. A little selfish 5. Quite giving
7. Very giving
21. How did the other person appear to you?
1. Very open I4-
. Neutral
2. Quite open 5. A little closed
3. A little open 6. Quite closed
7. Very closed
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Question
22. How did the other person appear to you?
1. Very interesting 4. Neutral
^. yuite mterestine; s A , • ^
3. A little interesling I
7. Very uninteresting
23. How did the other person appear to you?
1. Very considerate Neutral
^. Quite considerate S. A littio
3. A little considerate l QuUr^Lo"n^°S:j^tr
^
Very inconsiderate
24. How did the other person appear to you?
1. Very depressed Z|. Neutral
3 ^r^^^"^ ^ ^ li^^l^ contentJ. A little depressed 6. Quite content
7. Very content
25. How did the other person appear to you?
1. Very carefree 4. Neutral
2. Quite carefree 5. a little worried
3' A littxe carefree 6. Quite worried
7. Very worried
26. How did the other person appear to you?
1. Very nervous 4. Neutral
2. Quite nervous 5. a little at ease
3. A little nervous 6. Quite at ease
7. Very at ease
27. How did the other person appear to you?
1. Very callous k. Neutral
2. Quite callous 5. A little sensitive
3. A little callous 6. Quite sensitive
7. Very sensitive
28. How did the other person appear to you?
1. Very intelligent Neutral
2. Quite intelligent 5. A little unintelligent
3. A little intelligent 6. Quite unintelligent
7. Very unintelligent
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Question
29. How did the other person appear to you?
1. Very mature Neutral
2. Quite mature 5. a little childish '
3. A little mature 6. Quite childish
7. Very childish
30. How did the other person appear to you?
1. Very independent
. Neutral
I'
?^il^^^independent 5. A little dependent
J. A little independent 6. Quite dependent
?• Very dependent
31- How did the other person appear to you?
1. Very calm If. Neutral
2. Quite calm 5. a little distressed
3. A little calm 6. Quite distressed
7. Very distressed
32 How did the other person appear to you?
1. Very fair Neutral
2. Quite fair 5. a little unfair
J. A little fair 6. Quite unfair
7' Very unfair
33. How did the other person appear to you?
1. Very self-reliant 4. Neutral
2. Quite self-reliant 5. A little helpless
3. A little self-reliant 6. Quite helpless
7. Very helpless
3^. On the basis of the Test of Beginnings, that can be
thought of as a test of first impressions, did you
like the other person?
1 2 3 if
did not neutral
like her567
liked her
very much
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Question
35. Did the other person seem to like you?
^ 2 3 K
did not 7
.
like me • ^^^^^^1
5 6 7
liked me
very much
36. Were the two of you able to interact well?
1 2 3
^^t ^^11 neutral
5 6 7
very well
37. Do you think that you could become friends with some-
one like the other person?
1 4
definitely neutral
no
5 6 7
definitely
yes
Key to Questions in Tables. 179, 191-19^^
38. How great was that person's need to talk?1234
no need small need moderate great need
need
39. Were you hesitant to talk?
1 2 3
No Neutral Yes
^0. Under the circumstances did you find it easy or diffi-
cult to respond to the other person?
1. very easy 4. neutral
2. quite easy 5. a little difficult
3. a little easy 6. quite difficult
7. very difficult
39^
Question
^1. Did you think that the other subieof hoh.,.-
appropriate? ^ oject s behavior was
1. Very inappropriate 4. Neutral
2. Quite inappropriate 5. A little appropriate3. A little inappropriate 6. Quite appropriate
7. very appropriate
^2, Were you annoyed at the other subject?1234
^° Neutral567
Yes
^3. Were you uncomfortable with the other person?
1. Very comfortable 4. Neutral
2. Quite comfortable 5. A little uncomfortable
J. A little comfortable 6. Quite uncomfortable
7. Very uncomfortable
^k. How important was it for you to respond to the otherperson in this situation?
1 2 3 5
not slightly fairly moderately very
important important important important important
^5' How important was it for you to satisfy the Experi-
menter in this situation?
1 2 3 ii- 5
not slightly fairly moderately very
important important important important important
46. How would you rate her level of distress on a scale
from one to seven, one representing no distress,
seven representing great distress.
^7' How would you rate her need to talk on a scale from
one to seven?
48. Was she at all inconsiderate? 1-No 2-Yes
49. Was her behavior at all inappropriate?
1-No 2-A little 3-Yes
395
Question
50. Did you think you could comfort her"?1-No 2-A little 3-Yes
51. ^Jas it at all difficult dealing with her ^iven •that she was a stranger to you*?
1-No 2-A little 3-Yes
52. While talking to her did it occur to you that shewas m fact interrupting the test"?
0-didn't think of it l-No 2-Yes
?f^ou^inished?^' "^^'""^ Experimenter
1- it wouldn't matter 2-it would matter
5^. Did you think that not finishing would affect P-et-tmg a profile?
1-No 2-Yes
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TABLE 172
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN PROSOCIAL ORIENTATIONAND OTHER PERSONALITY MEASURES
( OVERALL- GROUK ANALYSIS)
Personality Measures
^Rotter Scale
"Hogan Scale
^Schwartz Scale
^Berkowitz Scale
^Grodman Trust Scale
Achievement Scale
Affiliation Scale
Affiliation Towards Strangers ScaleQuestion on Interpersonal Sensitivity
"^Christie Scale ^
Rokeach Values (Scale Scores)
*comfortable life
exciting life
sense of accomplishment
world at peace
world of beauty
'^equal ity
family security
freedom
happiness
inner harmony
mature love
national security
pleasure
salvation
self-respect
social recognition
true friendship
wisdom
ambitious
"^broadminded
capable
cheerful
'^'clean
courageous
*forgiving
^helpful
^honest
imaginative
independent
intellectual
.063
.
291***
.161
./l8l***
.358^^*
-.798***
-.105
.165
.057
.353^*''^
.365'"-5^-^
.138
.242*-=«-
.260**
.242**
-.0^2
.091
.008
.232**
.095
-.128
.483***
.081
-.002
.080
.089
.308***
.005
.235*^
.439**.^
.528***
.528***
.082
.156
.105
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TABLE 172
-Continued
Personality Measures
logical
loving .165
obedient .239'^*
polite .213*
responsible
.
.2^8^^*
self controlled .229**
.0^3
Note. An
thJ -^J^ °^ "^^^ personality measure indicatesat the variable was included in the factor analvsisfor prosocial orientation. y
* p<.10
** p<.05
p<.01
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TABLE 197
FREQUENCIES FOR EACH TYPE OF HELPING (SCALE 6)
FOR EACH LEVEL OF PROSOCIAL ORIENTATION AND
TREATMENT CONDITION
Anticipation of Meeting
Prosocial Cost of
Orientation Helping
No Meeting Meeting
Helping Helping
Score Frequency Score Frequency
Low
Prosocial
Low
Cost
High
Cost
1
2
3
1
2
3
4
3
3
0
1
5
2
2
1
2
3
1
2
3
4
2
6
1
1
k
2
0
High
Prosocial
Low
Cost
High
Cost
1
2
3
1
2
3
4
1
1
5
3
0
7
3
0
1
2
3
1
2
3
4
0
2
5
3
0
5
3
2


